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RGS ENERGY GROUP INC.

( .... Growing Towards the Future

eGS Energy Group, Inc. was formed in 1999 as a 
holding company in response to the deregulation restruc 
turing in the energy utility business. Its regul a ted energy 
business is conduected through Rochester Gas anid Eleltrir 
Corporatioi (RG&E), and Is inregulated business 
tIrough Energetix. Ihe vision at ROE Energy Group is to 
be the premier energy pro, ider in the state. The mission is 
o tpro> ide ener gy and eunergy -related sel'> ices to all of our 
iilltoiers Pviti IIe highest level o Isalisfa~tion and quoality.  

RG&E supplies regulated electric and gas ser, iee 
w ithin a 2.700 square emile set tice leriitory with a popu
latioin orone iniiI oIi people. The service territory is well 

diversified among residential. commercial and industrial 

customers. The Citv of Rochester is the third largest in 
New oo1rk State and a major InIdLISt iLil ceriteri Nliolti

inational canlerleein th( Greater Rochester Region 

makes this area the top exportling legion outside of 
New look Citt Projeelions of exports friom the region 
ire expeI led to reach nearIl $15 lillion in goods alnd 

services during the ear ending 2000.  
The service territorx also has a substantia sLib urlbai 

area with oonnieci:al grox th and large, prosperoILIs 

frunniling tegiolis.  

FGS kncrgý Group's ilriraglledl subi;idiary.  
Energetix. and its subsidiaries. continue to gro", 

Eneretix contributed its first prolitable year as 

part of the •ES Energy GroLip since 
gning into btisiness jusl

For Energetx the yeat 2000 wNas not only one of ptor
itability but substantial expansion as well. Sartring the 
year with 15,000 natural gas and electricity customers, it 

ended tip with more than 86.000 customers throughout 

upstate New lork, 
By tie end of year 2000. thie Energetix subsidiary, 

Griffith Energy, compneted an aggressive expansion 
program that acquired eight petroleum companies. The 

most significant of these strategic aequ isitions included 
BurnrvellV Gas, a large proparle dish lbitor, along with 
its wholesale sister company. Seimax Gas Corporation.  

Burnwelf is hoth a shipper on the TTT pipeline Boon 
Mont Belvieu. Texas and thomigh our Ontario, Canada 
transfer plail. The company is orne ofthe ]argest. most 

reliable exporters of Canadian propane supply in the 

Northeast, Then through acquiring New" York State Fuels 
Division or kllEneigy Maiketing, I..C., Griflith Energy 
rian;r doubled its cuistomer base and Dow serves over 

117,000 customers across the state.

three years ago.
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC

2000 Revenue Dollar

i/

Source of 2000 Revenue Dollar

Residential 54¢ 
(17c Electric. i7c Gas)

Commercial 13t 
(11¢ Electric. 2t Gas)

Iadushtial 8 

(70 Electicr, 1 Gas)

Other 5c 
(5¢ Electric, 2¢ Gas)

Use of 2000 Revenue Dollar

U nregulated

i/

j
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.  

Financial Highlights-RGS 

1999 Change 

Financial Data (Thousands) 

Operating revenues: Electric $ 731,006 $ 702,751 4 
Gas $ 340,014 $ 284,476 20 
Other $ 377,099 $ 220,310 71 

Total $1,448,119 $1,207,537 20 
Operating expenses $1,299,041 $1,066,619 22 
Operating income $ 149,078 $ 140,918 6 
Net income applicable to common stock $ 91,859 $ 89,497 3 
Rate of return on average common equity 11.82% 11.53% 3 

Common Stock Data 
Weighted average number of shares 

outstanding (Thousands) 
-Basic 35,178 36,665 (4) 
-Diluted 35,281 36,757 (4) 

Per common share: 
Earnings-Basic $2.61 $2.44 7 
Earnings-Diluted $2.60 $2.44 7 
Dividends Paid $1.80 $1.80 

Book Value (year end) $22.19 $21.43 4 
Year-end market price $32.44 $20.56 58 
Number of Registered Common Stock 

Shareholders at December 31 25,518 27,258 (6) 

Operating Data 
Sales (Thousands) 

Kilowatt-hours to retail customers 5,943,564 6,319,259 (6) 
Kilowatt-hours to wholesale customers 2,770,518 1,874,927 48 
Therms of gas sold and transported 594,177 535,850 11 

Net additions to utility plant, less allowance 
for funds used during construction (thousands) $ 142,496 $108,339 32 

Employees (year end) 2,542 2,354 12



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

To Our Shareholders, 

T he year 2000 was a turbulent one in the utility 
business, but a good one for tRGS EnergyT 

Group. As I have written in these letters in 
the past, we need to balance the challenges 

that result from the fundamental change as our 
industry restructures and still keep the lights on 
and the gas flowing. That is what we did in 2000 
and we managed to do it while also producing 
improved financial results and shareholder value.  

Despite the good results for RGS, we are concerned 
about the problems that have occurred in the 
restructured industry in California and, to a lesser 
extent, in New York. To address this concern, we 
have confined this letter to a discussion of the 
highlights for RGS in the year 2000 and included a 
discussion of broader industry issues in a separate 
section that follows.  

RGS Energy Group Financial Performance 

We earned $2.61 a share in 2000, up from $2.44 in 
1999 and $2.32 in 1998. Many factors contributed 
to this favorable performance, but one of the most 
significant was the first contribution to our profit 
from Energetix, our unregulated energy business.  
The year 2000 started out poorly for utility sector 
stocks with RGS Energy's common stock hitting 
a low of $18.69 in late February. However, RGS 
finished the year with a very positive performance.  
Our stock closed the year at $32.44 with a total 
annual return, including dividends, of 69 percent.  
While our performance substantially mirrored the 
utility sector, not every company participated.  
Your investment in RGS was a good one in 2000.  

Energetix 

An important part of our strategy for success is 
building an energy service company through 
Energetix. It does business across upstate New 
York, offering electricity, natural gas, energy servic
es and, through its Griffith Energy subsidiary, 
propane, home heating oil and other liquid fuels.  
The year 2000 was a successful one for Energetix,

with a contribution of $484 million to RGS Energy 
revenues while posting its first profitable year since 
its creation just three years ago.  

The year 2000 was not only profitable for Energetix, 
but one of substantial expansion as well. Starting 
the year with 15,000 natural gas and electricity 
customers, it ended up with more than 86,000.

The Energetix subsidiary, Griffith 
Energy, was acquired in August 
1998 and brought 70,000 liquid 
fuels customers. Since that date, 
we have continued an aggressive 
expansion program of eight liquid 
fuel company acquisitions. The 
most significant of these acquisi
tions occurred at the end of the 
year 2000 and included Burnwell 
Gas, a large propane distributor, 
and the New York State Fuels 
Division of AllEnergy Marketing 
L.L.C., a liquid fuels business.

RGS finished 
the year with 
a very positive 
performance...  
our stock 
closed the year 
with a total 
annual return 
of 69 percent.

After these acquisitions, Griffith increased its 
customer base to 123,000. We expect to continue 
to profitably build on this base in 2001.  

Nine Mile Nuclear 

I reported in my 1999 letter that RG&E announced 
its intention to acquire a controlling interest in 
the Nine Mile Point nuclear power plants. We 
made that decision in response to an agreement 
by Niagara Mohawk and New York State Electric 
and Gas Corp. to sell their interests in the nuclear 
station to AmerGen. We believed the AmerGen 
sale, as proposed, did not justify the sale of our 
interest. On the contrary, by exercising our right 
to purchase the facilities under the proposed terms, 
the sales agreement provided us with an opportu
nity to guarantee our customers a reliable supply 
of electricity at stable prices, to transfer the operat
ing risks and to pay off our outstanding debt.  

With market conditions for the sale of nuclear 
power plants improving and several potential pur
chasers indicating interest, the agreement did not 
receive Public Service Commission (PSC) approval.

I



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

The Commission used 

the occasion to reaffirm 

its policy of having reg

ulated utilities exit the 

generation business. At 
its urging, we agreed to 

develop a plan with our 

co-owners to determine 

the market value of the 

facilities through an 

auction process.  

The results of the auc

tion addressed many of 

our concerns. The price 

was substantially higher 

than the previous offer.  

The 10-year term of a 

power purchase agree

ment provides our customers with long-term price 

protection. RG&E will be relieved of the risks 

associated with operation of the plant, and the 

prospective purchaser is a respected and experi

enced nuclear plant operator.  

This sale will not represent a windfall for RG&E.  

We have a substantial investment in the plant that 

will not be completely covered by the sale and this 

will have to be resolved as part of the regulatory 

proceeding to approve the sale.  

While the auction phase has reached a successful 

completion, the proposed sale will require approval 

by several regulatory agencies. The responsibility 

rests with the PSC to determine whether the sale, 

as proposed, is in the public interest and provides 

the basis for fair regulatory treatment. This 

responsibility takes on added significance by virtue 

of the Commission's active encouragement of this 

process and the prevailing market conditions for 

electricity. We are optimistic that an acceptable 

regulatory outcome can be achieved.  

RG&E will remain the owner-operator of the Ginna 

Nuclear Power Station. Ginna was not part of the 

sale process and the sale of Nine Mile Point Two has 

no effect on our ownership or operation of Ginna.

a

Thomas S. Richards

Natural Gas Prices

One disappointment in the year 2000 was the sharp 

increase in natural gas prices across the country 

nearly quadrupling at one point. Several years of 

lower prices has discouraged production. In 2000, 

demand - partly influenced by increasing use of 

gas to generate electricity - began to outrun supply 

in a winter that started out colder than normal.  

While RG&E's gas distribution charge to customers 

has remained fixed since 1994, one third of our 

customers' gas bill consists of the cost of the gas 

commodity, so gas bills for our customers are 

higher this heating season. We don't profit from 

it and we don't like it, but we have managed the 

impact on our business successfully.  

At the end of 2000, we reached a settlement pro

posal for setting our gas rates through June 2002, 

which will make it consistent with our electric 

rates agreement. We consider the proposal to be 

fair and reasonable and expect it to be acted upon 

by the PSC early in 2001. It is described in the 

Management Discussion Section of this Report.



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC

Competitive Choice, Deregulation, Regulation 

We continue the process of providing a choice of 
electric and gas retail suppliers to the customers of
RG&E. By the

Our overall 

progress will 

continue to be 

measured by 

our ability to 

successfully 

adapt to a 
changing 

environment 

and we believe 

that we are in 
a good position 

to be flexible 

and to thrive.

end of the year 2000, nearly 40,000 
electric customers representing 24 
percent of our total electric supply 
and 41,000 gas customers account
ing for some 54 percent of our gas 
demand were being provided energy 
by competitive suppliers. This is 
consistent with the original plan in 
our five-year regulatory settlement.  
However, the regulatory and indus
try changes that are necessary for 
the full development of retail com
petitive choice hit some snags in 
2000. If we are to continue to make 
progress, there is some work to be 
done on a statewide and national 
basis. Our view of this situation 
and what needs to be done is con
tained in the discussion that follows 
this letter.

A Reliable Future 

In the 1999 Annual Report, I said that we were on 
a journey that leads less to a destination than to a 
state of continual change. On this journey, our 
progress was to be measured not by how near we 
are to a fixed location, but by our ability to success
fully adapt to and prosper in this ever-changing 
environment. That was certainly true in the year 
2000 and I expect nothing less in 2001.  

In our regulated RG&E business in 2001, we expect 
to bring to a conclusion the disposition of the Nine 
Mile Point Two nuclear plant. We also will begin 
the process of working with the Public Service 
Commission and various other parties to determine 
the next steps in restructuring our regulated busi
ness that will occur after the end of our current 
regulatory agreement in June 2002. With substan
tial generation of our own, solid financial perform
ance and a continuing commitment to improving

reliability, we are in a good position to respond 
and to continue to produce good results.  

In our unregulated business, Energetix, we are in a 
position to take those opportunities presented to us 
by the course of deregulation and the development 
of the wholesale markets and to continue the 
growth of our liquid fuels business. The liquid 
fuels business, which is now the largest part of 
Energetix, provides a basis for profitable growth 
that is not dependent on the uncertain develop
ment of electric deregulation and the electric and 
gas wholesale markets.  

Our overall progress will continue to be measured 
by our ability to successfully adapt to a changing 
environment and we believe that we are in a good 
position to be flexible and to thrive.  

Neil Murphy 

The annual meeting this year A, ill mark the retire
ment of Cornelius J. (Neil) Murphy after 20 years 
as a Director. Neil has been a valuable member of 
the Board and a valued counselor to me and many 
of my predecessors. The company appreciates his 
service and I appreciate his loyal support.  

RGS Is On Track 

I cited some goals in the last annual report. We 
wanted to balance the many challenges facing this 
business and, amidst what has been a turbulent 
year for electric deregulation, make the challenges 
work for our shareholders and for our customers.  

We're doing just that, and we intend to extend the 
momentum. I give credit to RGS employees.  
Nothing can happen without them. A few employ
ees are pictured in this report. They and many 
others at RGS make all this work. Please join me 
in commending them for a job well done.  

Thomas S. Richards 
February 1, 2001 
Chairman of the Board, 
President and Chief Executive Officer

I



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.
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Like most New York power companies, California 
utilities were ordered to sell power plants to create 
an unregulated wholesale energy market. Now 
these companies have to buy much of their power 
on that unregulated market.  

RG&E, based on our negotiated settlement agree
ment, worked it out so that we did not have to sell 
any power plants. So, as it turns out, our electric 

customers have been largely protected from the 
volatile, unregulated power market. Our cus
tomers further benefit from our agreement to 
continue to reduce electric rates.  

So, what's the problem with deregulation? 

Well, along with promise, rapid change also can 
spark unexpected events and disappointment.  
Until recently, almost everybody got their electrici
ty and gas from regulated monopolies, systems 
that had been in place for more than a century.  
Customers couldn't choose their suppliers, and the 
regulated energy companies couldn't choose their 
customers. Utilities were responsible for figuring 
out how much more energy would be needed, and 
then making sure it was there on time, every time.  
The money needed to accomplish this was aver
aged and spread out over long periods of time, 
avoiding sudden price spikes.

There were advantages to that way of doing busi
ness. However, the system was often condemned 

as being monopolistic, bureaucratic, and unsympa

thetic to price signals and consumers' pocketbooks, 

particularly after electric power became more 

expensive in the 1980s. There were a number of 

causes, not the least of which was the use of utility 

rates to collect higher property and special energy 

taxes and fund social programs. The higher cost 
was irritating customers and hurting local 

economies, particularly in places like California 

and New York, where it was viewed as making the 
states economically uncompetitive. Deregulation, 

which had gained favor in several other industries, 

was seen as the answer.  

The idea was to restructure into three parts: 

* Traditional, regulated businesses that deliver 

energy to all customers, maintain the "pipes 

and wires" and handle emergencies.  

* Unregulated retail businesses that compete to 

sell energy and services.  

* Unregulated owners of power plants that sell in 

an open market. Of all the factors, this one caused 

most of the recent price problems.

We've given a lot of thought at RGS to the deregulation problems that have emerged, as seen particularly in California. While we have avoided 
the intensity of those problems in our service territory, the situation does concern us. We've established a view on the situation that I'd like to 
share with you. I invite you to read the following analysis.  

The Deregulation Dilemma-Issues and Answers 
-Thomas S. Richards 

n one of the states that claimed leadership in bringing competition to the energy 

utility industry, things aren't working out the way they were intended. News accounts 

tell almost daily of record high prices, power shortages and blackouts in California.  

Electric bills tripled in the San Diego vicinity, and the financial solvency of the largest 

investor-owned California power companies with fixed rates has been seriously impaired.  

After a summer of woes, Californians found no relief in what has become the winter of 

their discontent, so much so that the state's governor labeled deregulation "a colossal and 

dangerous failure."I Closer to home in New York City, the problems haven't been as 

significant as in California, but power bills there last summer were sharply higher.

J9



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

You need two things to create a competitive electric 

supply market. One is an organization to adminis

ter the bulk transmission systems that move power 

around the states and regions - something the 
regulated power companies used to do themselves.  

Now called an Independent System Operator (ISO), 

it has to provide an open marketplace for buying 

and selling power to all competitors, while main
taining the reliability of a system in which demand 

is constantly and instantly changing. Start-up 

problems in operating the ISOs have caused 
increased prices with very damaging price spikes.  

Many of those problems rise from overly optimistic 

estimates about how fast change could be made.  

Then, of course, you need competitors for competi
tion. Under the old system, generating plants were 

owned by power companies or the government. So 
to create a competitive power market the regulated 
power companies were told to sell their power 

plants to unregulated businesses, and then buy 

power back on the wholesale marketplace created

Start-up 
problems in 
operating the 
Independent 
System 
Operators 
have caused 
increased 
prices with 
very damaging 
price spikes.

by the ISOs. The thinking was 
that the open market would 
drive prices down for con
sumers in a way that hadn't 
happened with regulated 
monopolies.  

What happened? 

We think that some expecta
tions and assumptions under
lying this orchestrated change 
simply overestimated what can 
be done and how soon. While 
we believe competition can 
bring consumers better value, 
we also know that it doesn't 
always produce lower prices 
or guarantee the lowest price

to everybody all of the time. Once you move from 
regulation to competition, you can't just order 
prices to be lower if you expect the system to work 
and the lights to stay on.

It wasn't simply a matter of selling the power 
plants. A number of other things also had to 
happen and there are other factors at work that 
affect the price and availability of electric energy: 

E Taxes for some past regulatory decisions and 
social-program funding contribute significantly to 
higher costs. These costs still are substantially 
with us.  

* Prices for the fuels, particularly natural gas, that 
fire power plants in many areas, have climbed to 
unexpected, even record highs.  

* It was assumed once-ample electric capacity 
would meet demand for years and that selling 
power plants to independent power producers 
would drive prices down in the marketplace until 
demand grew. That's a key assumption that turned 
out to be wrong. It was particularly disastrous in 
California and harmful as well in downstate New 
York, where the economy has been growing strong
ly and the ability to import electricity is limited by 
the availability of transmission capabilities. So, at 
times of high demand, the price of electricity was 
driven to unheard-of levels.  

* Then, too, there is a fair amount of "regulation" 
still in deregulation. In California, for example, the 
investor-owned power companies were prohibited 
from negotiating long-term power contracts from 
power producers to moderate short-term fluctua
tions. In both New York and California, the process 
of siting and building power plants to add supply 
is heavily regulated, difficult and takes a long time.  
When demand grew and supply got tight, it was 
very difficult to add new generation. Very little has 
been added in California or New York for many 
years and no plants are fully permitted or under 
construction in New York today.  

It's not that deregulation can't work; it's just that 
we have some work to do before it will work.  
Deregulation is going to take time. We shouldn't 
ignore recent events as momentary or insignificant, 
but use them to teach us what to do and set 
realistic expectations.

A
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

So what do we do? 

Adopt, stick to and judge what 

we are doing by a set of values 

that realistically reflects what 

people want and should 
receive from the energy utility 

industry. At RGS Energy we 
believe those values and their 

order of importance are: 

1. Reliability 

2. Price 

3. Choice 

4. Community Responsibility

Reliability 
cannot be 
assumed.  
It takes an 
adequate 
complement of 
qualified people 
and constant, 
substantial 
investment.

We place reliability first and believe our customers 

do as well because the others simply don't mean 

much when you're working in the dark. We're not 

saying that we never change the order of these val

ues, but we do have to consider consequences 

whenever we do. For instance, most people would 

agree that some level of environmental regulation 

is appropriate even though it increases the price of 

electricity and may slow the process for building 

new power plants. Community social programs 

and taxes add to costs as well. It is not that these 

added costs are wrong. What's wrong is to ignore 

their impact on cost and the competitive market.  

With these values in mind, and believing that relia

bility is foremost, as any Californian will attest, we 

should do the following in New York: 

Sensibly and with due environmental concern, 

we must add new generation to our statewide sys

tem to meet growing demand. That will mean 

streamlining the approval process.  

We need to develop the ability to have our use 

of power respond to limits in supply and high cost.  

Immediately, this means a system of voluntary use 

reduction by larger users that can be implemented 

quickly and counted on. This will allow us, partic

ularly in the downstate area where this is a more 

serious problem, to reduce demand when supplies 

get tight.  

We must place reasonable temporary controls 

on an immature and not fully functional competi-

live market for power to prevent abuses or taking 
advantage of supply limitations.  

Over time, we need to adjust the way we use 

and make electric energy. This can involve many 

aspects of efficient use; conservation; response to 

the real time actual cost of energy; reducing 

dependence on one fuel source, such as gas; and 

new, sometimes more environmentally friendly, 

ways of generating electricity. Important though 

they are, these approaches, even collectively, are 

not enough. They will take time and their impact 

is difficult to predict. In the near term, most of 

them increase the cost of energy. We need to be 

realistic about what we can or are willing to 

accomplish and the resulting impact on our econo

my. If we are not realistic, these approaches are 

likely to be a victim, rather than a result, of a 

crisis, as many are today in California 

We should be willing to convert slowly and 

thoughtfully to a deregulated environment, and 

not be afraid or ashamed to correct our course and 

make adjustments where needed. In short, we 

must never confuse politics with the physics 

behind the requirement for reliable, available and 

reasonably priced electricity. California teaches us 

that we cannot anticipate everything that will influ

ence electric supply and demand. A competitive 

market may be the right future of electric supply, 

but it is not a miracle and the transition is impor

tant and will take time.  

Reliability cannot be assumed. It takes an ade

quate complement of qualified people and constant, 

substantial investment. If we try to make up for 

the supply problems or subsidize the competitive 

choice programs by driving down the distribution 

rates, we will eventually pay for it in decreased 

reliability. We should be working on ways to 

increase the investment in the distribution system 

and that is what we are doing at RG&E.  

This annual report reflects our commitment to the 

values that should guide the electric utility industry 

and the primacy of reliability among the values.  

No matter where the course of energy competition 

leads this nation, we do not think that should 

change.

I
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
of Financial Condition and Results of Operations 

INTRODUCTION 

The following is Management's assessment of certain significant factors affecting the 
financial condition and operating results of RGS Energy Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries 
over the past three years. The Consolidated Financial Statements and the Notes thereto 
contain additional data. For the twelve months ended December 31, 2000, 50 percent of the 
Company's operating revenues were derived from electric service, 22 percent from natural 
gas service, and 28 percent from unregulated businesses.

Selected Abbreviations and Glossary 

Cooling degree days: A measure that quantifies 
the extent to which the daily outdoor average tem
perature exceeds a base of 65 degrees Fahrenheit.  
One degree day is counted for each degree day 
falling above the assumed base for each calendar 
day.  

Company or RGS: RGS Energy Group Inc., a 
holding company formed August 2, 1999,which is 
the parent company of Rochester Gas and Electric 
Corporation, RGS Development Corporation, and 
Energetix, Inc.  

FERC: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

Ginna Plant: Ginna Nuclear Plant which is wholly 
owned by RG&E 

Heating degree days: A measure that quantifies 
the extent to which the daily outdoor average tem
perature falls below a base of 65 degrees

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 

The discussion presented below contains statements 
which are not historic fact and which can be classified 
as forward looking. These statements can be identified 
by the use of certain words which suggest forward look
ing information, such as "believes," "will," "expects," 
"projects," "estimates" and "anticipates". They can also 

be identified by the use of words which relate 
to future goals or strategies. In addition to the 
assumptions and other factors referred to 
specifically in connection with the forward 
looking statements, some of the factors that 
could have a significant effect on whether the 
forward looking statements ultimately prove
to be accurate include:

Fahrenheit. One degree day is counted for each 
degree day falling below the assumed base for each 
calendar day.  

Nine Mile Two: Nine Mile Point Nuclear Plant Unit 
No. 2 of which RG&E currently owns a 14% share 

PSC: New York State Public Service Commission 

Regulatory Assets: Deferred costs whose classifi
cation as an asset on the balance sheet is permitted 
by SFAS-71, Accounting for the Effects of Certain 
Types of Regulation 

RG&E: Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company 

Electric Settlement: 1997 Competitive Oppor
tunities Case Settlement among RG&E, PSC and 
other parties which provides the framework for the 
development of competition in the electric energy 
marketplace through June 30, 2002 

SFAS: Statement of Financial Accounting Standards

1. uncertainties related to the regulatory treatment of 
RG&E's nuclear generation facilities including the 

proposed sale of RG&E's interest in the Nine Mile 
Two nuclear generating facility; 

2. any state or federal legislative or regulatory 
initiatives (including the results of negotiations 
between RG&E and the PSC regarding certain gas 

restructurings) that affect the cost or recovery 
of investments necessary to provide utility 
service in the electric and natural gas indus
tries. Such initiatives could include, for exam
pie, changes in the regulation of rate struc
tures or changes in the speed or degree to 
which competition occurs in the electric and 
natural gas industries;

-4
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

3. any changes in the ability of RG&E to recover 
environmental compliance costs through 
increased rates; 

4. the determination in the nuclear generation 
proceeding initiated by the PSC, including any 
changes in the regulatory status of nuclear 
generating facilities and their related costs, 
including recovery of costs related to spent fuel 
and decommissioning; 

5. fluctuations in energy supply and demand and 
market prices for energy, capacity and ancillary 
services; 

6. any changes in the rate of industrial, commercial 
and residential growth in RG&E's and RGS's 
service territories;

7. the development of any new technologies which 
allow customers to generate their own energy or 
produce lower cost energy; 

B. any unusual or extreme weather or other natural 
phenomena; 

9. the timing and extent of changes in commodity 
prices and interest rates; 

10. the ability of RGS to manage profitably new unregu
lated operations; 

11. certain unknowable risks involved in operating 
unregulated businesses in new territories and new 
industries; and 

12. any other considerations that may be disclosed from 
time to time in the publicly disseminated documents 
and filings of RGS and RG&E.
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.  

On August 2, 1999, RG&E was reorganized 
into a holding company structure pursuant to 
an Agreement and Plan of Share Exchange 
between RG&E and RGS. As part of the reor
ganization, all of the outstanding shares of 
RG&E common stock were exchanged on a 
share-for-share basis for shares of RGS and 
RG&E became a subsidiary of RGS. RG&E's 
preferred stock was not exchanged as part of 
the share exchange and continues as shares of RG&E.  

The holding company structure was formed to 
enable RGS to respond quickly to changes in the evolv
ing competitive energy utility industry. The new struc
ture permits the use of financing techniques that are bet
ter suited to the particular requirements, characteristics 
and risks of non-utility operations without affecting the 
capital structure or creditworthiness of RG&E. This 
increases RGS's financial flexibility by allowing it to 
establish different debt-to-equity ratios for each of its 

individual lines 
of business.  

RGS is a hold
ing company and 
not an operating 
entity. RGS's oper
ations are being 
conducted through 
its subsidiaries 
which include 

Station #5, hydro generating plant. RG&E and two 
unregulated 

subsidiaries - Energetix, Inc. and lAGS Development 
Corporation. RG&E will continue to offer regulated 
electric and natural gas utility service in its franchise 
territory. Energetix, Inc. provides energy products and 
services primarily throughout Upstate New York. lAGS 
Development Corporation offers energy systems devel
opment and management services.  

Unregulated Subsidiaries. Part of RGS's financial 
strategy is to seek growth by entering into unregulated 
businesses. The Electric Settlement allows RG&E to 
provide the funding for RGS to invest up to $100 million 
in unregulated businesses and lAGS has invested $87 
million (including loan guarantees) as of December 31, 
2000. The first step in this direction was the formation 
and operation of Energetix, Inc. (Energetix) effective 
January 1, 1998. Energetix is an unregulated subsidiary 
that brings energy products and services to the market
place both within and outside of RG&E's regulated fran
chise territory. Energetix markets electricity, natural 
gas, oil, gasoline, and propane fuel energy services

throughout Upstate New York. Energetix has 
over 83,000 customers for natural gas and 

electricity service.  

In August 1998, Energetix acquired Griffith 

Oil Company, Inc. (Griffith), the second largest 
oil and propane distribution company in New 
York State. This $31.5 million acquisition was 

accounted for using purchase accounting and 
- the results of Griffith's operations are reflected 

in the consolidated financial statements of RGS 

since its acquisition on August 2, 1998.  
In November 2000, Griffith acquired Burnwell®R Gas, 

a full-service propane gas retailer and distributor pro

viding fuel, appliances, heating equipment and service 
in the Western New York area. This acquisition adds 

29,000 customers to the Griffith customer base. The 

acquisition was accounted for using purchase account

ing and Burnwell® Gas's results of operations are 

reflected in the consolidated financial statements of 

RGS since the acquisition.  
In November 2000, Griffith also acquired certain 

assets of the New York Fuels Division of AllEnergy 
Marketing Company, L.L.C., related to its petroleum 

distribution business. This acquisition adds 24,000 

customers to the Griffith customer base. The acquisition 
was accounted for using purchase accounting and the 

results of the acquired operations are reflected in the 

consolidated financial statements of RGS since the 
acquisition.  

Griffith and its recent acquisitions as discussed 

above give Energetix access to over 123,000 customers, 
approximately 100,000 of whom are outside of RG&E's 
regulated franchise territory. Acquisitions by Griffith 
since August 1998 have increased its customer base by 

over 100 percent. In total, Griffith has approximately 

620 employees and operates 28 customer service 

centers 
as of 
December 
31, 2000. F 

E! , 

A Burnwell 
agricultural " " 

customer, 
where multiple 
propane tanks 

are used to 
dry grain.
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Additional information on Energetix's 
operations (including Griffith) is presented 
under the headings Operating Revenues and 
Sales, Operating Expenses and in Note 4 of 
the Notes to Financial Statements.  

During the second quarter of 1998, the 
Company formed RGS Development to pursue 
unregulated business opportunities in the 
energy marketplace. Through December 31, 
2000, RGS Development's operations have not been 
material to RGS's results of operations or its financial 
condition.  

ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC 
CORPORATION 

Competition 

Gas Retail Access Settlements.  
On January 25, 2001, RG&E reached agreement with 

PSC Staff and other parties on a comprehensive rate and 
restructuring proposal for its natural gas business (the 
Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal), as contemplated 
in the PSC's Gas Policy Statement (see heading Rates 
and Regulatory Matters, "PSC Gas Restructuring Policy 
Statement").  

Since mid-1998, RG&E, PSC Staff and other parties 
have engaged in settlement negotiations regarding 
RG&E's rates and restructuring. These negotiations 
have resulted in two previous agreements among RG&E, 
PSC Staff and several other parties. The first was imple
mented in September 1999 and addressed the following 
issues: a capacity release revenue imputation, capacity 
cost mitigation measures, a timetable for public filing 
and resumption of negotiations, and improvement of 
RG&E's retail access program. The September 1999 
agreement was approved by the PSC in an Order issued 
September 30, 1999.

RG&E continues to strengthen infrastructure with the installation 
of miles of new gas pipeline. Here workers join two lengths of 
16" diameter pipe.

Pursuant to the September 1999 agree
ment, RG&E, on January 28, 2000, made a 
filing addressing various issues pertaining to 
RG&E's natural gas business, including pro
posals for restructuring that business and 
facilitating migration from fully bundled sales 
service to retail service prov ided by natural 
gas marketers. Certain issues presented by 
the January 28, 2000 filing, principally relat

ing to the commencement of a single-retailer retail 
access program for gas, in substantially the same form 
as currently in effect for electric retail access (see 
"Energy Choice" heading), and the establishment of a 
"backout credit" to be paid to natural gas marketers 
serving retail customers, were resolved in a June 2000 
Gas Settlement.  

The Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal is intend
ed to resolve all issues identified by the parties and not 
resolved in either the September 1999 settlement or the 
June 2000 Gas Settlement, as approved by the PSC. It is 
anticipated that this Proposal will be approved by the 
PSC in February 2001 and made effective on March 1, 
2001, although no assurance may be given as to such 
approval or its timing.  

The Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal contains 
a number of features that are intended to extend for dif
ferent periods. The two most significant periods are the 
Rate Term, which applies principally to rate-related pro
visions and extends from July 1, 2000 through June 30, 
2002, and the Rate and Restructuring Program which 
applies to most other provisions and extends from the 
date of approxal of the Proposal through March 31, 2004.  
The principal features of the Proposal are as follows: 

(1) for the purpose of setting base, or local delivery, 
rates for the period beginning July 1, 2000, natural gas 
revenues shall be decreased a total of $2,806,000 from the 
levels in effect on June 30, 2000. This rate level is based 
on an agreed-upon return on equity of 11.00 percent; 

(2) base rates will be adjusted effective March 1, 
2001 to reflect the revenue requirements decrease.  
Because the current base rates that will be in effect 
through February 28, 2001 are higher than those agreed 
to by the parties, RG&E, in March 2001, will pass back to 
all its retail gas customers a temporary credit applied to 
rates, on a volumetric basis, equal to the amount of the 
reduction in rates for the period July 1, 2000 through 
February 28, 2001; 

(3) RG&E is allowed to defer any prudent and 
verifiable cost for recovery after the Rate Term of the 
Proposal, subject to PSC approval; 

(4) in the event that RG&E achiev es a return on 
equity in excess of 12.5 percent in any Rate Year covered
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by this Proposal, 90 percent of the excess over that level 
shall be deferred for the benefit of customers; 

(5) RG&E shall be entitled to defer any costs associ

ated with mandates and catastrophic events that occur 
during the Rate Term of this Proposal. If the incremen
tal cost impact of any individual mandate or any individ
ual catastrophic event exceeds $600,000 per rate year, 
RG&E is entitled to defer the entire amount for recovery.  
Amounts deferred shall be recovered from RG&E 
customers after the Rate Term of this Proposal; 

(6) RG&E is entitled to defer for recovery after June 
50, 2002, all incremental expenditures for competition 
implementation costs to the extent that such costs 
exceed $300,000 per year; 

(7) if migration to retail access is expected to exceed 

50 percent of the small-volume customer market (i.e., 
customers eligible under Service Classification No. 5 
Small General Service) during the Rate Term of the 
Proposal, the parties will meet to discuss the PSC Transi
tion Cost Surcharge with a view to considering changes 
that would reduce the allocation of capacity costs to 
Service Classification No. 1 - General Service customers; 

(8) RG&E is authorized to implement a Retail Access 
Capacity Program, contemplated to begin before the 
2001-2002 heating season, pursuant to which RG&E 
would release pipeline capacity it currently holds to 
marketers serving customers in RG&E's service area.  
This Program will help to avoid stranded capacity costs 
that might otherwise result from migration of customers 
to marketers; 

(9) RG&E will implement a Capacity Incentive 
Program, consisting of a Capacity Cost Incentive and a 

Capacity Cost Imputation. Both elements are intended to 
encourage aggressive management of RG&E's capacity 
costs. The Capacity Cost Incentive is designed to share, 
between RG&E and its customers, the savings resulting 
from the difference between a base level of capacity costs 
and the actual capacity costs achieved. The Capacity Cost 
Imputation is intended to provide customers with a guar
anteed level of short-term savings through the gas cost 

adjustment provision. "Short-term" refers to periods of 
one year or less. "Savings" refers to capacity release 
savings, as well as net revenues from off-system sales, 
if any. The imputed level of savings will be $1,100,000 
per year for the period beginning April 1, 2001 and 
extending through June 50, 2002. The level will then 
be $500,000 per year for the period beginning July 1, 
2002 and extending through March 51, 2004; 

(10) RG&E will implement a Low-Income Program 
for customers who require assistance. The Low-Income 
Program will be funded through a surcharge in cus
tomer bills; and

(11) RG&E will implement a Service Quality 
Performance Program to be effective as of January 1, 
2001 through at least June 30, 2002. This Program 
establishes performance targets for six specific 
measures of service and provides for a maximum 
overall penalty of 42 basis points of gas return on equity 
for failure to meet the minimum levels specified.  

Gas Retail Access Program.  
On December 1, 2000, RG&E implemented the 

single-retailer system for small volume gas customers, 
following the approval of a tariff filing with the PSC.  
Under the June 2000 Gas Settlement discussed above, 
RG&E is permitted to recov er the difference between the 
backout credit paid marketers ($3.75 per customer per 
month) and RG&E's short-run avoided costs associated 
with the migration of gas sales customers to retail access 
under the single retailer system. For purposes of the 
June 2000 Gas Settlement, this assumed difference was 
set at $2.55 per customer per month. Both the backout 
credit and the assumed difference are to remain in effect 
at these levels over the term of the Settlement (generally 
through June 30, 2002), subject to possible further nego
tiations in the event of a particularly rapid migration of 
customers.  

As of December 31, 2000, seventeen energy service 
companies, including Energetix, are qualified by RG&E 
to serve retail gas customers under RG&E's Gas Retail 
Access Program.

¾.
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RG&E attempts to mitigate its risks of 
energy marketer defaults by requiring secu
rity deposits as permitted by PSC Transpor
tation Gas Customer tariffs.  

PSC Electric Settlement.  
During 1996 and 1997, RG&E, the staff of 

the PSC and several other parties negotiated 
an agreement which was approved by the 
PSC in November 1997 (Electric Settlement).  
The Electric Settlement sets the framework 
for the introduction and development of open competi
tion in the electric energy marketplace and lasts through 
June 50, 2002. In phases, RG&E will allow customers to 
purchase electricity, and later capacity commitments, 
from sources other than RG&E through its retail access 
program, Energy Choice. These energy service compa
nies will compete to package and sell energy and related 
services to customers. The competing energy service 
companies will purchase distribution services from 
RG&E who will remain the sole provider of distribution 
services, and will be responsible for maintaining the 
distribution systein and for responding to emergencies.  

The Electric Settlement sets RG&E's electric rates for 
each year during its five-year term. Over the five-year 
term of the Electric Settlement, the cumulative rate 
reductions for the bundled service xwill be as follows: 
Rate Year 1 (July t, 1997 to June 30, 1998) $3.5 million; 
Rate Year 2 $12.8 million; Rate Year 3 $27.6 million; Rate 
Year 4 $39.5 million; and Rate Year 5 $64.6 million.

In the event that RG&E earns a return on 
common equity in its regulated electric busi
ness in excess of an effective rate of 11.50 
percent over the entire five-year term of the 
Electric Settlement, 50 percent of such excess 
will be used to write down deferred costs 

4 accumulated during the term of the Electric 
SN®S5 Settlement. Any remaining amounts of this 

50 percent shall be retained as earnings by 

RG&E. The other 50 percent shall be used to 
write down accumulated deferrals or invest

ment in electric plant or regulatory assets (the Return on 
Equity Test). (See the discussion under "Results of 
Operations - 2000 Compared to 1999" regarding 
Management's estimate of return on equity reserves 
established in accordance with the terms of the Electric 
Settlement.) If certain extraordinary events occur, includ
ing a rate of return on common equity below 8.5 percent 
or above 14.5 percent, or a pretax interest coverage below 
2.5 times, then either RG&E or any other party to the 
Electric Settlement would have the right to petition the 
PSC for review of the Electric Settlement and appropriate 
remedial action.  

The Electric Settlement requires unregulated energy 
retailing operations to be structurally separate from 
the regulated utility functions. Although the Electric 
Settlement provides incentives for the sale of generating 
assets, it does not require RG&E to divest generating or 
other assets or to write off stranded costs.  

RG&E believes that the Electric Settlement has not 
adversely affected its eligibility to continue to apply cer
tain accounting rules applicable to regulated industries.  
In particular, RG&E believes it continues to be eligible for 
the treatment provided by SFAS-71, which allows RG&E 
to include assets on its balance sheet based on its regulat
ed ability to recoup the cost of those assets. The Electric 
Settlement provides RG&E a reasonable opportunity to 
recover substantially all of its prudently incurred costs, 
except certain operational costs associated with non
nuclear generation.  

RG&E's retail access program, Energy Choice, was 
approved by the PSC as part of the Electric Settlement 
and went into effect on July 1, 1998. Details of the 
Energy Choice Program are discussed below.  

Energy Choice.  
On July 1, 1998, RG&E officially began implementa

tion of its full-scale electric retail access Energy Choice 
program. As of July 1, 2000, RG&E entered its third year 
of this program. There are five basic components of the 
sale of energy as follows:
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(1) the sale of electricity which is the amount 

of energy actually used by the consumer; 
(2) the sale of capacity which is the ability, through 

generating facilities or otherwise, to provide electricity 
when it is needed; 

(3) the sale of transmission services, which 

is the physical transportation of electricity to 

RG&E's distribution system; 
(4) the sale of distribution services, which 

is the physical delivery of electricity to the 
consumer over RG&E's distribution system; and 

(5) retail services such as billing and 
metering.  
Historically, RG&E has sold all five components 

bundled together for a fixed rate approved by 
the PSC.  

The implementation of Energy Choice 
included a four year phase-in process to allow 
RG&E and other parties to manage the transi

tion to electric competition in an orderly 

fashion. During the first year of the program, 

participation in Energy Choice was limited to 

no more than 10 percent of RG&E's total annual 
retail electric kiloxvatt-hour sales (670,000 

annualized megawatt-hours). Essentially, until 
this 10 percent limit was achieved, RG&E's 

electric retail customers could seek out or be 
approached by alternative energy service com

panies for electricity to be resold and then delivered over 

RG&E's distribution system. By February 1, 1999, only 

six months into the Energy Choice program, this 10 per

cent limit was achieved by qualified competitive energy 

service companies in RG&E's service territory. For the 
second year of the program, beginning July 1, 1999, this 

limit increased from 10 percent to approximately 20 

percent. As of July 1, 2000, beginning the third year of 

the program, this limit increased to 30 percent. As of 
December 31, 2000, approximately 24 percent of total 

RG&E sales had shifted to competitive energy service 

companies, including the Company's unregulated sub

sidiary Energetix. Beginning July 1, 2001, all retail cus

tomers will be eligible to purchase energy, capacity and 

retailing services from competitive energy service com

panies. Throughout the term of the Electric Settlement, 
RG&E will continue to provide regulated and fully 

bundled electric service under its retail service tariff to 

customers who choose to continue with such service.  

Energy Choice adopted the single-retailer model for 

the relationship between RG&E as the distribution 

provider, qualified energy service companies, and retail 

(end-use) customers. In this model, retail customers 
have the opportunity for choice in their energy service

company and receive only one electric bill from the 
company that serves them. Except for providing 

emergency services, satisfying requests for distribution 

services, and scheduling outages, which remain RG&E's

An RG&E employee performs an acceptance test of a network protector 
mechanism that will be installed on a network transformer and put into 
service in a downtown location.

responsibility, the retail customer's primary point of 

contact for billing questions, technical advice and other 

energy-related needs, is with the customer's chosen 

energy service company.  

Under the single-retailer model, energy service com

panies are responsible for buying or otherwise providing 

the electricity their retail customers will use, paying 

regulated rates for transmission and distribution, and 

selling electricity to their retail customers (the price of 

which would include the cost of the electricity itself 

and the cost to transport electricity through RG&E's 

distribution system).  

RG&E attempts to mitigate its risks of energy mar

keter defaults by requiring security deposits as permitted 

by PSC Electric Distribution Customer tariffs.  

As of December 31, 2000, seven energy service com

panies, including Energetix, are qualified by RG&E to 

serve retail customers under Energy Choice.  

During the initial Energy-Only stage of the Energy 

Choice program, which began on July 1, 1998 and ended 

on November 18, 1999, energy service companies were 

able to choose their own sources of energy supply, while 

RG&E continued to provide to them, through its bundled 

distribution rates, the generating capacity (installed

i1
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reserve) needed to serve their retail customers. In addi
tion, during the Energy-Only stage, energy service com
panies had the option of purchasing "full-requirements" 
(i.e., delivery services plus energy) from RG&E.  

During the initial Energy-Only stage of the retail 
access program, RG&E's distribution rate was set by 
deducting approximately 2.31 cents per kilowatt-hour 
from its full service (bundled) rates. The 2.31 cents 
per kilowatt-hour was comprised of 1.91 cents per kilo
watt-hour (an estimate of the wholesale market price of 
electricity) plus 0.40 cents per kilowatt-hour for RG&E's 
avoided cost of retailing services.  

During the Energy and Capacity stage, which began 
on November 18, 1999, RG&E's distribution rates equaled 
the bundled rate less RG&E's cost of both the electric 

commodity 
and its 
non
nuclear -generating 
capacity.  
Throughout 
this stage 
of the pro
gram, up 
unti June 
50, 2000, 
RG&E's 

RG&E people couuhct field relay tests to distribution 
help ensure s5'stem reliability.  

rates were 
set by deducting 3.07 cents per kilowatt-hour from its full 
service rates. The 5.07 cents per kilowatt-hour is com
prised of 2.67 cents per kilowatt-hour (an estimate of the 
wholesale market price of electric energy and capacity) 
plus 0.40 cents per kilowatt-hour for its avoided cost of 
retailing services. Beginning July 1, 2000, RG&E's distri
bution rates were set by deducting 3.08 cents per kilowatt
hour from its full service rates. The 3.08 cents per kilo
watt-hour is comprised of 2.68 cents per kilowatt-hour 
for energy and capacity plus 0.40 cents per kiloxxatt-hour 
for its avoided cost of retailing services. This change in 
the distribution rates, set by deducting 3.07 cents per 
kilow att-hour and then 3.08 cents per kilowatt-hour, is 
a result of pre-determined changes in average gross 
receipts taxes.  

The Energy and Capacity stage, the second stage of 
the phase-in, began with the implementation of the New 
York Independent System Operator on November 18, 
1999 (see discussion under "New York Independent 
System Operator"). The responsibility for purchasing 
not only energy, but also capacity, was to have shifted to 
the energy service companies. However, the PSC and

FERC had also approved a request by RG&E to extend 
"full-requirements" availability to energy service compa
nies through the current winter capability period 
(from October 31, 2000 through April 30, 2001). As of 
December 31, 2000, all energy service companies serv
ing customers under retail access have opted to continue 
purchasing "full requirements" through the current 
winter capability period.  

Through April 30, 2001, energy service companies 
will have the option to serve a portion or all of their load 
from the competitive wholesale market, but once they 
make this change, they will not be able to return this 
load to "full requirements". Once RG&E no longer 
provides "full requirements" to the energy service 
companies, they will assume responsibility for obtain
ing their own supplies. RG&E will experience a revenue 
decrease when it no longer collects the rates described 
above for energy and capacity. This will be offset to 
some extent by decreased costs resulting from no longer 
acquiring energy and capacity for the energy service 
companies. The extent of this offset will be determined 
by market prices.  

In December 1999, two petitions were filed with the 
PSC, one by an electric utility operating in New York 
State and the other jointly by five energy marketers and 
consultants, calling upon the PSC to examine RG&E's 
retail access program and to order certain changes in 
the program. In particular, these petitioners objected 
to the single-retailer form of RG&E's program, under 
which the retail marketer assumes responsibility for 
most retail service functions. They claim that the "back
out credit" (the amount by which RG&E's rates for retail 
electric service are reduced to derive the rates charged 
for the delivery service provided by RG&E to marketers) 
is too low, that it affords insufficient prospect of prof
itable operation by marketers, and that it should be 
increased. They further assert that the phased schedule 
for implementation of the program, under which 
increasing percentages of customers in RG&E's service 
area are eligible to obtain competitive service during the 
term of the Electric Settlement, is too slow and should be 
significantly accelerated. On February 28, 2000 RG&E 
filed with the PSC its reply to both petitions. As set forth 
in that reply, RG&E believes that its single-retailer pro
gram offers unique opportunities for marketers, that its 
retail backout credit (in conjunction with RG&E's rate 
for wholesale power sales to marketers) affords a sound 
basis for competitive service, and that its implementa
tion schedule is reasonable and appropriate; moreover, 
each of these essential elements of the retail access pro
gram is expressly established by the Electric Settlement.  
RG&E believes that the program fully and fairly
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advances the goals of increased 
competition for energy services 

and is in full compliance with the 
Electric Settlement. Nevertheless, 
it is not possible at this time to pre
dict with assurance whether or 
not, in response to the petitions, 
the PSC might require that the pro
gram be changed in some manner.  

The PSC is conducting pro

ceedings that are intended to bring 

more administrative consistency among New York State 

utilities and potentially offer additional services for 

energy service companies to provide. These include 

an on-going national effort regarding uniform business 
practices, and proceedings regarding standardized 
billing (single billing options), provider of last resort, 
electronic data interchange, and competitive metering.  

RG&E continues to assess the scope and impact of 

such changes on its operations as retail access continues 
to evolve.  

Nine Mile Nuclear Plants.  
On June 24, 1999, Niagara Mohawk and New York 

State Electric and Gas Corporation (NYSEG) announced 

their intention to sell their interests in the Nine Mile One 
and Nine Mile Two nuclear plants to AmerGen Energy 

Company, L.L.C. (AmerGen), a joint venture of PECO 

Energy and British Energy. Niagara Mohawk owns 41 

percent of Nine Mile Two and 100 percent of Nine Mile 

One and NYSEG owns 18 percent of Nine Mile Two.  

RG&E's 14 percent interest in Nine Mile TWo was 
not included in the proposal but RG&E has a right of 
first refusal to buy the interests of the other owners of 
Nine Mile Two on terms at least as favorable as those 

offered. RG&E exercised its right of first refusal and 
broadened it to include Nine Mile One with which Nine 
Mile Two was paired in the proposal. However, in the 

ensuing discussions with the PSC staff it became clear 

that the transaction on the terms proposed would not 
be approved by the PSC.  

On April 25, 2000, the PSC issued an order that 
allowed NYSEG and Niagara Mohawk to withdraw their 

petition to sell their interests in the Nine Mile plants to 
AmerGen. The order concluded that Nine Mile's market 

value is "greatly in excess of the original AmerGen pur

chase price" and that multiple entities are now interest
ed in the Nine Mile plants. The order also concluded 
that "...failure for the utilities to determine the market 

value of the Nine Mile facilities at this time, through an 

open process, would raise serious prudence questions." 
With respect to stranded costs, the PSC order indicates 

that stranded costs cannot be finally quantified "until the

disposition of the plants by the utilities is decided." The 
PSC's order does, however, observe that (1) a sale would 

be considered within its policy of separating generation 
from transmission and distribution, (2) a sale at current 

market values would constitute appropriate mitigation 
of stranded costs and (3) ratemaking treatment of a sale 

would be resolved in accordance with each company's 
competitive opportunities/restructuring order taking into 

account reduced risk and corollary divestiture effects.  
After issuance of the PSC's order, RG&E decided to 

determine the market value of its interest in Nine Mile 

Two. On June 1, 2000, RG&E issued a press release 

announcing an auction process by RG&E, Central 

Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (Central Hudson), 

NYSEG and Niagara Mohawk in connection with their 

ownership interests in Nine Mile Two and Niagara 
Mohawk's interest in Nine Mile One.  

On December 11, 2000, RG&E, Niagara Mohawk, 
Central Hudson and NYSEG entered into an agreement 

to sell their ownership interests in Nine Mile Two to 

Constellation Nuclear, L.L.C. (Constellation Nuclear).  

Constellation Nuclear was the successful bidder in a 

competitive auction conducted for the plants. The Long

Soil corrosion and sinkage around new water hydrants can cause stress 
cracks to gas piping. A gas field operations crew creates a temporary 
bypass to keep a neighborhood in service while a section of cast iron 
gas line is replaced with new 13' steel
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Island Power Authority, an 
18 percent owner of Nine 
Mile Two, is not participat
ing in the sale.  

The purchase price for 
RG&E's 14% ownership 
interest in Nine Mile Two is 
$99.2 million, $49.6 million 
of which will be paid in 
cash at closing and $49.6 
million of which will be 
paid in five equal annual 
principal installments plus 
interest at a rate of 11% Russell Station, an RG&E coal-fire 
pursuant to a five year electric power to customners since 194.  

promissory note. Principal and interest payments under 
the promissory note will total approximately $66 million 
unless the note is pre-paid. The purchase price is subject 
to adjustment at the time of closing. The aggregate pur
chase price for 82 percent of Nine Mile Two is $581 mil
lion. The aggregate purchase price, including cash pay
ments at closing and payments of principal and interest 
to all of the sellers under the promissory notes, is $676.6 
million for 82 percent of Nine Mile Two.  

Also, part of the transaction is a power purchase 
agreement w hereby Constellation Nuclear has agreed to 
sell 90 percent of RG&E's 14 percent interest in Nine 
Mile Two's actual output back to RG&E for approximate
ly 10 years at an average price of less than $55 per MWh 

over the term of the power 
purchase agreement.  

After the completion of 
the power purchase agree
ment, a 10-year revenue 
sharing agreement begins.  
The revenue sharing agree
ment will provide RG&E 
with a hedge against elec

tricity price increases and could provide RG&E addition
al revenue through 2021. The revenue sharing agree
ment provides that, to the extent market prices (for ener
gy and capacity) exceed certain strike prices, 14% of the 
market value of Nine Mile Two's actual output (capped 
at 160 MW) above the strike price will be shared 80% to 
RG&E and 20% to Constellation Nuclear. When actual 
market prices are lower than strike prices, such negative 
amounts will be carried forward as credits against sub
sequent payments.  

At closing, the sellers' pre-existing decommissioning 
funds will be transferred to Constellation Nuclear and 
Constellation Nuclear will assume the sellers' obligation 
to decommission Nine Mile Two.
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The Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), FERC, PSC and 
other regulatory bodies 
nmust approxe the sale.  
Receipt of such regulatory 
approvals (including, with
out limitation, the PSC's 
authorization to establish a 
regulatory asset and return 
thereon for the full amount 
of RG&E's unamortized 
plant and capital costs of 

power plant providing reliable Nine Mile Two remaining 
after the closing of the 

sale), in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to 
RG&E, is a condition to RG&E's obligation to close the 
transaction. The transaction is targeted to close in mid
2001. At December 51, 2000, the net book value of 
RG&E's 14 percent interest in the Nine Mile Two gener
ating facility was approximately $560 million. RG&E 
also had investments in fuel of approximately $8.9 
million, transmission and distribution facilities of $5.4 
million and construction work in progress of 4.6 million.  

On January 31, 2001, RG&E, together with Niagara 
Mohawk, Central Hudson, NYSEG and Constellation 
Nuclear filed a Section 70 petition with the PSC. The 
petition requests that the PSC authorize the sellers to 
transfer to Constellation Nuclear their interests in Nine 
Mile Tn o in accordance with the rate treatment proposed.  
For RG&E, the rate treatment proposed includes full 
recovery of the regulatory asset remaining after the sale.  

Prior to the events discussed above, the PSC had ini
tiated a proceeding to examine the appropriate role of 
the nuclear power plants in the State in developing a 
competitive market for electricity. Collaborative efforts 
of the parties led to the development of a report on the 
subject which the PSC discussed at a July 1999 session 
without issuing an order. No significant activity has since 
occurred in the proceeding and RG&E cannot predict 
what the PSC may do to continue or conclude it. Since 
all nuclear plants in the State either have now been sold 
or are under contract to be sold, except for RG&E's Ginna 
Plant, the PSC could regard the proceeding as moot.  

Fossil Units Status.  
In 1999, RG&E ceased operations at and retired its 

Beebee Station (80 Megawatt) coal-fueled generating 
facility. The retirement of Beebee Station did not have a 
material effect on the financial position or results of oper
ations of RGS or RG&E. The Electric Settlement provides 
that all prudently incurred incremental costs associated 
with the retirement and decommissioning of the plant are
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recoverable through RG&E's 
distribution access rates.  

In early June 1999 the 
Allegany Station, a combined
cycle unit fueled by natural 
gas, began generating electrici
ty. The 63 megawatt capacity 
unit is expected to generate 
electricity during the peak 
demand summer months and 
when the economics of pro
ducing electricity for sale are 
favorable. The plant is being 
operated and maintained for 
RG&E by Bell Harbert Energy 
L.L.C. Allegany Station, which 
was built as a co-generation An RG&E lhcinan installs an 

facility in the early 1990s, was animal deterrent device to prey 

obtained by RG&E as part of a power outages. The device hat 
prevents animals fioom causing 

legal settlement in December customers, and protects the an: 
1998 with General Electric 

Capital Corporation, Kamine/ 
Besicorp Allegany L.P.  
(Kamine) and other Kamine 
affiliates.  

Oswego Unit Sale. On 
October 22, 1999, RG&E and 
Niagara Mohawk sold their 

respective 12% and 88% inter
ests in the Oswego Generation 
Facility to Oswego Harbor 
Power L.L.C., a wholly-owned 

affiliate of NRG Energy, Inc.  
for approximately $91 million.  
Additionally, the buyer agreed 

to assume RG&E's obligations 
under a June 8, 1998 transmis
sion services agreement as it 

pertains to the Oswego fnstalln an undergrotnd si: controlled Digger Derrick.  

Generation Facility. This 

assumption represents a net present value of approxi
mately $25 million, which was deducted from RG&E's 

approximately $11 million share of the sale proceeds.  
Accordingly, RG&E was required to make a net paynment 

of approximately $14 million in connection with the 

sale. Under the terms of the Electric Settlement, RG&E 
is permitted to recover through its distribution rates 

any losses and related costs on a sale of generation.  
Pursuant to an October 21, 1999 PSC order, RG&E was 

required to file with the PSC a detailed calculation of its 
net book loss after tax impacts. RG&E made this filing 

with the PSC on December 21, 1999. Including the

ontages to 
mials as well.

impact of the $25 million relating to 
the transmission services agreement, 
RG&E's net loss and associated costs 

are approximately $79 million. In 
the filing, RG&E indicated that $2.2 
million of depreciation charges and 
$4.3 million of transmission contract 

payments, currently included in 
rates, will be used to amortize the 
net loss during the remaining term 
of the Electric Settlement.  

At the time of the sale of the 

Oswego Generating 
Facility, RG&E and 

Niagara cNiio hank 
also entered into a 

.. ,contract for the sale 
of RG&E's interest 

Sin a 345 kilovolt sub
/ station at the Oswego 

site to Niagara Mohawk for

itch using several of our new fleet vehicles, and our new radio

$1.1 million. Approval of the transaction was received 
from both the PSC and FERC and the sale is currently 

pending. The net proceeds will be used to offset the 
loss which has been deferred as an regulatory asset.  

New York Independent System Operator.  

In November 1999 following FERC approval, the 

New York State Independent System Operator (NYISO) 

sought to implement a competitive wholesale market for 
the sale, purchase and transmission of electricity and 

ancillary services in New York State. NYISO tariffs pro
vide market-based rates for energy, ancillary services,
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and installed capacity sold 
through the NYISO. The 
NYISO and the New York 
State Reliability Council 
were formed to restructure 
the New York Power Pool in 
response to FERC Order 888.  

In early 2000, the 
NYISO's total cost of provid
ing operating reserves on an 
hourly basis exceeded the 
cost that would be expected 
in a workable competitiv eA mn arkeplace. Durinthve any miles of gas pipe were repl marketplace. During the on pol/ pipe for reliability and loni 
first quarter of 2000, RG&E, 
in addition to other New York State public utilities and 
several load-serNing entities, experienced rising prices to 
maintain operating reserves within the NYISO system.  
As a result of, among other things, the implementation of 
bidding restrictions that limit reserve prices, as discussed 
in the follow ing two paragraphs, the average cost per" 
MWH for operating reserves in the third and fourth 
quarters decreased to $.65 and $.38, respectively.  

On March 27, 2000, the NYISO filed with FERC for 
immediate authority to suspend the use of market-based 
bids in the New York markets for operating reserves. On 
April 7, 2000, RG&E also filed a complaint with FERC 
against the NYISO. RG&E sought corrective re-calcula
tion of operating reserve prices for prior periods and 
prospective relief from injuries resulting from the 
NYISO's operating reserves market. Niagara Mohawk 
and NYSEG filed similar complaints with FERC against 
the NYISO. On May 35, 2000 FERC issued an order 
accepting the 'NYISO's request and capped prices for the 
10-minute non-spinning reserve market at $2.52/MWH.  
In response to various complaints, FERC directed the 
NYISO to permit self-supply of operating reserves and 

file a plan to correct soft
ware problems inhibiting 
self supply by September 1, 
2000. However, FERC 
denied the requests by 
RG&E and Niagara 
Mohawk for retroactive rate 
relief. On June 30, 2000, 
RG&E filed a request for 
rehearing seeking, in part, 
retroactive rate relief for 
operating reserve overpay
ments. This request is cur
rently pending with FERC.

As directed by FERC, 
on September 1, 2000 the 
NYISO made a comprehen
sive compliance filing 
addressing a number of 
compliance issues, includ
ing operating reserves 
issues. Because the filing 
did not, in violation of 
FERC orders, permit self
supply of operating 
reserves, RG&E filed a 
protest of the compliance 

ed last year using wrapped steel filing. RG &E alsoo proteste 

vity. filing. RG&E also protested 
a new proposal made by the 

NYISO to pay suppliers of operating reserves prices 
based on whether the supplier is located in the west, 
east or on Long Island, while charging purchasers of 
operating reserves a single, state-wide rate. On 
No ember 8, 2000, FERC issued an order extending the 
existing bid cap of $2.52/MWH (plus opportunity costs) 
until such time as FERC determines that the non-spin
ning reserve markets are demonstrated to be workably 
competitive. FERC again stressed the requirement that 
the NYISO permit self-supply of operating reserves.  
FERC suspended the proposal on pricing of operating 
reserves based on location for the maximum 5 month 
period. FERC established a technical conference which 
was held on January 22 and 23, 2001, to deal with mar
ket flaws and market performance in the NYISO, includ
ing operating reserves issues.  

At the present time, RG&E cannot predict what 
effects, if any, action ultimately taken by FERC on these 
issues will have on future operations or the financial 
condition of RGS or RG&E.  

Competition and the Company's Prospective 
Financial Position.  
With PSC approval, RG&E has deferred certain costs 

rather than recognize them on its statement of income 
when incurred. Such deferred costs are then recognized 
as expenses when they are included in rates and recov
ered froom customers. Such deferral accounting is per
mitted by SFAS-71. These deferred costs are shown as 
regulatory assets on the Company's and RG&E's Balance 
Sheet and a discussion and summary of such regulatory 
assets is presented in Note 3 to Financial Statements.  

In a competitive electric market, strandable assets 
would arise when investments are made in facilities, or 
costs are incurred to service customers, and such costs 
are not fully recoverable in market-based rates.
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Estimates of strandable assets are highly sensitive to the 

competitive wholesale market price assumed in the esti

mation. In a competitive natural gas market, strandable 
assets would arise where customers migrate away from 

dependence on RG&E for full service, leaving RG&E 
with surplus pipeline and storage capacity, as well as 
natural gas supplies under contract. A discussion of 

strandable assets is presented in Note 3 to Financial 
Statements.  

As of December 31, 2000, RG&E believed that its 
regulatory assets are probable of recovery, The Electric 

Settlement does not impair the opportunity of RG&E to 
recover its investment in these assets. However, the 

PSC initiated a proceeding in 1998 to address issues 
surrounding nuclear generation (see Nine Mile Nuclear 
Plants). The ultimate determination in this proceeding 
or any proceeding to consider RG&E's proposed sale of 
Nine Mile Two as discussed under that heading could 
have an impact on strandable assets and the recovery 
of nuclear costs.  

Rates and Regulatory Matters 

PSC Gas Restructuring Policy Statement.  
On November 3, 1998, the PSC issued a gas restruc

turing policy statement (Gas Policy Statement) announc
ing its conclusion that, among other things, the most 
effective way to establish a competitive gas supply mar
ket is for gas distribution utilities to cease selling gas.  
The PSC established a transition process in which it 
addressed three groups of issues: (1) individual gas utili
ty plans to implement the PSC's vision of the market; (2) 
key generic issues to be dealt with through collaboration 
among gas utilities, marketers, pipelines and other 

stakeholders, and (3) coordination of issues that are 
common to both the gas and the electric industries. The 
PSC has encouraged settlement negotiations with each 
gas utility pertaining to the transition to a fully competi
tive gas market. RG&E, the PSC Staff and other interest
ed parties engaged in settlement discussions in response 
to the specific requirements of the Gas Policy Statement.  

In January 2001, RG&E 
reached agreement with 
PSC Staff and other par
ties on a comprehensive 
rate and restructuring 

proposal for its natural 
gas business, as contem
plated in the PSC's Gas 
Policy Statement (See 

Before trenches are closed an RG&E "Gas Retail Access 
gas welding inspector must approve Settlements").
thte wvork.

PSC Assignment of Gas Capacity.  
Under a March 1996 Order, the PSC permitted 

RG&E and other gas distribution companies to assign to 
marketers, as necessary, to serve their customers the 

pipeline and storage capacity held by RG&E. In its Gas 
Policy Statement, the PSC ordered that the assignment of 
capacity, permitted by the March 1996 Order, be termi
nated effective April 1, 1999. According to the Gas Policy

Linemen upgrade electric system reliability by installing aluninum 
ties to secure conductors to insulators.

Statement, however, the utilities are to be afforded a 
reasonable opportunity to recover resulting strandable 
costs, if any. On March 24, 1999, the PSC issued an 
Order Concerning Assignment of Capacity for all gas 

utilities in the State, generally requiring the removal of 
restrictions on customer migration from utility service to 
service from marketers. RG&E has complied with the 
PSC's directives. The Retail Access Capacity Program 
and the Capacity Incentive Program contained in the 
Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal (see "Gas Retail 
Access Settlements") will, if adopted by the PSC, help to 
mitigate potential stranded costs resulting from migra
tion of customers to marketers.  

FERC Gas Market Proposals.  
On February 9, 2000, FERC issued Order No. 637, its 

final rule addressing "Regulation of Short-Term Natural 
Gas Transportation Services" and "Regulation of Inter
state Natural Gas Transportation Services". On June 5, 
2000 FERC issued Order No. 637-A providing clarifica
tion and additional guidance. On July 26, 2000 FERC 

issued Order No. 637-B upholding Orders No. 637 and No.  
637-A. Order No. 637 as clarified revises FERC's regula
tions to improve the efficiency of the gas transportation
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market and to proxide captive customers with 
the opportunity to reduce their cost of holding 
long-term pipeline capacity. Specifically, Order 
No. 637 as clarified: 

(1) w aives the price ceiling for released 
capacity of less than one year until September 
30, 2002; 

(2) permits pipelines to propose peak, off
peak and term differentiated rates, provided 
that they still satisfy the revenue and cost con
straints of traditional rate-making, and excess 
revenues are split with firm customers; 

(3) revises FERC's regulations on 
scheduling procedures, capacity segmentation 
and pipeline penalties; 

(4) states that the right of first refusal will apply in 
the future to contracts for 12 consecutive months or 
more of service at maximum rates; and 

(5) amends and supplements reporting requirements

A lineman tests /Jr decnergization wit/ a Salisbury Indicator Tester 
at Station #1 /2 one of our biggest tie-line hubs. RG&E has spent 
millions on rehtabilit, enhancements; installing lightning arresters 
which respond hi a fraction of a second to take a fault to ground, 
shut down breakers and protect equipment investment. WVave 
trap carriers sen, sys/te integrity comnnunications, simiultaneotislt' 
over power lines, to 'i'point problems accuratelh to within two 
utility poles.

to require interstate pipelines to report addi
tional information on transactions, operational
ly available capacity, and an expanded index of 
customers.  

Order No. 637 as clarified requires each 
pipeline to make a compliance filing. All of the 
pipelines' initial compliance filings were sub
mitted to FERC by August 15, 2000. FERC has 
established technical and settlement confer
ence procedures for many of the pipelines, 
including those on w hich RG&E holds trans

portation capacity. FERC staff has indicated at the respec
tive pipeline settlement and technical conferences that no 
action on various pipeline proposals will be taken prior 
to April 2001, after the heating season has ended.  

Neither RGS nor RG&E can predict what effects, if 
any, FERC's initiatives and the related pipeline tariff 
changes will have on future operations or the financial 
condition of RGS or RG&E.  

FERC Electric Restructuring Order No. 2000.  
On December 15, 1999, FERC adopted 

Order No. 2000 (the Rule), a significant action 
regarding electric industry restructuring which 
calls for transmission owners to join regional 
transmission organizations (RTOs). The RTOs 
will serve as umbrella organizations that will 
place all public utility transmission facilities in 
a region under common control. The Rule 
required all public utilities that own, operate 
or control interstate transmission facilities to 
file by October 15, 2000 (or, for public utilities, 
like RG&E, already participating in an ISO, by 
January 15, 2001), a proposal for an RTO, or, 
alternatively, a description of any efforts made 

1 by the utility to participate in an RTO.  
On January 16, 2001, the NYISO and all 

the New York State public utilities made a joint 
filing with FERC regarding the establishment 
of an RTO. In the consensus filing, the parties 
submit that the NYISO meets the general 
requirements of an RTO, and the NYISO agrees 
to make certain enhancements of its structure 
and programs to benefit the markets. Minor 
modifications are proposed to the governance 
structure and transmission planning, and 
the NYISO agrees to coordinate more closely 
with other RTOs.  

RG&E cannot predict what effect, if any, 
the ultimate ruling by FERC will have on 
future operations or on the financial condition 
of the Company.
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Flexible Pricing Tariff.  
Under its flexible pricing tariff for major industrial 

and commercial electric customers, RG&E may negoti
ate competitive electric rates at discount prices to 
compete with alternative power sources, such as 
customer-owned generation facilities. Pursuant to the 
terms of the Electric Settlement, RG&E will absorb, as 
it has done since the inception of these rates, the differ
ence between the discounted rates paid under these 
individual contracts and the rates that would otherwise 
apply. Approximately 29 percent of all regulated electric 
sales to customers are made under long-term contracts, 
primarily to large industrial customers. These contracts 
represent approximately 48 percent of BG&E's revenues 
from its commercial and industrial customers.  

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES 
During 1998, 1999 and 2000, RGS's and RG&E's cash 

flow from operations (see Statements of Cash Flows) 
provided the fhnds for utility plant construction expendi
tures, the payment of dividends, the purchase of treasury 
stock, the retirement of long-term debt and, in 1999, 
the retirement of short-term debt. In addition, RG&E 
completed long-term financings in 1998 and 1999.  
Compared to 1999, cash used for investing activities in 
2000 was higher due to increased net additions to utility 
plant and acquisitions by Griffith during the year. Cash 
flow from financing activities for 2000 reflect higher 
proceeds from short-term borrowings, partially offset by 
the retirement of long-term debt. Capital requirements 
of the Company during 2001 are anticipated to be satis
fied from the combination of internally generated funds, 
short-term credit arrangements, and possibly some 
external long-term financing. In addition, completion 
of the Nine Mile Two sale would also provide additional 
funds as previously discussed under the heading Nine 
Mile Nuclear Plants. RG&E may also refinance long
term securities obligations during 2001 depending on 
prevailing financial market conditions.

Capital and Other Requirements.  
RGS's and RG&E's capital requirements relate pri

marily to expenditures for energy delivery, including 
electric transmission and distribution facilities and gas 

mains and services, as well as for nuclear fuel, electric 

production, and the repayment of existing debt. RG&E 

has no plans to install additional baseload generation.  
1998 Labor Day Storm. On September 7, 1998, a 

severe lightning and windstorm struck RG&E's franchise 

area. The storm damaged RG&E's electrical system at 

several hundred different locations. Several counties 

within RG&E's franchise area were declared State and 

federal disaster areas. RG&E has deferred approximate

ly $9.3 million of costs and carrying charges associated 

with this storm. Under the Electric Settlement, if incre

mental costs resulting from a "catastrophic event" 

exceed $2.5 million, RG&E is entitled to defer the entire 

amount of such costs for future recovery. RG&E submit

ted a petition to the PSC for deferral of costs associated 
with this storm and this petition is currently pending.  

Settlement with Co-generator. In May 1998, RG&E 
entered into a Global Settlement Agreement regarding 

the termination of a power purchase contract with 

Kamine/Besicorp Allegany L.P. (Kamine). In August 

1998, the PSC approved the Global Settlement 
Agreement, and on December 1, 1998, the Global 

Settlement Agreement became effective. Under the terms 
of the Global Settlement Agreement, a Power Purchase 

Agreement was terminated in consideration of payment 

by RG&E of $168 million over 16 years, without interest, 
with an initial payment of $10 million. Also, under the 

terms of the Global Settlement Agreement, RG&E paid 

an additional $15 million for the purchase of the Kamine 
generation facility. In June 1999, the plant began gener

ating electricity (see "Fossil Units Status"). RG&E does 
not expect the terms of the Global Settlement Agreement 

to have any material effect on its earnings or the earn
ings of PfGS. Pursuant to the PSC order approving the 

terms of the Global Settlement Agreement, regulatory 

assets have been established by RG&E to account for the
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initial payment, the facility purchase and 
future payments. RG&E has no other long
term obligations to purchase energy from 
co-generation facilities.  

Capital Requirements - Summary.  
Capital requirements for the Company over 
the three-year period 1998 to 2000 and the 
current estimate of capital requirements 
through 2003 are summarized in the 
Capital Requirements table. RG&E's por
tion of total construction requirements as 

A new transfot presented in the Capital Requirements table a ma/cr substa 
for 2001, 2002, and 2003 are $161 million, 
$161 million, and $142 million, respectively.  

The Company's capital expenditures program is 
under continuous review and could be revised for many 
reasons. Also, RG&E may consider, as conditions war
rant, the redemption or refinancing of certain outstand
ing long-term securities.  

Financing.  
In December 2000, RG&E filed a shelf registration 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission to issue 
up to $400 million of long-term debt securities on terms 
to be determined at the time the securities are sold. This 
registration statement became effective in January 2001 
and allows RG&E financing flexibility regarding the tim
ing of the issuance of debt. Net proceeds from any 
financings under this shelf registration may be used by 
RG&E to finance a portion of its capital expenditures, to 
repay short-term debt or maturing securities, to redeem 
or purchase outstanding preferred stock or debt securi
ties, or for general corporate purposes.

ino 
tic

RG&E generally utilizes its credit 
agreements and unsecured lines of credit to 
meet any interim external financing needs 
prior to issuing long-term securities. For 
information with respect to RGS's and 
RG&E's short-term borrowing arrange
ments and limitations, see Note 10 of the 
Notes to Financial Statements. As financial 
market conditions warrant, RG&E may 
also, from time to time, redeem higher-cost 

er is set into senior securities.  
in. The number of outstanding shares of 

common stock of RG&E and RGS, as appli
cable, increased by 23,466 shares in 1998 and 70,915 
shares in 2000 as a result of options that were actually 
exercised under the Company's Performance Stock 
Option Plan. These were the only shares of common 
stock issued in 1998 and 2000. Neither RGS nor RG&E 
issued any additional shares of common stock in 1999.  

Redemption of Securities.  
In addition to first mortgage bond maturities and 

mandatory sinking fund obligations of $80 million over 
the past three years, discretionary redemption of long
term securities totaled $25.5 million in 1998. There were 
no discretionary redemptions of long-term securities in 
1999 or 2000.  

Stock Repurchase Plan.  
In April 1998, the PSC approved a stock repurchase 

plan for RG&E providing for the repurchase of common 
stock having an aggregate market value not to exceed 
$145 million. RG&E began the repurchase program in

Capital Requirements - RGS 
(Millions of Dollars) 

Actual Prolected
Type of Facilities 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Electric Property 
Production $ 16 $ 14 $ 12 $ 17 $ 23 $ 14 
Energy Delivery 41 42 63 79 77 69 

Subtotal 57 56 75 96 100 83 
Nuclear Fuel 14 14 22 7 19 16 

Total Electric 71 70 97 103 119 99 
Gas Property 21 19 23 31 25 26 
Common Property 21 20 23 28 18 19 

Total 113 109 143 162 162 144 
Carrying Costs 

Allowance for Funds Used During 
Construction 1 2 2 2 2 2 
Total Construction Requirements 114 111 145 164 164 146 

Securities Redemptions, Maturities 
and Sinking Fund Obligations* 66 10 30 - 100 80 

Total Capital Requirements $180 $121 $175 $164 $264 $226 
* Excludes prospective refinancings.
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May 1998 and an aggregate of 4,579,300 shares of 
RG&E and RGS common stock have been repurchased 
for approximately $117.2 million through December 31, 
2000. The average cost per share purchased during 
2000 was $23.66.  

Environmental Issues.  
The production and delivery of energy are necessar

ily accompanied by the release of by-products subject to 
environmental controls. RGS and RG&E have taken a 
'sariety of measures (e.g., self-auditing, recycling and 
waste minimization, training of employees in hazardous 
waste management) to reduce the potential for adverse 
environmental effects from its energy operations.  

RGS and RG&E have recorded liabilities to reflect 
specific issues where remediation activities are current
ly deemed to be probable and where the cost of remedi
ation can be estimated. Estimates of the extent of the 
Company's degree of responsibility at a particular site 
and the method and ultimate cost of remediation require 
a number of assumptions for which the ultimate out
come may differ from current estimates. VAliile RGS and 
RG&E do not anticipate that any adjustment would be 
material to its financial statements, it is reasonably 
possible that the result of ongoing and/or future 
environmental studies or other factors could alter 
this expectation and require the recording of addi
tional liabilities. The extent or amount of such 
events, if any, cannot be estimated at this time.  

Additional information concerning RGS's and 
RG&E's environmental matters can be found in 
Note 12 to Financial Statements.  

Risk Management.  
RGS has established and enforces formal 

internal policies regarding price, credit, and oper
ating risk, which govern the risk practices of all 
subsidiaries. Recognizing the critical and increas
ing importance of risk management, RGS estab
lished a formal risk management function within 
the organization and continues to work with con
sultants and strategic partners to further imple
ment and integrate risk management practices 
throughout the organization.  

The Company faces significant commodity 
price risk. Commodity price risk relates to market 
fluctuations in the price of natural gas, electricity, 
and other petroleum-related products used for 
resale. Under its Electric Settlement, RG&E's elec
tric rates are capped at specified levels through 

June 30, 2002. Owned electric generation and 
long-term supply contracts significantly reduce 
RG&E's exposure to market fluctuations for 
procurement of its electric supply.

While owned generation provides the Company 
with a natural hedge against electric price risk, it also 
subjects the Company to operating risk. Operating risk 
is managed through a combination of strict operating 
and maintenance practices and the use of financial 
instruments. In the event RG&E's generation assets 
fail to perform as planned, generation insurance and 
purchased call options reduce the Company's exposure 
to electric price spikes in the summer months. In addi
tion, RG&E and Energetix rely on various derivative 
contracts to cover supply positions and commitments, 
and to hedge energy price exposure. Derivative con
tracts are entered into solely to optimize resources in 
conjunction with serving customers. Neither RGS 
nor any subsidiary enters into speculative contracts 
for trading purposes.  

Year 2000 (Y2K) Computer Operational Information.  
On and after January 1, 2000, the Company and 

RG&E have experienced normal operations of their com

puter and microprocessor-based devices with no loss or 
interruption of energy generation or delivery and no 
operating difficulties of its mission critical internally
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developed applications or 
critical devices. RG&E's two 
major electric generating 
plants, Ginna and Russell 
Station, performed without 
any difficulties. Likewise, 
operations at the Nine Mile 
Two electric power plant 
proceeded normally and 
there has been no major 
impact on gas service. RG&E High Falls - a Renaissance for 

is not aware of any regional a source ofhidropower for RGQ 

or statewide power systems that failed to perform as 
the result of Y2K-related problems.  

RG&E funded its Y2K Project internally and incurred 
$9.5 million of incremental costs associated with making 
the necessarn modifications identified to applications 
and devices. Neither RGS nor RG&E has deferred any 
major corporate information technology projects due 
to this effort.  

EARNINGS SUMMARY 

RGS. RGS reported consolidated earnings of $2.61 
per share in 2000 compared to S2.44 in 1999. Higher 
wholesale electric sales, the recognition of increased 
non-cash pension income, lower taxes, and the 
Company's share buyback program positively affected 
2000 results. Having a negative effect on earnings in 
2000 were electric and gas rate reductions, increased 
purchased power expenses arising from industry 
restructuring and generation plant availability, cooler 
summer weather which mitigated electric air condition
ing load sales, and the establishment of reserves in

Linemen chian ,/ out a pole-momited transformer.

Do 
iE

accordance with the Return 
on Equity Test pursuant to the 
Electric Settlement.  

RGS continues to grow its 

unregulated business through 
its subsidiary, Energetix, 
which provides electric, natu
ral gas, and petroleum-based 
energy products and services 
throughout the Upstate New 

ow',toxn Roce stcr and long York region. Energetix's 
a/istolners. unconsolidated operating 

revenues were $484 million in 2000, of which sales from 
Griffith and its subsidiaries contributed approximately 
$377 million. These Griffith revenues are included 
under "Other Rex enues" on RGS's and, where applicable, 
RG&E's Income Statements and, compared with a year 
earlier, reflect an increase due to customer growth and 
increases in fuel oil prices. Energetix's revenues for 2001 
are expected to increase over 2000 levels as Energetix 
expands its customer base and the operations from busi
nesses recently acquired by Griffith are reflected for an 
entire year; although no assurance may be given that 
Energetix will achieve a net operating gain in 2001.  

RG&E. Earnings for RG&E in 2000 were impacted by 
the same factors discussed above for RGS except that dis
cussions relating to Energetix and Griffith are not appli
cable. On August 2, 1999, RGS was formed and RG&E, 
Energetix and RGS Development then became sub
sidiaries of RGS. The RG&E Income Statements reflect 
the consolidated operations of RG&E and its former sub
sidiaries, Energetix and RGS Development prior to August 
2, 1999. Starting August 2, 1999, the RG&E Income 
Statements reflect only the operating results of RG&E.  

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
The following financial review identifies the causes 

of significant changes in the amounts of revenues and 
expenses for RGS (regulated and unregulated business) 
and RG&E (regulated business), comparing 2000 to 1999 
and 1999 to 1998. The operating results of the regulated 
business reflect RG&E's electric and gas sales and 
services and the operating results of the unregulated 
business reflect Energetix's operations. Currently, the 
majority of RGS's operating results reflect the operating 
results of RG&E and the factors that affect operating 
results for RG&E are the significant factors that affect 
comparable operating results for RGS, unless otherwise 
noted. The Notes to Financial Statements contain addi
tional information.
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2000 Compared to 1999
Operating Revenues and Sales.  

Increased electric revenues for RGS and RG&E 
reflect higher revenues from the sale of energy to other 
electric utilities. Revenues from these sales were up 
$48.2 million due to higher market prices, coupled with 
an increase in energy kilowatt hour sales. Fluctuations 
in revenues from electric 
sales to other utilities are 
generally related to RG&E's 
customer energy require
ments, the wholesale ener
gy market availability of 
transmission, and the aail
ability of electric genera
bion from RG&E's facilities.  

Partially offsetting the 
favorable results of energy 
sales to other utilities was 
a drop (if $25.2 million in listahng nimal guard fencing arounid e/CLrCI sulbstations is 
2000 from a combination sating soney, animas and 

of electric revenues from reducing power outages 
regulated retail electric 
sales and electric sales to energy marketers reflecting a 
June 1999 unbilled electric revenue adjustment of $7.1 
million (see heading "1999 Compared to 1998"), unfa
vorable weather conditions for air conditioning load 
during tihe summer of 2000 which was nearly 40% cold
er than a year earlier based on cooling degree days, and 
electric base rate reductions effective July 1, 1999 and 
July 1, 2000 (see "Energy Choice").  

A drop in commercial and industrial regulated elec
tric unit sales reflects, in part, the opening of the electric 
market under the terms of the Electric Settlement.  
RG&E, however, sells electric energy, as well as distri
bullon services, to qualified energy marketers in its 
franchise territory which has the effect of increasing 
wholesale sales to energy marketers. Included in 
RG&E's electric operating revenues for 2000 are $99.5 
million of revenues from electric sales to energy mar 
keters and $75.6 million of revenues from wholesale 
sales to other utilities.  

Regulated gas margins (revenues less cost of pur
chased gas) were down about $1.5 million in 2000. Gas 
revenues in 2000 reflect a $1.4 million rate reduction 
pursuant to the terms of the Gas Rates and Restructuring 
Proposal (see "Competition"). In addition, the favorable 
effect of increased gas spaceheating sales resulting, in 
part, from 5.6 percent cooler weather (based on heating 
degree days) for the year was offset by the effects of a 
June 1999 unbilled gas revenue adjustment of $6.1 
million (see heading "1999 Compared to 1998").

Z9

Gas revenues from 

therms of gas sold and RGS Gas Sold 
transported for the regu- & Transported 
lated business were Orcliýor of lthe,) 

$31.5 million in 2000 594 

compared with $21.2 536 
million in 1999. The 
transportation of gas for 
customers who are able 

to purchase natural gas 
from sources other than 
RG&E is an important 
component of RG&E's 
marketing mix. In 2000, 
RG&E's small customer 
aggregate transportation 
market appeared as a 
significant addition to 
RG&E's marketing mix.  
Company facilities are 
used to distribute this 
gas, which in total RGS 
amounted to 24.0 million Electric Sales 
dekatherms in 2000 and (tho san&t .mw.) 
20.0 million dekatherms 8,714 
in 1999. These purchas 8260 8,194 
es by eligible customers 
have caused decreases 
in RG&E's retail gas 

customer revenues, with 
offsetting decreases in 
purchased gas expenses 

and, in general, do not 
adversely affect earnings 
because transportation 
customers are hilled at 
rates which, except for 
the cost of buying gas 
and transporting it to 
RG&E's city gate, are the 
same as the rates charged RG&E's retail gas service 
customers. Moreover, under the current regulatory 
environment, RG&E does not earn a return on the gas 
commodity it acquires for distribution. Gas supplies 
transported in this manner are not included in RG&E's 
retail therm sales, depressing reported gas sales to such 
retail customers.  

Seventy-eight percent of Energetix's total operating 
revenues in 2000 were from the sale of fuel oil, propane 
and gasoline by Griffith (see discussion under "Earnings 
Summary"). For heating oil and propane, Griffith expe
riences seasonal fluctuations due to the dependence on 
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The latest circuit breaker technology is now installed at 
RG&E's largest substation.

spaceheating sales during the heating season. In addi
tion, gasoline sales reflect seasonal fluctuations due 
to increased consumer driving during the warmer 
months. Moreover, operations from businesses acquired 
by Griffith have been reflected in Griffith's operations 
since their acquisition (see "Unregulated Subsidiaries").  

Operating Expenses.  
Higher regulated electric fuel expenses reflect 

increased purchased electricity costs driven by an 
increase in the cost per unit purchased, hedging 
activities, the effect of decreased generation availability 
from the Nine Mile Two nuclear plant primarily due 
to a scheduled refueling in 2000, and the absence of 
generation from the Oswego Generating Facility which 
was closed in August 1999. The cost of purchased power 
may fluctuate depending on the availability of electric 
generation from RG&E's facilities, the w holesale energy 
market and the total availability of energy, and the 
availability of transmission facilities. Since July 1996, 
Common Stock shareholders have assumed the full bene
fits and detriments realized from actual electric fuel costs 
and generation mix compared with PSC-approved fore
cast amounts. RG&E normally purchases electric power 
to supplement its own generation when needed to meet 
load or reserve requirements and when such power is 
available at a cost lower than RG&E's production cost.

The cost of gas purchased for resale increased 
in 2000 driven mainly by the rise in the commodi
ty cost of gas. RG&E's regulated gas tariffs include 
a monthly gas adjustment clause which allows 
RG&E to recover pipeline and storage capacity 
costs and the commodity cost of gas purchased for 
its customers. On an annual basis, RG&E recon
ciles the costs collected through the monthly gas 
adjustment clause and the actual gas costs for the 
prior twelve months. As stated above, RG&E does 
not earn a return on the gas capacity and com
modity it acquires for distribution to its customers.  

Unregulated fuel expenses on both RGS's and 
RG&E's Income Statements reflect mainly the cost 
of purchased fuel for Griffith's operations.  

The increase in non-fuel operating expenses 
in 2000 for RGS and RG&E includes an increase of 
$18.4 million for electric transmission and wheel
ing charges related to the implementation of the 
NYISO (see discussion under "New York 
Independent System Operator"), increased regula
tory amortization associated with the closing of 
Oswego Station ($5.2 million) and an accrual for 
site remediation costs ($5.9 million). These 
increases were offset by an $8.0 million drop in 

RG&E welfare expense associated with the performance 
of pension assets (see Note 5 to Financial Statements), 
lower expenses in 2000 due to an increase in 1999 
($7.1 million) of the RG&E reserve for uncollectible 
accounts, the absence of Y2K expenses ($4.8 million), a 
one-time refund of NYISO start-up costs ($4.5 million), 
and the reversal of a $5.0 million liability established in 
1999 for Nine Mile Two inventory losses due to the cur
rently anticipated sale of Nine Mile Two ($6.0 million).  

The financial results for 2000 resulted in the estab
lishment of reserves totaling $18.5 million in accordance 
with the terms of the Electric Settlement. These reserves 
are comprised of a $16.3 million reserve based on the 
provisions of the Return on Equity Test (as previously 
discussed under the heading Electric Settlement) and a 
$2.0 million reserve for 
estimated property 
tax savings. These 
reserves are reflected 
in non-fuel operating 
expenses.  

The variance in 
unregulated non-fuel 
operating expenses 

between 2000 and 1999 * 
reflects primarily -
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payroll, Griffith's fleet expenses, and incremental 
operating expenses from the companies acquired by 
Griffith during 2000.  

Depreciation expense for both RGS and RG&E 
reflects a decrease in regulated depreciation mainly 
associated with the retirement of RG&E generating 
plant facilities in 1999 (see discussion under "Fossil 
Units Status"). Depreciation and amortization expense 
for unregulated operations increased $0.9 million in 
2000 to $4.1 million due primarily to acquisitions.  

Local, State and other taxes for RGS and RG&E 
declined mainly as a result of lower regulated revenues, 
a lower gross receipts tax, elimination of the excess divi
dends tax effective January 1, 2000, and lower property 
taxes resulting from the retirement of RG&E generating 
facilities in 1999 as mentioned in the previous para
graph. Partially offsetting the reduction in these taxes 
was the imposition of new State income taxes that 
totaled $10.0 million in 2000 (see discussion under 
Note 1 to Financial Statements, "New York State Tax 
Changes").  

The difference in income tax expense for RGS and 
RG&E is attributable mainly to differences in pretax 
earnings, a reclassification of the State gross receipts 
tax to State income tax and a true-up of both federal 
and State income tax for a new State income tax 
effective January 1, 2000 (see discussion under Note 1 
to Financial Statements, "New York State Tax Changes").  

Other Statement of Income Items.  
The change in non-operating income taxes for both 

RGS and RG&E results from variances in non-operating 
earnings before income taxes and a true-up of both 
federal and State income tax for the new State income 
tax effective January 1, 2000 as discussed in the previous 
paragraph.  

The change between 2000 and 1999 in RGS's and 
RG&E's Other Income and Deductions, Other-net reflects 
reduced expenses in 2000 associated with RG&E man
agement performance awards ($4.8 million). Compared 
with a year earlier, the change in 2000 also reflects the 
effect of income in 1999 resulting primarily from the 
gain on the disposal of property ($2.8 million).  

The increase in interest expense for both RGS and 
RG&E reflects the interest on $100 million of first mort
gage bonds issued in October 1999. Higher other inter
est expenses are due mainly to interest costs associated 
with RG&E's annual gas supply reconciliation adjust
ments and interest on security deposits provided by cer
tain energy marketers. Partially offsetting this increase 
in interest expense was a reduction of RG&E interest 
expense on short-term debt.

1999 Compared to 1998 

Operating Revenues and Sales.  
Increased electric revenues in 1999 for RGS and 

RG&E reflect increased demand for air conditioning 
usage resulting from summer weather that was 25% 
warmer than during 1998 (on a cooling degree day 
basis). This increase in revenues was partially offset by 
a base rate reduction pursuant to the terms of the 
Electric Settlement and lower regulated electric sales 
due largely to RG&E's 
reduced capacity to 
sell power to other 
electric utilities 
because of a refueling 
and in-service inspec
tion outage at the 
Ginna Plant and an 
unscheduled 30-day 
outage at Nine Mile 
Two. Regulated sales 
and revenues for 
1999 compared to 
1998 also reflect a 
one-time adjustment 
to reflect a change in 
the estimating 
process for unbilled An RG&E investor relations service 
sales and revenues. representative responds to a customer 
This adjustment call utilizhig state-of-the-art data systems.  

increased regulated 
electric revenues by $7.1 million and increased regulated 
gas revenues by $6.1 million. Regulated electric sales 
increased by 74,000 megawatt-hours and regulated gas 
sales were higher by 7,610,000 therms as a result of this 
one-time adjustment. Included in RGS's electric operat
ing revenues for 1999 are $65.2 million of revenues from 
electric sales to energy marketers and $25.3 million of 
revenues from wholesale sales to other utilities.  
Revenues in 1999 from energy marketers were up $50.2 
million compared with 1998 reflecting the opening of 
the electric marketplace and increased sales of electrici
ty and distribution services. Revenues from the sales of 
electric energy to other utilities dropped $3.7 million 
from 1998 due mainly to the unavailability of RG&E's 
generating plants as discussed above, partially offset by 
an increase in the average revenue per unit sold.  

Regulated gas margins (revenues less cost of pur
chased gas) were up over $12 million reflecting 11 per
cent cooler weather (based on heating degree days) for 
the year and the change in unbilled sales methodology 
discussed above. Therms of gas sold and transported for 
the regulated business were up 10.7 percent in 1999.
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RG&E's Ghina Ni\uclear Power Plant, which first produced power 
in 1969, is not only the longest running nuclear plant in America, 
but also remains at the top of plant performance records.

Approximatel3 78 percent of Energetix's total 
operating revenues in 1999 were from the sale of fuel 
oil, propane and gasoline by Griffith. Unregulated sales 
reflect Griffith's operations since its acquisition by 
Energetix on August 2,1998 and the migration of electric 
and gas customers from the regulated to the unregulated 
business.  

Operating Expenses.  
Higher regulated electric fuel expenses reflect 

increased purchased electricity costs that were driven 
by a combination of 
lower generation from 
the Ginna nuclear 
plant, hydro plants, and 
the closing of Beebee 
Station on April 30, 
1999, coupled with an 
increase in the cost per 
unit purchased. Fuel 
expense for electric 
generation was down 
in 1999 reflecting 
lower generation from 
RG&E's facilities.  
Despite an increase 
in retail regulated gas 
therm sales, gas pur

An RG&E technician calibrates chased for resale 
a preventive relay' system. expense declined in 
Relays sensing a fault, must 1999 reflecting a lower 
operate within strict current 
tolerances and response time average cost per unit 
parameters to automatically due, in part, to a reduc
shut down the circuit and tion in pipeline costs.
reroute ioaas to ensure 
safety and reliability.

Other fuel expense on both RGS's and RG&E's Income 
Statements reflects mainly the cost of purchased fuel for 
Griffith's operations since its acquisition by Energetix.  

The decrease in non-fuel operating expenses for 
RGS and RG&E includes a $4.8 million drop in 1G&E 
welfare expense from 1998 due mainly to the perform
ance of pension assets and a change in the discount rate 
used to value the aggregate pension liability (see Note 5 
to Financial Statements), elimination in the first quarter 
of 1999 of property insurance and storm reserves no 
longer required totaling $2.1 million, lower non-fuel net 
expenses of $1.5 million associated with Ginna Plant 
refueling outages, a decrease of $2.8 million relating to 
the completion in 1998 of the amortization of costs of 
RG&E's billing system, insurance dividends of $1.8 mil
lion, and lower employee performance incentive pro
gram costs of $1.1 million. Offsetting these declines was 
a June 1999 increase in the allowance for uncollectible 
accounts of approximately $7.1 million to better match 
RG&E's actual collection history, the establishment in 
the fourth quarter of 1999 of a $3.0 million liability for 
anticipated Nine Mile Two inventory losses due to a 
change in the expected ownership of that facility, and 
increased Y2K costs of $6.0 million.  

The variance in unregulated non-fuel operating 
expenses reflects primarily an increase in payroll expens
es, other operating expenses for Griffith, and general and 
administrative expenses. The increase in these expenses 
reflects twelve months of Griffith's operations in 1999 
compared with only five months of Griffith's operations 
in 1998 following its acquisition in August 1998.  

Depreciation expense for both RGS and RG&E in 
1999 includes an incremental one-time charge in the 
second quarter of approximately $2.1 million associated 
with the closing of Beebee Station in April 1999.  
Depreciation and amortization expense for unregulated 
operations in 1999 was $3.2 million, up $2.1 million 
from 1998, due to the acquisition of Griffith.  

Local, State and other taxes for RGS and RG&E 
declined in 1999 compared to 1998 reflecting a New 
York State use tax audit refund, lower tax rates for State 
and local revenue taxes, and lower assessments for 
property taxes. These results were partially offset by 
higher unbilled revenue taxes resulting from an increase 
in unbilled revenues. For unregulated operations, local, 
State and other taxes in 1999 increased $2.9 million to 
$4.0 million compared to 1998 due to the acquisition 
of Griffith.  

The difference in federal income tax expense for 
RGS and RG&E reflects pre-tax earnings and, regarding 
RG&E, the settlement of RG&E audits in 1998 and a
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Crewmen checking LTC (Load Tap Changer) control circuits 
in the transformer.  

$4.8 million increase in the 1999 tax reserve related to 
disputed tax issues.  

Other Statement of Income Items.  
The change in non-operating federal income taxes 

for both RGS and RG&E results from variances in non
operating earnings before federal income taxes.  

The change between 1999 and 1998 in RGS's and 
RG&E's Other Income and Deductions, Other-net reflects 
mainly the recognition of income ($17.4 million) in 1998 
due to the elimination of certain pension and other post
employment benefit deferred credits and Nine Mile Two 
operating and maintenance expenses in accordance with 
the Electric Settlement. This variance in Other Income 
and Deductions, Other-net was partially offset by non
cash carrying charges of $8.6 million related to deferral 
of Kamine (Allegany Station) facility costs in 1999 for the 
regulated business. These carrying charges, which are 
primarily associated with the deferred recovery of costs 
associated with the Kamine settlement (see following 
paragraph), were allowed under the Electric Settlement 
and the Kamine settlement. In addition, expenses associ
ated with RG&E management performance awards 
decreased $4.4 million in 1999 compared with 1998.  

The increase in RGS's interest charges reflects main
ly an increase in long-term debt outstanding, resulting 
mainly from the Kamine settlement, the acquisition of 
Griffith by Energetix, and the issuance of $50 million of 
long term debt by RG&E in December 1998. The 
increase in RG&E's interest charges was impacted by 
the same factors except the debt incurred for the Griffith 
acquisition. Interest expense in 1999 for both RGS and 
RG&E also reflects the interest on $100 million of first 
mortgage bonds issued in October 1999.

DIVIDEND POLICY 
The ability of RGS to pay common stock dividends 

is governed by the ability of RGS's subsidiaries to pay 
dividends to RGS. Because RG&E is by far the largest of 
RGS's subsidiaries, it is expected that for the foreseeable 
future the funds required by RGS to enable it to pay divi
dends will be derived predominantly from the dividends 
paid to RGS by RG&E. In the future, dividends from sub
sidiaries other than RG&E may also contribute to RGS's 
ability to pay dividends. RG&E's ability to make dividend 
payments to RGS will depend upon the availability of 
retained earnings and the needs of its utility business.  
RG&E's Certificate of Incorporation provides for the pay
ment of dividends on its common stock out of the surplus 
net profits (retained earnings) of RG&E. In addition, pur
suant to the PSC order approving the formation of RGS, 
RG&E may pay dividends to RGS of no more than 100% 
of RG&E's net income calculated on a two-year rolling 
basis. The calculation of net income for this purpose 
excludes non-cash charges to income resulting from 
accounting changes or certain PSC required charges as 
well as charges that may arise from significant unantici
pated events. This condition does not apply to dividends 
that would be used to fund the remaining portion of 
RG&E's $100 million authorization for unregulated 
operations (about $13 million at December 31, 2000).

Crewman lowering a submersible stainless steel vacuum switch 
into a manhole for an underground installation.
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1100 Bausch & Lomb Place 
Rochester, New York 14604-2705 
January 31, 2001

To the Shareholders and Board of Directors of 
RGS Energy Group, Inc. and the 
Shareholders and Board of Directors of 
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated balance sheets and the related consolidated 
statements of income, retained earnings and cash flows present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of RGS Energy Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries ("RGS") at December 51, 2000 
and 1999, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in 
the period ended December 31, 2000 and the accompanying balance sheets and the related 
statements of income, retained earnings and cash flows present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation ("RG&E") at December 31, 2000 
and 1999, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the 
period ended December 31, 2000 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America. These financial statements are the responsibility of the RGS and 
RG&E management; our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements 
based on our audits. We conducted our audits of these statements in accordance with auditing 
standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free 
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the 
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used 
and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.  
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RGS Energy Group, Inc.  
Consolidated Statement of Income

fThousands of DoIIars� Year Ended December 31,

OPERATING REVENUES 
Electric 
Gas 
Other 

Total Operating Revenues 

OPERATING EXPENSES 
Fuel Expenses 

Fuel for electric generation 
Purchased electricity 
Gas purchased for resale 
Unregulated fuel expenses ......I..... ......... .n.•_ ..................... ......e ~ x .I e..... ................................................................. ......................................................................  

Total Fuel Expenses 

Operating Revenues Less Fuel Expenses 

Other Operating Expenses 
Operations and maintenance excluding fuel expenses 
Unregulated operating and maintenance expenses excludinl 
Depreciation and amortization 
Taxes-local, state and other 
Income tax S.................... ....... .............................O.. .O...a..+.E. x . n................. ..................................................................................................  

Total Other Operating Expenses 

Operating Income 

OTHER (INCOME) AND DEDUCTIONS 
Allowance for other funds used during construction 
Income tax 
Other, net .................... .~r .n..... ........... I ............................................... ................................................................................ ..................... ........... ...................  

Total Other (Income) and Deductions S............. ......... ... .T ..................t .r ................................ ..n -.......e d . n ....... .................................................................................  

INTEREST CHARGES 
Long term debt 
Other, net 
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction 

Total Interest Charges S..................... . IT o ....! + .e... ... h • : + ...... .. ... ...... ........................... I ........................................ ............................ .........................................  
Net Income .......... ,....... d.. ..S t... I I..... .. O i. ......... ..... ... .... ,...n ..............................................................................................  
Preferred Stock Dividend Requirements 

Net Income.Applicable to Common Stock I .................. t........!o . .. .. Ip I I ........ ... . "................ ............... ........................... ........... ............................. ..  

Earnings per Common Share-Basic 
Earnings per Common Share-Diluted

$ 731,006 
340,014 
377,099 

1,448,119

$ 702,751 
284,476 
220,310 

1,207,537

48,851 49,297 
85,858 54,337 

208,588 151,458 
340,306 189,465 

683,603 444,557 

764,516 762,980

313,721 
31,125 

116,184 
94,576 
59,832 

615,438 

149,078

(825) 
1,145 

(9,521) 

(9,201)

$ 687,622 
274,657 

71,212 

1,033,491 

53,954 
27,024 

155,497 
59,490 

295,965 

737,526

297,890 301,625 
26,464 13,524 

118,695 116,102 
114,639 117,973 

64,374 60,236 

622,062 609,460 

140,918 128,066

(657) 
(1,255) 
(8,178) 

(10,090)

(408) 
1,665 

(13,370) 

(12,113)

58,044 53,681 43,306 
5,995 4,798 3,388 

(1,319) (1,051) (653) 

62,720 57,428 46,041 

95,559 93,580 94,138 

3,700 4,083 4,842 

$ 91,859 $ 89,497 $ 89,296 

$2.61 $2.44 $2.32 
$2.60 $2.44 $2.31

Consolidated Statement of Retained Earnings

(Thousands of Dollars) Year Ended December 31, 1999 1998 

Balance at Beginning of Period $153,186 $129,484 $109,313 
Add 

Net Income Applicable to Common Stock 91,859 89,497 89,296 

Total 245,045 218,981 198,609 

Deduct 
Dividends declared on capital stock 

Common Stock 62,989 65,594 68,927 
Other Adjustments 510 201 198 

Total 63,499 65,795 69,125 

Balance at End of Period $181,546 $153,186 $129,484 

Cash Dividends Declared per Common Share $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of thefinancial statements.  
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RGS Energy Group, Inc.  
Consolidated Balance Sheet

(Thousands of Dollars) At December 31,

ASSETS 
Utility Plant 
Electric 
Gas 
Common 
Nuclear 

Less: Accumulated depreciation 
Nuclear fuel amortization 

S................I.....................P ~ .n ..................... ................................................................................. .............. ......................... ...  
Construction work in progress 

Net Utility Plant 

Current 4ssets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts: 

2000-$34,550; 1999-$34,026 
Unbilled revenue receivable 
Fuels 
Materials and supplies 
Prepayments 
Other current assets 

Total Current Assets 

Intangible Assets 
Goodwill, net 
Other intangible assets, net 

Total Intangible Assets I ........... .......T o....n ~ g i...e...... . .A ...... ...... ....................... I ........... ..... .............. .............................. ............................  

Deferred Debits and Other Atssets 
Nuclear generating plant decommissioning fund 
Nine Mile Two deferred costs 
Unamortized debt expense 
Other deferred debits 
Regulatory assets 
Other assets 

Total Deferred Debits and Other Assets 

Total Assets

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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1999

$2,467,289 
471,051 
164,872 
292,580 

3,395,800 
1,750,493 

254,435 

1,390,872 
111,480 S.................................. .. .P .... .......... ..  

1,502,350 ...................................... I ..° , s .................  

16,258 

136,374 
71,120 
46,868 

8,187 
26,268 
2,292 S........................................... 6 7....... .  

307,367 

27,971 
22,614 ......... .............. ....... .... ...6 • +!... ...  
50,505 .......................................... Ie-- , .. .......  

244,514 
27,155 
16,602 
4,674 

411,212 
1,331 S.... ... ................................ " + 3 ... ............  

705,488 

$2,565,798

$2,399,532 
453,634 
130,118 
270,447 ............... .7 ..o...........  

3,253,731 
1,636,955 

239,243 

1,377,533 
95,862 1,473,35................ .  1,... !.473.,395

8,288

90,239 
58,005 
28,704 
9,502 

24,576 
523 

219,837 S...............!. +.•.+.+..7..-1 

13,894 
7,338 ........... ............. I.+.... ...  

21,232 S................. .!.... 3 

220,815 
28,206 
17,984 
13,137 

466,231 
2,037 S..... ............ I.o 3 

748,410 

$2,462,874



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

(Thousands of Dollars) At December 31,

CAPITALIZATION AND LIABILITIES 
Capitalization 
Long term debt-mortgage bonds 

-promissory notes 

Preferred stock redeemable at option of RG&E 
Preferred stock subject to mandatory redemption 

Common shareholders' equity 
Common stock 

Authorized 100,000,000 shares; 38,956,726 shares issued at 

December 51, 2000 and 38,885,813 shares issued at December 31, 1999 

Retained earnings ..........................e.ni g s............................... ................. .......................................... ............................................ ...... ............................................................ .....  

Less: Treasury stock at cost (4,379,300 shares at December 31, 2000 

and 2,942,600 shares at December 31, 1999) S... ........... I . ......... -n . .2 .......... ..4 , 0 . .s ..............ar s a .D .e m.. e r....... ............ . ....9..9.. ........... .......... ............................. ......................................  
Total Common Shareholders' Equity S..................... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... .......... .... ..... ..... ......... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ....  

Total Capitalization S.................... ...................................C~ p ! l z a ~ .... ... ................ -.................................................................................................... ........................................ .....................  

Long Term Liabilities 
Nuclear waste disposal 

Uranium enrichment decommissioning 
Site remediation 

Current Liabilities 
Long term debt due within one year 

Short term debt 
Accounts payable 
Dividends payable 

Equal payment plan 
Other 

Total Current Liabilities 

Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities 
Accumulated deferred income taxes 
Pension costs accrued 
Kamine deferred credit 

Post employment benefits 
Other 

Total Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities 

Commitments and Other Matters (see Note 12) 

Total Capitalization and Liabilities

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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1999

$ 580,132 
243,728 
47,000 
25,000 

702,807 
181,546 

884,353 

117,238 

767,115 

1,662,975 

97,291 
9,649 

24,420 

131,360 

12,095 
122,400 
108,618 

16,515 

57,491 

317,119 

277,787 
26,547 
51,920 
54,505 
43,585 

454,344 

$2,565,798

$ 580,070 
235,395 

47,000 
25,000 

700,268 
153,186 

853,454 

83,252 

770,202 

1,657,667 

91,743 
10,911 
23,698 

126,352 

37,643 
10,500 
54,221 
17,078 
10,529 
39,385 

169,356 

318,694 
48,628 
58,738 
48,653 
34,786 

509,499 

$2,462,874
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RGS Energy Group, Inc.  
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

(Thousands of Dollarst Year Ended December 31.

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Net Income 
Atdjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided 

from operating activities: 
Depreciation & amortization 
Deferred recoverable fuel costs 
Income taxes deferred 
Allowance for funds used during construction 
Power contract termination costs 
Unbilled revenue 
Post employment benefit/pension costs 
Provision for doubtful accounts 
Changes in certain current assets and liabilities; net of assets 

acquired and liabilities assumed in acquisitions: 
Accounts receivable 
Materials, supplies and fuels 
Taxes accrued 
Accounts payable 
Other current assets and liabilities, net 

Other, net 

Total Operating

1999"

$ 95,559 

132,410 
10,873 
(14,002) 
(2,144) 

(13,115) 
10,900 

152 

(37,756) 
(12,903) 

(4,711) 
52,615 
8,721 
1,070 2...............27,o69.....  

227,669

$ 93,580 

135,094 
1,401 
9,901 

(1,708) 

(20,083) 
4,100 
7,472

(8,420) 
4,818 
4,095 
1,767 
1,516 

(13,742) 

219,791

1998"

$ 94,138 

135,289 
(3,565) 
(9,141) 
(1,061) 

(10,000) 
10,516 
(2,700) 

(372) 

27,549 
141 

(1,448) 
(7,031) 
1,327 

(8,029) 

225,613

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Net additions to utility plant (142,496) (108,339) (129,286) 
Nuclear generating plant decommissioning fund (20,736) (20,736) (20,827) 
Acquisitions, net of cash (48,889) (3,152) (30,977) 
Proceeds from sale of Oswego #6 - 10,920 
Electric transmission contract termination costs - (26,935) 
Other, net (289) (147) 484 

Total Investing (212,410) (148,389) (180,606) 

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from: 

Sale/Issuance of common stock 1,772 - 586 
Issuance of long term debt and promissory notes 17,540 103,509 99,422 
Short term borrowings, net 111,900 (46,500) 30,500 

Retirement of long term debt (30,000) (3,104) (55,500) 
Retirement of preferred stock - (10,000) (10,000) 
Repayment of promissory notes (7,290) (5,958) (7,790) 
Dividends paid on preferred stock (3,700) (4,274) (5,031) 
Dividends paid on common stock (63,552) (66,262) (69,592) 
Payment for treasury stock (33,986) (36,819) (46,433) 
Other, net........... 27 (229) (51) 

Total Financing (7,289) (69,637) (63,889) 
Increase (Decrease) in cash and cash equivalents $ 7,970 $ 1,765 $(18,882) 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year $ 8,288 $ 6,523 $ 25,405 C........... ............... I s .a n .d.. c a s h ... q u. a n .. a t.e.n n.n g. . ................................. ......................... ................................ ...................................... .......... ............................................ . ...... .. ., .  
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $ 16,258 $ 8,288 $ 6,523

Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information

(Thousands of Dollars) Year Ended December 31, 1999 1998 

CASH PAID DURING THE PERIOD 
Interest paid (net of capitalized amount) $59,060 $54,059 $43,793 

Income taxes paid $47,038 $58,750 $75,600 

TRANSFER FROM UTILITY PLANT TO REGULATORY ASSET, NET $ - $54,255 $ 

*Reclassified for comparative purposes.  
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

IThousands of Dollarsl Year Ended December 31 1999*
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Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 
Statement of Income

(Thn,,�2nrk nf flnII�rn� RGSr EndRdYDGROUPr 31.

OPERATING REVENUES 
Electric 
Gas 
Other 

Total Operating Revenues 

OPERATING EXPENSES 
Fuel Expenses 

Fuel for electric generation 
Purchased electricity 
Gas purchased for resale 
Unregulated fuel expenses S... ............. .t .r e .a t... ...........f .e...I I. .... .........e p .n .s ..................................... ........................ .  

Total Fuel Expenses ... a . .e..u l..e.................. . .... ..... . . ........................................................................  
Operating Revenues Less Fluel Expenses

$ 721,737 
322,412 

1,044,149 

48,851 
80,938 

192,038 

321,827 

722,322

Other Operating Expenses 
Operations and maintenance excluding fuel expenses 3 
Unregulated operating and maintenance expenses excluding fuel 
Depreciation and amortization 1 
Taxes-local, state and other 
Income tax 

Total Other Operating Expenses 5 S.................... ....... ......................r 1 O . .e ..............E e. I. ...... ................... .... ............... ................. ...... I.................... I......................... .... I.................... .....5 
Operating Income 

OTHER (INCOME) AND DEDUCTIONS 
Allowance for other funds used during construction 
Income tax 
Other, net 

Total Other (Income) and Deductions 

INTEREST CHARGES 
Long term debt 
Other, net 
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction S........ ...I............ .... . .................. ..•e e ~ ..... g........... .................................................... .............................................. ..................................................... ........... .............  

Total Interest Charges N .................... ...... ............................................................................. ........................................ ........................................... ................................................................... ...  
Net inconw 

Dividends on Preferred Stock N et.. nco A pp..cabl.... .. . ................. ..............................  
Net Income Applicable to Common Stock $

13,721 

12,110 
90,090 
59,451 

75,372 

49,950 

(825) 
221 

(8,897) 

(9,501)

56,673 
5,568 

(1,319) 
60,922 

95,529 

3,700 

91,829

$ 700,194 
281,555 
108,699 

1,090,448 

49,297 
53,046 

148,983 
91,505 

342,831 

747,617

297,890 
14,236 

117,289 
112,613 

64,454 

606,482 

141,135

(657) 
(1,144) 
(8,111) 

(9,912) 

53,067 
4,543 

(1,051) 

56,559 
94,488 

4,083 

$ 90,405

Statement of Retained Earnings

(Thousands of Dollars) Year Ended December 31, 1999 1998 

Balance at Beginning of Period $137,854 $129,484 $109,313 
.Add 

Net Income 95,529 94,488 94,138 

Total 233,383 223,972 203,451 

Deduct 
Dividends declared on capital stock 

Cumulative preferred stock-at required rates 3,700 4,083 4,842 
Common Stock 62,989 65,594 68,927 

Adjustment Associated with RGS Energy Group Formation - 16,243 
Other Adjustments 510 198 198 

Total 67,199 86,118 73,967 

Balance at End of Period $166,184 $137,854 $129,484 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

1999 1998

$ 687,622 
274,657 

71,212 

1,033,491 

53,954 
27,024 

155,497 
59,490 

295,965 

737,526 

301,625 
13,524 

116,102 
117,973 

60,236 

609,460 

128,066 

(408) 
1,665 

(13,370) 

(12,113) 

43,306 
3,388 

(653) 

46,041 

94,138 

4,842 

$ 89,296

'Thousands of Dollars' Year Ended December 31
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Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 
Balance Sheet

(Thousands of Dollars) At December 31,

ASSETS 
Utility Plant 
Electric 
Gas 
Common 
Nuclear 

Less: Accumulated depreciation 
Nuclear fuel amortization 

Construction work in progress 

Net Utility Plant 

Current Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts: 

2000-$33,482; 1999-$33,365 
Affiliate receivable 
Unbilled revenue receivable 
Fuels 
Materials and supplies 
Prepayments 

Total Current Assets 

Deferred Debits and Other Assets 
Nuclear generating plant decommissioning fund 
Nine Mile Two deferred costs 
Unamortized debt expense 
Other deferred debits 
Regulatory assets 

Total Deferred Debits and Other Assets 

Total Assets
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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1999

$2,467,289 
471,051 
117,473 
292,588 

3,348,401 
1,735,752 
254,435 

S.. .......................................................................... ........... ..... 1 I4 ...° 0.......  1,358,214 
111,486 

1,469,700 

4,851 

93,699 
50,989 
61,838 
33,896 
8,187 

23,782 

277,242 S.. .. ... .. ........................ ......................... ....................... I............ Z ..i ,.... ..... ..  

244,514 
27,155 
16,602 
4,674 

411,212 

704,157 ................................... . ............................I................. ............. ...... ....  
$2,451,099

$2,399,532 
453,634 
107,469 
270,447 ........................................ 2,.4

3,231,082 
1,634,334 

239,243 S..................... ............ ........ .. .. ..  
1,357,505 

95,862 ............................. ............ 9 .. • 
1,453,367 S......................... .... ..• 5 ...........  

6,443 

70,388 
13,197 
55,661 
23,876 

9,502 
23,439 ............ ................. I........... 2 .. 3 

202,506 S................................ 2.2...........  

220,815 
28,206 
17,984 
13,760 

466,231 S................. ... .............. 6 ..2. !...... 
746,996 $.........................28......... .. 6.....  

$2,402,869



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

(Thniic2nk nf flnhl2r'fl RGS fnEmhERG GR UP IC

CAPITALIZATION AND LIABILITIES 
Capitalization 
Long term debt-mortgage bonds 

-promissory notes 
Preferred stock redeemable at option of RG&E 

Preferred stock subject to mandatory redemption 

Common shareholder's equity 
Authorized 50,000,000 shares; 38,885,813 shares 

issued at December 31, 2000 and at December 31, 1999 

Retained earnings 

Less: Treasury stock at cost (4,379,300 shares at December 31, 2000 

and 2,942,600 shares at December 31, 1999) S.......................... -....2..................................s! r........ ..........c m........ ...... ..19 9 ......................... ................. ....................................................  
Total Common Shareholder's Equity 

Total Capitalization ..... .................................... .....t........ ... i !4 e......... ..............................................................................................................................................................  
Long Term Liabilities 

Nuclear waste disposal 

Uranium enrichment decommissioning 
Site remediation 

Current Liabilities 
Long term debt due within one year 

Short term debt 
Accounts payable 

Affiliate payable 
Dividends payable 

Equal payment plan 

Other 

Total Current Liabilities 

Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities (see Note 12) 

Accumulated deferred income taxes 
Pension costs accrued 
Kamine deferred credit 

Post employment benefits 

Other 

Total Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities 

Commitments and Other Matters (see Note 12) . To tal n C ap ts.alizatn.... Ia . r. . ....... . .... ...................s...........  
Total Capitalization and Liabilities

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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1999

$ 580,132 
211,703 
47,000 
25,000 

700,318 
166,184 

866,502 

117,238 

749,264 

1,613,099 

97,291 
9,649 

22,356 

129,296 

4,227 
98,000 
79,356 
18,451 
16,515 

41,664 

258,213 

274,299 
26,548 
51,920 
54,505 
43,219 

450,491 

$2,451,099

$ 580,070 
215,930 

47,000 
25,000 

700,268 
137,854 

838,122 

83,252 

754,870 

1,622,870 

91,743 
10,911 
22,357 

125,011 

33,781 

42,263 
12,961 
17,078 
10,529 
33,243 

149,855 

314,683 
48,628 
58,738 
48,653 
34,431 

505,133 

$2,402,869

'Thousands of Dollarsl At December 31
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Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 
Statement of Cash Flows

(Thousands of Dollars) Year Ended December 31,

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Net Income 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided 

from operating activities: 
Depreciation & amortization 
Deferred recoverable fuel costs 
Income taxes deferred 
Allowance for funds used during construction 
Power contract termination costs 
Unbilled revenue 
Post employment benefit/pension costs 
Provision for doubtful accounts 
Changes in certain current assets and liabilities: 

Accounts receivable 
Materials, supplies and fuels 
Taxes accrued 
Accounts payable 
Other current assets and liabilities, net 

Other, net 

Total Operating

1999*

$ 95,529 

128,629 
10,873 

(12,820) 
(2,144) 

(6,177) 
10,900 

117 

(61,220) 
(8,705) 
(5,333) 

42,602 
2,144 

970 ............................................9.3........ .....  
195,365

$ 94,488 

131,903 
1,401 
5,889 

(1,708) 

(17,739) 
4,100 
7,066

1998*

$ 94,138 

135,289 
(3,565) 
(9,141) 
(1,061) 

(10,000) 
10,516 
(2,700) 

(372)

(10,248) 
7,164 
2,822 

(3,298) 
663 

(11,876) 2..........1. 0 ..................... ..... ..... ..  
210,627

27,549 
141 

(1,448) 
(7,031) 
1,327 

(8,029) 2...........................2.5.,0213 
225,613

CASH FLow FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Net additions to utility plant (140,084) (106,359) (129,286) 
Nuclear generating plant decommissioning fund (20,736) (20,736) (20,827) 
Acquisition, net of cash - - (30,977) 
Proceeds from sale of Oswego #6 - 10,920 
Electric transmission contract termination costs - (26,935) 
Other, net 769 467 484 

Total Investing (160,051) (142,643) (180,606) 

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from: 

Sale/Issuance of common stock - - 586 
Issuance of long term debt - 100,000 99,422 
Short term borrowings, net 98,000 (50,500) 30,500 

Retirement of long term debt (30,000) - (55,500) 
Retirement of preferred stock - (10,000) (10,000) 
Repayment of promissory notes (3,781) (2,449) (7,790) 
Dividends paid on preferred stock (3,700) (4,274) (5,031) 
Dividends paid on common stock (63,552) (66,262) (69,592) 
Payment for treasury stock (33,986) (36,819) (46,433) 
Corporate restructuring to establish holding company - (6,824) 
Other, net 113 9,064 (51) .. .... .....t ..I ... ......... ........ ........ ......,.. ... . ... .. ..... .... ..... .. ...... ......... ... ..................................................................................... ..... .. . 1 1 3 9 ,0 64................................... ..... ............................ .5 1 

Total Financing (36,906) (68,064) (63,889) 
Decrease in cash and cash equivalents $ (1,592) $ (80) $(18,882) 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year $ 6,443 $ 6,523 $ 25,405 S.. .. ............ .... -as ....a..... ...I .... ...c a ........ ....... .. ..... .. ... .. ..........t~ a ~ ..e n. n ~..g.... ... .. .. ..°. ... e .... ........................................................... ...................... . ... .......... ....... .. ....................................... ... .............. ...... ... ..... .......................................... .5 , 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $ 4,851 $ 6,443 $ 6,523 

Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information 

(Thousands of Dollars) Year Ended December 31, 1999 1998 
CASH PAID DURING THE PERIOD 

Interest paid (net of cap italized amount) $58,753 $53,061 $43,793 -.11 ........................................ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................3 

Income taxes paid $46,438 $58,750 $75,600 
TRANSFER FROM UTILITY PLANT TO REGULATORY ASSET, NET $ - $54,255 $ 
*Reclassified for comparative purposes.  
The accompanying notes are an integral part of thefinancial statements.
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.  

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

n o t e SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES 

Holding Company Formation.  
On August 2, 1999, Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RG&E) was reorganized into a 

holding company structure in accordance with the Agreement and Plan of Exchange between 
RG&E and RGS Energy Group, Inc. (the Company or RGS Energy). RG&E's common stock was 
exchanged on a share-for-share basis for RGS Energy's common stock. RG&E's preferred stock 
was not exchanged as part of the share exchange and will continue as shares of RG&E.  

General.  
The Company supplies regulated electric and gas services wholly within the State of New York.  

The unregulated portion of the Company provides products and services as discussed in Note 4.  
The Company is subject to regulation by the Public Service Commission of the State of New York 
(PSC) under New York statutes and by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as a 
licensee and public utility under the Federal Power Act. The Company's accounting policies 
conform to accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP) as 
applied to New York State public utilities giving effect to the ratemaking and accounting practices 
and policies of the PSC.  

The preparation of financial statements requires management to make estimates and assump
tions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements 
and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results 
could differ from those estimates.  

A description of the Company's principal accounting policies follows.  

Basis of Presentation.  

This is a combined report of RGS Energy and RG&E, a regulated Electric and Gas subsidiary.  
The Notes to Financial Statements apply to both RGS Energy and RG&E. RGS Energy's 
Consolidated Financial Statements include the accounts of RGS Energy and its wholly owned sub
sidiaries, including RG&E, and two non-utility subsidiaries, Energetix and RGS Development 
Corporation (RGS Development). RGS Energy's prior period consolidated financial statements 
have been prepared from RG&E's prior period consolidated financial statements, except that 
accounts have been reclassified to reflect RGS Energy's structure. RG&E's financial statements also 
include Energetix and RGS Development prior to August 2, 1999.  

Principles of Consolidation 
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its wholly

owned subsidiaries RG&E, Energetix and RGS Development All intercompany balances and 
transactions have been eliminated. Energetix's financial statements are consolidated with its 
wholly-owned subsidiary Griffith Energy (Griffith).  

During the second quarter of 1998, the Company formed a new unregulated subsidiary, RGS 
Development. RGS Development was formed to pursue unregulated business opportunities in the 
energy marketplace. Through December 31, 2000, RGS Development operations have not been 
material to the Company's results of operation or its financial condition.  

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies.  

New York State Tax Changes.  

On May 15, 2000 changes to the New York State tax laws were signed into law effective 
January 1, 2000. In June 2000 the Company recorded taxes in accordance with these changes.  
The effect of these changes was a reduction in the gross receipts tax rate, elimination of excess 
dividends taxes, and the imposition of a state income tax. As a result, deferred state income taxes 
were established in accordance with the transition rules to recognize timing differences between 
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book and tax deductibility. This transition item results in a one-time tax benefit that has been 
deferred for future rate treatment in accordance with the Electric Settlement.  

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets.  

Goodwill presented on the consolidated balance sheet, represents the excess of cost over the net 
tangible and identifiable intangible assets of acquired businesses. It is stated at cost and is amor
tized, principally on a straight-line basis, over the estimated future periods to be benefited (20 
years). When circumstances change, the Company reviews the recoverability of goodwill based 
primarily upon an analysis of undiscounted cash flows from the acquired businesses. Other intangi
ble assets include predominately dealer improvements, customer lists and covenants not to compete 
and are being amortized between one and fifteen years. Accumulated amortization amounted to 
$3.5 million and $1.7 million at December 31, 2000 and December 31, 1999 respectively.  

Acquisitions.  
In August 1998, Energetix acquired Griffith Oil, Co., Inc., for $31.5 million. The acquisition 

was accounted for as a purchase resulting in goodwill as reflected on the consolidated financial 
statements. The principal tangible assets acquired were vehicles, tanks, pumps, buildings and 
commodity inventory.  

During 2000, Energetix acquired seven companies for an aggregate purchase price of 
$48.9 million, net of cash acquired. These acquisitions were recorded under the purchase method 
of accounting and, therefore, the purchase prices have been allocated to assets acquired and 
liabilities assumed based on estimated fair values, which are subject to further refinement. The 
results of operations of the acquired companies were included in the consolidated results of the 
Company from their respective acquisition dates.  

Revenue Recognition.  
Revenue is recorded on the basis of meters read. In addition, the Company records an estimate 

of unbilled revenue for service rendered subsequent to the meter-read date through the end of the 
accounting period.  

RG&E's regulated gas tariffs include a monthly gas adjustment clause, which allows RG&E to 
recover pipeline and storage capacity costs and the commodity cost of gas purchased for its 
customers. On an annual basis, RG&E reconciles the costs collected through the monthly gas 
adjustment clause and the actual gas costs for the prior twelve months.  

RG&E eliminated its electric fuel cost adjustment clause in a prior rate settlement agreement with 
the PSC. This clause adjusted tariff rates monthly to reflect changes in the actual average cost of fuels.  

Griffith revenues are recognized when products are delivered to customers or services have 
been rendered.  

Utility Plant, Depreciation and Amortization.  

The cost of additions to utility plant and replacement of retirement units of property is 
capitalized. Cost includes labor, material, and similar items, as well as indirect charges such as 
engineering and supervision, and is recorded at original cost. The Company capitalizes an 
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) approximately equivalent to the cost of 
capital devoted to plant under construction that is not included in its rate base. AFUDC is segre
gated into two components and classified in the Consolidated Statement of Income as Allowance 
for Borrowed Funds Used During Construction, an offset to Interest Charges, and Allowance for 
Other Funds Used During Construction, a part of Other Income. The rate approved by the PSC for 
purposes of computing AFUDC was 5% during the three-year period ended December 31, 2000.  
Replacement of minor items of property is included in maintenance expenses. Costs of depreciable 
units of plant retired are eliminated from utility plant accounts, and such costs, plus removal 
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expenses, less salvage, are charged to the accumulated depreciation reserve.  
Depreciation in the financial statements is provided on a straight-line basis at rates based on 

the estimated useful lives of property, which have resulted in an annual regulated depreciation 
provision of 3.1% in the three-year period ended December 31, 2000. The annual depreciation 
provision of Energetix is 7.8% in the three-year period ended December 31, 2000.  

Cash and Cash Equivalents.  

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and short-term commercial paper. These investments 
have original maturity not exceeding three months. Such investments are stated at cost, which 
approximates fair value, and are considered cash equivalents for financial statement purposes.  

Investments in Debt and Equity Securities.  

The Company's accounting policy, as prescribed by the PSC, with respect to its nuclear decom
missioning trusts is to reflect the trusts' assets at market value and reflect unrealized gains and 
losses as a change in the corresponding accrued decommissioning liability. The Company has no 
other debt or equity securities.  

Financial/Commodity Instruments.  

The Company periodically enters into agreements to minimize price risks for natural gas in 
storage. Gains or losses resulting from these agreements are deferred until the corresponding gas 
is withdrawn from storage and delivered to customers. The Company primarily enters into 
forward contracts for natural gas through its gas brokers.  

Energetix has entered into electric and natural gas purchase commitments with numerous 
suppliers. These commitments support fixed price offerings to retail electric and gas customers.  
Griffith is in the business of purchasing various petroleum-related commodities for resale to its 
customers. In order to manage the risk associated with market price fluctuations Griffith enters 
into various exchange-traded futures and option contracts and over-the-counter contracts with 
third parties. The commodity instruments are designated at the inception as a hedge where there 
is a direct relationship to the price risk associated with Griffith's inventory or future purchases and 
sales of commodities used in Griffith's operation. These contracts are closely monitored on a daily 
basis to manage the price risk associated with the company's inventory and future product com
mitments. All hedge contracts are accounted for under the deferral method with gains and losses 
from the hedging activity included in the cost of sales as inventories are sold or as the hedge 
transaction occurs. Commodity instruments not designated as effective hedges are marked to 
market at the end of the reporting period, with the resulting gains or losses recognized in 
cost of sales. As of December 31, 2000 Griffith's net deferred gains on open hedge contracts 
were immaterial.  

In June 1998, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities" 
(SFAS 133). This statement was subsequently amended by SFAS 137, "Accounting for Derivative 
Instruments and Hedging Activities - Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB Statement No. 133", 
and SFAS 138, "Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities, an 
amendment of SFAS 133". SFAS 133, as amended, established accounting and reporting standards 
for derivative instruments including certain derivative instruments embedded in other contracts 
and for hedging activities. This statement requires the Company to recognize all derivatives, with 
limited exception, as either assets or liabilities in the statement of financial position and measure 
those instruments at fair value. The intended use of the derivatives and their designation as either 
a fair value or cash flow hedge determines when the gains or losses on the derivatives are reported 
in earnings and when they are reported as a component of other comprehensive income. The 
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statement allows hedge accounting for the derivative instruments employed to manage market 
price risk, provided stringent documentation requirements are met prior to execution of the hedge 
transaction. Where applicable, the Company intends to elect hedge accounting for derivatives 
under the statement.  

The Company has adopted SFAS 133 as of January 1, 2001. The cumulative effect of this change 
will not materially impact the Company's annual net income. This broad and complex standard 
requires, with limited exception, derivative transactions to be recognized and recorded on the 
Company's balance sheet at fair value. The balance sheet effect is an increase to assets and liabili
ties of approximately $9.5 million.  

Jointly Owned Facilities.  

The Company is a 14% owner of the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Plant Unit No. 2 (Nine Mile Two) 
generating facility. Nine Mile Two is operated by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (Niagara 
Mohawk). Each participant must provide its own financing for any additions to the facility. The 
Company's share of direct expenses associated with this unit is included in the appropriate 
operating expenses in the Consolidated Statement of Income.  

Research and Development Costs.  

Research and Development costs are charged to expense as incurred. Expenditures for the years 
2000, 1999 and 1998 were $2.6 million, $2.9 million and $3.4 million respectively.  

Environmental Remediation Costs.  

The Company accrues for losses associated with environmental remediation obligations when 
such losses are probable and reasonably estimable. Accruals for estimated losses from environ
mental remediation obligations generally are recognized no later than completion of the remedial 
feasibility study. Such accruals are adjusted as further information develops or circumstances 
change.  

Materials, Supplies and Fuels.  

Materials and supplies inventories are valued at the lower of cost or market using the first-in, 
first-out or weighted average cost method. Regulated fuel inventories are valued at average 
cost. Griffith fuel inventories are valued at the lower of cost or market, using the first-in, 
first-out method.  

Nuclear Outage Costs.  

The Company levelizes estimated incremental non-fuel expenses due to planned refueling 
outages at its two nuclear power plants. Such costs are levelized between refueling outages.  

Stock-Based Compensation.  

The Company accounts for its stock-based compensation using the fair value method in 
accordance with SFAS-123 (Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation). The aggregate amount 
recorded as a (benefit)/expense as a result of the Company's stock based compensation plans for the 
years 2000, 1999 and 1998 approximates $(1.9) million, $2.2 million and $5.9 million respectively.  

Comprehensive Income.  

There were no items of comprehensive income during the three-year period ended December 
31, 2000; therefore, net income is equivalent to total comprehensive income.  

Reclassifications.  

Certain amounts in the prior years' financial statements were reclassified to conform with 
current year presentation.
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n o t e NUCLEAR-RELATED MATTERS 

Nine Mile Nuclear Plants. On June 24, 1999, Niagara Mohawk and New York State Electric and 

2 Gas Corporation (NYSEG) announced their intention to sell their interests in the Nine Mile One 
and Nine Mile Two nuclear plants to AmerGen Energy Company, L.L.C. (AmerGen), a joint 
venture of PECO Energy and British Energy. Niagara Mohawk owns 41 percent of Nine Mile 
Two and 100 percent of Nine Mile One and NYSEG owns 18 percent of Nine Mile Two.  

RG&E's 14 percent interest in Nine Mile Two was not included in the proposal but RG&E has a 
right of first refusal to buy the interests of the other owners of Nine Mile Two on terms at least as 
favorable as those offered. RG&E exercised its right of first refusal and broadened it to include 
Nine Mile One with which Nine Mile Two was paired in the proposal. However, in the ensuing 
discussions with the PSC staff it became clear that the transaction on the terms proposed would 
not be approved by the PSC.  

On April 25, 2000, the PSC issued an order that allowed NYSEG and Niagara Mohawk to 
withdraw their petition to sell their interests in the Nine Mile plants to AmerGen. The order con
cluded that Nine Mile's market value is "greatly in excess of the original AmerGen purchase price" 
and that multiple entities are now interested in the Nine Mile plants. The order also concluded that 
"...failure for the utilities to determine the market value of the Nine Mile facilities at this time, 
through an open process, would raise serious prudence questions:' With respect to stranded 
costs, the PSC order indicates that stranded costs cannot be finally quantified "until the disposition 
of the plants by the utilities is decidedV' The PSC's order does, however, observe that (1) a sale 
would be considered within its policy of separating generation from transmission and distribution, 
(2) a sale at current market values would constitute appropriate mitigation of stranded costs 
and (3) ratemaking treatment of a sale would be resolved in accordance with each company's 
competitive opportunities/restructuring order taking into account reduced risk and corollary 
divestiture effects.  

After issuance of the PSC's order, RG&E decided to determine the market value of its interest in 
Nine Mile Two. On June 1, 2000, RG&E issued a press release announcing an auction process by 
RG&E, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (Central Hudson), NYSEG and Niagara 
Mohawk in connection with their ownership interests in Nine Mile Two and Niagara Mohawk's 
interest in Nine Mile One.  

On December 11, 2000, RG&E, Niagara Mohawk, Central Hudson and NYSEG entered into an 
agreement to sell their ownership interests in Nine Mile Two to Constellation Nuclear, L.L.C.  
(Constellation Nuclear). Constellation Nuclear was the successful bidder in a competitive auction 
conducted for the plants. The Long Island Power Authority, an 18 percent owner of Nine Mile Two, 
is not participating in the sale 

The purchase price for RG&E's 14 percent ownership interest in Nine Mile Two is $99.2 million, 
$49.6 million of which will be paid in cash at closing and $49.6 million of which will be paid in 
five equal annual principal installments plus interest at a rate of 11 percent pursuant to a five year 
promissory note. Principal and interest payments under the promissory note will total approxi
mately $66 million unless the note is pre-paid. The purchase price is subject to adjustment at the 
time of closing. The aggregate purchase price for 82 percent of Nine Mile Two is $581 million. The 
aggregate purchase price, including cash payments at closing and payments of principal and 
interest to all of the sellers under the promissory notes, is $676.6 million for 82 percent of Nine 
Mile Two.  

Also part of the transaction is a power purchase agreement whereby Constellation Nuclear has 
agreed to sell 90 percent of RG&E's 14 percent interest in Nine Mile Two's actual output back to 
RG&E for approximately 10 years at an average price of less than $35 per MWh over the term of 
the power purchase agreement.  
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After the completion of the power purchase agreement, a 10-year revenue sharing agreement 
begins. The revenue sharing agreement will provide RG&E with a hedge against electricity price 
increases and could provide RG&E additional revenue through 2021. The revenue sharing agree
ment provides that, to the extent market prices (for energy and capacity) exceed certain strike 
prices, 14 percent of the market value of Nine Mile Two's actual output (capped at 160 MW) above 
the strike price will be shared 80 percent to RG&E and 20 percent to Constellation Nuclear. When 
actual market prices are lower than strike prices, such negative amounts will be carried forward 
as credits against subsequent payments.  

At closing, the sellers' pre-existing decommissioning funds will be transferred to Constellation 
Nuclear and Constellation Nuclear will assume the sellers' obligation to decommission Nine 
Mile Two.  

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), FERC, PSC and other regulatory bodies must 
approve the sale. Receipt of such regulatory approvals (including, without limitation, the PSC's 
authorization to establish a regulatory asset and return thereon for the full amount of RG&E's 
unamortized plant and capital costs of Nine Mile Two remaining after the closing of the sale), in 
form and substance reasonably satisfactory to RG&E, is a condition to RG&E's obligation to close 
the transaction. The transaction is targeted to close in mid-2001. At December 31, 2000, the net 
book value of RG&E's 14 percent interest in the Nine Mile Two generating facility was approxi
mately $360 million. RG&E also had investments in fuel of approximately $8.9 million, transmis
sion and distribution facilities of $3.4 million and construction work in progress of $4.6 million.  

On January 31, 2001, RG&E, together with Niagara Mohawk, Central Hudson, NYSEG and 
Constellation Nuclear filed a Section 70 petition with the PSC. The petition requests that the PSC 
authorize the sellers to transfer to Constellation Nuclear their interests in Nine Mile Two in accor
dance with the rate treatment proposed. For RG&E, the rate treatment proposed includes full 
recovery of the regulatory asset remaining after the sale.  

Prior to the events discussed above, the PSC had initiated a proceeding to examine the appropri
ate role of the nuclear power plants in the State in developing a competitive market for electricity.  
Collaborative efforts of the parties led to the development of a report on the subject which the PSC 
discussed at a July 1999 session without issuing an order. No significant activity has since 
occurred in the proceeding and RG&E cannot predict what the PSC may do to continue or 
conclude it. Since all nuclear plants in the state either have now been sold or are under contract to 
be sold, except for RG&E's Ginna Plant, the PSC could regard the proceeding as moot.  

Decommissioning Trust. RG&E is collecting amounts in its electric rates for the eventual decom
missioning of its Ginna Plant and for its 14 percent share of the decommissioning of Nine Mile 
Two. The operating licenses for these plants expire in 2009 and 2026, respectively.  

Under accounting procedures approved by the PSC, RG&E has collected decommissioning 
costs of approximately $182.9 million through December 31, 2000 and is authorized to collect 
approximately $22 million annually through June 30, 2002 for decommissioning, covering both 
nuclear units. The amount allowed in rates is based on estimated ultimate decommissioning costs 
of $296.3 million for Ginna and $112.8 million for the RG&E's 14 percent share of Nine Mile Two 
(1995 dollars). These estimates are based on site specific cost studies for each plant completed in 
1995. Site specific studies of the anticipated costs of actual decommissioning are required to be 
submitted to the NRC at least five years prior to the expiration of the license.  

The NRC requires reactor licensees to submit funding plans that establish minimum NRC 
external funding levels for reactor decommissioning. RG&E's plan, filed in 1990, consists 
of an external decommissioning trust fund covering both its Ginna Plant and its share of 
Nine Mile Two. Since 1990, RG&E has contributed $148.7 million to this fund and, including 
realized and unrealized investment returns, the fund has a balance of $244.5 million as of
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December 31, 2000. The amount attributed to the allowance for removal of non-contaminated 
structures is being held in an internal reserve. The internal reserve balance as of 
December 31, 2000 is $34.2 million. NRC regulations require biennial reports on the status 
of decommissioning trust funds and RG&E reported to the NRC that both the Ginna and 
Nine Mile Two decommissioning trusts exceed the NRC minimum funding amounts required 
as of December 31, 1999.  

During December 2000, Constellation Energy was the successful bidder in an auction of the 
Company's 14 percent interest in the Nine Mile Two nuclear plant. As part of the purchase agree
ment, upon closing RG&E will transfer approximately $29.0 million to Constellation to fully fund 
RGE's pro-rata share of the plant's decommissioning liability. As of December 31, 2000, Nine Mile 
Two decommissioning assets were sufficient to meet RG&E's funding obligation. Upon completion 
of the sale, Constellation will assume all decommis-sioning liabilities for Nine Mile Two.  

The NRC has issued a policy statement relating to industry restructuring which addresses, in 
part, the prospects of joint and several liability of co-owners for nuclear decommissioning costs, 
such as co-owners of Nine Mile Two. The NRC recognizes that co-owners generally divide costs 
and output from their facilities by using a contractually-defined, pro rata share standard. The NRC 
has implicitly accepted this practice in the past and believes that it should continue to be the oper
ative practice, but reserves the right, in highly unusual situations where adequate protection of 
public health and safety would be compromised if such action were not taken, to consider 
imposing joint and several liability on co-owners when one or more co-owners have defaulted.  

The PSC in August 1997 issued for comment a report by its staff proposing norms by which 
nuclear plants in the state would relate to the competitive electricity market following a period 
covered by electric utility restructuring agreements then pending before the PSC. Among other 
things, the report envisioned the sale of these plants at auction, but with the selling utilities 
remaining responsible for ultimate decommissioning as well as for disposal of certain spent fuel.  
Recognizing that bidders may not be attracted to certain units-which could include both the 
Company's Ginna plant and Nine Mile Two, the report contemplated their early shutdown unless 
they could compete with other forms of generation. In Fall 1997, the Company and others 
commented on these and other facets of the report On March 20, 1998, the PSC issued an Opinion 
and Order Instituting Further Inquiry. In December 1998 the PSC issued a Notice of Collaborative 
Conference to further examine the future treatment of nuclear generation. The initial collaborative 
conference in this proceeding was held in January 1999. RG&E's potentially strandable assets in 
nuclear plants could be impacted by the outcome of this proceeding. The parties in this proceeding 
developed a collaborative, non-binding interim report entitled "Nuclear Generation and the 
Competitive Electric Market" which was issued in July 1999. RG&E is actively involved in this pro
ceeding which is continuing. RG&E is unable to determine when this proceeding may conclude.  

The Staff of the Financial Accounting Standards Board is studying the recognition, measurement 
and classification of certain liabilities related to the closure or removal of long-lived assets. This 
could affect the accounting for the decommissioning costs of RG&E's nuclear plants. If current 
accounting practices for such costs were changed, the annual provisions for decommissioning 
costs could increase, the estimated cost for decommissioning could be reclassified as a liability 
rather than as accumulated depreciation, the liability accounts and corresponding plant asset 
accounts could be increased and trust fund income from the external decommissioning trusts 
could be reported as investment income rather than as a reduction to decommissioning expense. If 
annual decommissioning costs increased, the Company would expect to defer the effects of such 
costs pending a determination by the PSC.  

Uranium Enrichment Decontamination and Decommissioning Fund. On June 12, 1998, 16 electric 
utilities from across the country, including RG&E, filed multi-count complaints against the United
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States government in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. The 
suits challenge the constitutionality of a $2.25 billion retroactive assessment imposed by the 
federal government on domestic nuclear power companies to pay for the clean up of the federal 
government's three uranium enrichment plants. Those plants are located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; 
Paducah, Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio. The Oak Ridge plant went into operation in 1945, 
and the other two plants began operation during the 1950s. The matter is proceeding through 
the courts.  

The assessments for Ginna and RG&E's share of Nine Mile Two are estimated to total 
$22.1 million, excluding inflation and interest. Installments aggregating approximately 
$14.7 million have been paid through 2000. A liability has been recognized on the financial 
statements along with a corresponding regulatory asset. For the two facilities RG&E's liability 
at December 31, 2000 is $11.4 million ($9.6 million as a long-term liability and $1.8 million as a 
current liability). RG&E is recovering these costs in rates.  

Nuclear Fuel Disposal Costs. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Nuclear Waste Act) of 1982, as 
amended, requires the DOE to establish a nuclear waste disposal site and to take title to nuclear 
waste. A permanent DOE high-level nuclear waste repository is not expected to be operational 
before the year 2010, at the earliest. In December 1996 the DOE notified RG&E that the DOE 
would not start accepting Ginna spent fuel in 1998. The Nuclear Waste Act provides for a 
determination of the fees collectible by the DOE for the disposal of nuclear fuel irradiated prior 
to April 7, 1983 and for three payment options. The option of a single payment to be made at any 
time prior to the first delivery of fuel to the DOE was selected by RG&E in June 1985. RG&E 
estimates the fees, including accrued interest, owed to the DOE to be $97.3 million at 
December 31, 2000. RG&E is allowed by the PSC to recover these costs in rates. The estimated 
fees are classified as a long-term liability and interest is accrued at the current three-month 
Treasury bill rate, adjusted quarterly. The Nuclear Waste Act also requires the DOE to provide for 
the disposal of nuclear fuel irradiated after April 6, 1983, for a charge of approximately one mill 
($.001) per KWH of nuclear energy generated and sold. This charge (approximately $4.0 million 
per year) is currently being collected from customers and paid to the DOE pursuant to PSC 
authorization. RG&E expects to utilize on-site storage for all spent or retired nuclear fuel 
assemblies until an interim or permanent nuclear disposal facility is operational.  

There are presently no facilities in operation in the United States available for the reprocessing 
of spent nuclear fuel from utility companies. In RG&E's determination of nuclear fuel costs, it has 
taken into account that nuclear fuel would not be reprocessed and has provided for disposal costs 
in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Act. In November 1998 RG&E completed installation of 
seven high-capacity spent fuel racks in the Ginna spent fuel pool. This will allow interim storage 
capacity of all spent fuel discharged from the Ginna Plant through the end of its Operating License 
in the year 2009.  

Litigation 
Spent Nuclear Fuel Litigation. The federal Nuclear Waste Act obligated the DOE to remove 

disposal spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from utilities' powerplants by January 31, 1998 (statutory 
deadline). Since the mid-1980s, RG&E and other nuclear plant owners and operators have paid 
substantial fees to the DOE to fund that obligation (Nuclear Waste Fund). The DOE has not 
satisfied its obligation under the Nuclear Waste Act and there is no way to determine when and 
if it will begin removing SNF for disposal.  

The DOE's failure to meet its statutory deadline has given rise to numerous lawsuits in both the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims.  

Although the DOE has been found to have breached its obligations, it is not possible to predict 
the outcome of these cases, the future course of the DOE obligation or the resolution of the spent 
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nuclear fuel movement and storage concern that underlies it. Similarly, the ultimate outcome of 
nuclear waste legislation in Congress that could address these and related concerns, is uncertain.  
The court rulings on the DOE's default in meeting its obligation to remove SNF for disposal by the 
statutory deadline, and on its contractual liability therefor, have been promising. The current court 
rulings appear to have prompted greater DOE effort to complete site investigations at its Yucca 
Mountain, NV, site for SNF disposal and to focus greater Congressional attention on the inappro
priateness of continuing to house SNF around the nation at short-term SNF facilities of nuclear 
powerplants. These developments have not yet led, however, either to a firm schedule for DOE's 
movement of SNF from plant facilities to a permanent repository or to the authorization of plant 
owners and operators to withhold their Nuclear Waste Fund payments to DOE until that schedule 
is established. RG&E and other nuclear utilities continue to work toward those objectives in 
judicial, legislative and administrative initiatives.  

ni o t e REGULATORY MATTERS 

Regulatory Assets 

With PSC approval RG&E has deferred certain costs rather than recognize them as expense 

when incurred. Such deferred costs are then recognized as expenses when they are included in 
rates and recovered from customers. Such deferral accounting is permitted by SFAS-71, 
Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of Regulation. These deferred costs are shown as regu
latory assets on the Company's and RG&E's Balance Sheets. Such cost deferral is appropriate in a 
traditional regulated cost-of-service rate setting, where all prudently incurred costs are recovered 
through rates. In a purely competitive pricing environment, such costs might not have been 
incurred and could not have been deferred. Accordingly, if RG&E was no longer allowed to defer 
some or a portion of these costs under SFAS-71, these assets would be adjusted accordingly, which 
may include up to the entire amount being written off.  

Below is a summary of RG&E's regulatory assets as of December 31, 2000 and 1999: 
Millions of Dollars 

1999 

Kamine Settlement $179.1 $187.5 
Income Taxes 101.9 129.5 
Oswego Plant Sale 74.4 78.6 
Deferred Environmental SIR costs 16.6 20.5 
Uranium Enrichment Decommissioning Deferral 12.7 13.9 
Gas Deferred Fuel (1.6) 9.3 
Labor Day 1998 Storm Costs 9.3 8.5 
Other, net 18.0 18.4 

Total-Regulatory Assets $411.2 $466.2 

m Kamine Settlement. This amount results from a settlement resolving all litigation, releasing all 
claims and terminating all electricity purchase obligations under a power purchase agreement 
* Income Taxes: This amount represents the unrecovered portion of tax benefits from accelerated 
depreciation and other timing differences which were used to reduce tax expense in past 
years. The recovery of this deferral is anticipated over the remaining life of the related property, 
which varies from one to thirty years, when the effect of the past deductions reverses in 
future years.  
* Oswego Plant Sale: This amount results from the sale of RG&E's interest in the Oswego 
generation facility including closing costs and the buyer's assumption of RG&E's obligations 
under a transmission services agreement 
* Deferred Environmental Site Investigation/Remediation Costs: These costs represent RG&E's share 
of the estimated costs to investigate and perform certain remediation activities at both RG&E
owned and non-owned sites with which it may be associated. RG&E has recorded a regulatory 
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asset representing the remediation obligations to be recovered from ratepayers, subject to the 
terms of the Electric Settlement.  
m Uranium Enrichment Decommissioning Deferral: The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires utilities to 
contribute amounts to the DOE based on the amount of uranium enriched by the DOE for each 
utility. This amount is mandated to be paid to the DOE through the year 2007. The recovery of 
these costs is through base rates of fuel.  
* Gas Deferred Fuel: These costs result from a PSC-approved monthly gas adjustment clause which 
allows RG&E to recover pipeline and storage capacity costs and the commodity cost of gas 
purchased for its customers. On an annual basis, RG&E reconciles the costs collected through 
the monthly gas adjustment clause and the actual gas costs for the prior twelve months.  
n Labor Day 1998 Storm Costs: These costs result from a 1998 Labor Day storm. Under the Electric 
Settlement, RG&E is entitled to defer, for later recovery in rates, certain costs, including those 
caused by "catastrophic events", when any single event results in costs exceeding $2.5 million.  
RG&E filed a petition with the PSC notifying it of the deferral of these storm costs.  

In a competitive electric market, strandable assets would arise when investments are made in 
facilities, or costs are incurred to service customers, and such costs are not fully recoverable in 
market-based rates. An example includes high cost generating assets. Estimates of strandable 
assets are highly sensitive to the competitive wholesale market price assumed in the estimation.  
The amount of potentially strandable assets at December 31, 2000 depends on market prices and 
the competitive market in New York State, which is still under development and subject to 
continuing changes which are not yet determinable, but the amount could be significant.  
Strandable assets, if any, could be written down for impairment of recovery based on SFAS-121, 
"Accounting for the Impairment of Long Lived Assets and for Long Lived Assets to be Disposed of", 
which requires write-down of long-lived assets whenever events or circumstances occur that 
indicate the carrying amount of a long-lived asset may not be recoverable.  

At December 31, 2000 RG&E believed that its regulatory assets are probable of recovery. The 
Electric Settlement does not impair the opportunity of RG&E to recover its investment in these 
assets. However, the Electric Settlement provides for the non-nuclear generation to-go costs to be 
subject to market forces during the current Settlement term. Should the costs of non-nuclear gen
eration exceed market prices, the Company may no longer be able to apply SFAS-71. These costs 
have been below prevailing market prices. The PSC issued an Opinion and Order Instituting 
Further Inquiry on March 20, 1998 to address issues surrounding nuclear generation. RG&E is 
unable to determine when this proceeding may conclude. The ultimate determination in this 
proceeding or any proceeding to consider RG&E's proposed sale of its interest in Nine Mile Two as 
discussed under "Nuclear-Related Matters" could have an impact on strandable assets and the 
recovery of nuclear costs.  

In a competitive natural gas market, strandable assets would arise where customers migrate 
away from dependence on RG&E for full service, leaving RG&E with surplus pipeline and storage 
capacity, as well as natural gas supplies under contract. RG&E has been restructuring its trans
portation, storage and supply portfolio to reduce its potential exposure to strandable assets.  
Regulatory developments referred to under "Gas Settlements" below, may affect this exposure, but 
whether and to what extent there may be an impact on the level and recoverability of strandable 
assets cannot be determined at this time.  

Gas Settlements 
PSC Gas Restructuring Policy Statement. On November 3, 1998, the PSC issued a gas restructuring 

policy statement (Gas Policy Statement) announcing its conclusion that, among other things, the 
most effective way to establish a competitive gas supply market is for gas distribution utilities to 
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cease selling gas. The PSC established a transition process in which it addressed three groups of 

issues: (1) individual gas utility plans to implement the PSC's vision of the market; (2) key generic 

issues to be dealt with through collaboration among gas utilities, marketers, pipelines and other 

stakeholders, and (3) coordination of issues that are common to both the gas and the electric 
industries. The PSC has encouraged settlement negotiations with each gas utility pertaining to the 

transition to a fully competitive gas market. RG&E, the PSC Staff and other interested parties 

engaged in settlement discussions in response to the specific requirements of the Gas Policy 

Statement. In January 2001, RG&E reached agreement with PSC Staff and other parties on a 

comprehensive rate and restructuring proposal for its natural gas business, as contemplated in 

the PSC's Gas Policy Statement.  
Gas Retail Access Settlements. On January 25, 2001, RG&E reached agreement with PSC Staff 

and other parties on a comprehensive rate and restructuring proposal for its natural gas business 
(the Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal), as contemplated in the PSC's Gas Policy Statement.  

Since mid-1998, RG&E, PSC Staff and other parties have engaged in settlement negotiations 
regarding RG&E's rates and restructuring. These negotiations have resulted in two previous agree
ments among RG&E, PSC staff and several other parties. The first was implemented in September 
1999 and addressed the following issues: a capacity release revenue imputation, capacity cost miti

gation measures, a timetable for public filing and resumption of negotiations, and improvement of 

RG&E's retail access program. The September 1999 agreement was approved by the PSC in an 
Order issued September 30, 1999.  

Pursuant to the September 1999 agreement, RG&E, on January 28, 2000, made a filing address

ing various issues pertaining to RG&E's natural gas business, including proposals for restructuring 
that business and facilitating migration from fully bundled sales service to retail service provided 
by natural gas marketers. Certain issues presented by the January 28, 2000 filing, principally 
relating to the commencement of a single-retailer retail access program for gas, in substantially 
the same form as currently in effect for electric retail access (see "Energy Choice" heading), 

and the establishment of a "backout credit" to be paid to natural gas marketers serving retail 
customers, were resolved in a June 2000 Gas Settlement 

The Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal is intended to resolve all issues identified by the 
parties and not resolved in either the September 1999 settlement or the June 2000 Gas Settlement, 
as approved by the PSC. It is anticipated that this Proposal will be approved by the PSC in 

February 2001 and made effective on March 1, 2001, although no assurance may be given as to 
such approval or its timing.  

The Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal contains a number of features that are intended to 

extend for different periods. The two most significant periods are the Rate Term, which applies 

principally to rate-related provisions and extends from July 1, 2000 through June 30, 2002, and the 
Rate and Restructuring Program which applies to most other provisions and extends from the date 

of approval of the Proposal through March 31, 2004. The principal features of the Proposal are 
as follows: 

(1) for the purpose of setting base, or local delivery, rates for the period beginning July 1, 2000, 
natural gas revenues shall be decreased a total of $2,806,000 from the levels in effect on 

June 30, 2000. This rate level is based on an agreed-upon return on equity of 11.00 percent; 
(2) base rates will be adjusted effective March 1, 2001 to reflect the revenue requirements 

decrease. Because the current base rates that will be in effect through February 28, 2001 are higher 

than those agreed to by the parties, RG&E, in March 2001, will pass back to all its retail gas cus

tomers a temporary credit applied to rates, on a volumetric basis, equal to the amount of the reduc
tion in rates for the period July 1, 2000 through February 28, 2001;
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(3) RG&E is allowed to defer any prudent and verifiable cost for recovery after the Rate Term of 
the Proposal, subject to PSC approval; 

(4) in the event that RG&E achieves a return on equity in excess of 12.5 percent in any Rate Year 
covered by this Proposal, 90 percent of the excess over that level shall be deferred for the benefit of 
customers; 

(5) RG&E shall be entitled to defer any costs associated with mandates and catastrophic events 
that occur during the Rate Term of this Proposal. If the incremental cost impact of any individual 
mandate or any individual catastrophic event exceeds $600,000 per rate year, RG&E is entitled to 
defer the entire amount for recovery. Amounts deferred shall be recovered from RG&E customers 
after the Rate Term of this Proposal; 

(6) RG&E is entitled to defer for recovery after June 30, 2002, all incremental expenditures for 
competition implementation costs to the extent that such costs exceed $300,000 per year; 

(7) if migration to retail access is expected to exceed 30 percent of the small-volume customer 
market (i.e., customers eligible under Service Classification No. 5 - Small General Service) during 
the Rate Term of the Proposal, the parties will meet to discuss the PSC Transition Cost Surcharge 
with a view to considering changes that would reduce the allocation of capacity costs to Service 
Classification No. 1 - General Service customers; 

(8) RG&E is authorized to implement a Retail Access Capacity Program, contemplated to begin 
before the 2001-2002 heating season, pursuant to which RG&E would release pipeline capacity it 
currently holds to marketers serving customers in RG&E's service area. This Program will help to 
avoid stranded capacity costs that might otherwise result from migration of customers to marketers; 

(9) RG&E will implement a Capacity Incentive Program, consisting of a Capacity Cost Incentive 
and a Capacity Cost Imputation. Both elements are intended to encourage aggressive management 
of RG&E's capacity costs. The Capacity Cost Incentive is designed to share, between RG&E and its 
customers, the savings resulting from the difference between a base level of capacity costs and the 
actual capacity costs achieved. The Capacity Cost Imputation is intended to provide customers 
with a guaranteed level of short-term savings through the gas cost adjustment provision. "Short
term" refers to periods of one year or less. "Savings" refers to capacity release savings, as well as 
net revenues from off-system sales, if any. The imputed level of savings will be $1,100,000 per year 
for the period beginning April 1, 2001 and extending through June 30, 2002. The level will then be 
$500,000 per year for the period beginning July 1, 2002 and extending through March 31, 2004; 

(10) RG&E will implement a Low-Income Program for customers who require assistance. The 
Low-Income Program will be funded through a surcharge in customer bills; and 

(11) RG&E will implement a Service Quality Performance Program to be effective as of January 
1, 2001 through at least June 30, 2002. This Program establishes performance targets for six 
specific measures of service and provides for a maximum overall penalty of 42 basis points of gas 
return on equity for failure to meet the minimum levels specified.  

PSC Assignment of Gas Capacity. Under a March 1996 Order, the PSC permitted RG&E and other 
gas distribution companies to assign to marketers, as necessary, to serve their customers the 
pipeline and storage capacity held by RG&E. In its Gas Policy Statement, the PSC ordered that the 
assignment of capacity, permitted by the March 1996 Order, be terminated effective April 1, 1999.  
According to the Gas Policy Statement, however, the utilities are to be afforded a reasonable oppor
tunity to recover resulting strandable costs, if any. On March 24, 1999, the PSC issued an Order 
Concerning Assignment of Capacity for all gas utilities in the State, generally requiring the removal 
of restrictions on customer migration from utility service to service from marketers. RG&E has 
complied with the PSC's directives. The Retail Access Capacity Program and the Capacity Incentive 
Program, contained in the Gas Rates and Restructuring Proposal will, if adopted by the PSC, help 
mitigate potential stranded costs resulting from migration of customers to marketers.
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FERC Gas Market Proposals. On February 9, 2000, FERC issued Order No. 637, its final rule 

addressing "Regulation of Short-Term Natural Gas Transportation Services" and "Regulation of 

Interstate Natural Gas Transportation Services". On June 5, 2000 FERC issued Order No. 637-A 

providing clarification and additional guidance. On July 26, 2000 FERC issued Order No. 637-B 

upholding Orders No. 637 and No. 637-A. Order No. 637 as clarified revises FERC's regulations 

to improve the efficiency of the gas transportation market and to provide captive customers with 

the opportunity to reduce their cost of holding long-term pipeline capacity. Specifically, Order 

No. 637 as clarified: 
(1) waives the price ceiling for released capacity of less than one year until September 30, 2002; 

(2) permits pipelines to propose peak, off-peak and term differentiated rates, provided that they 

still satisfy the revenue and cost constraints of traditional rate-making, and excess revenues are 

split with firm customers; 
(3) revises FERC's regulations on scheduling procedures, capacity segmentation and pipeline 

penalties; 
(4) states that the right of first refusal will apply in the future to contracts for 12 consecutive 

months or more of service at maximum rates; and 
(5) amends and supplements reporting requirements to require interstate pipelines to report 

additional information on transactions, operationally available capacity, and an expanded index of 

customers.  
Order No. 637 as clarified requires each pipeline to make a compliance filing. All of the 

pipelines' initial compliance filings were submitted to FERC by August 15, 2000. FERC has 

established technical and settlement conference procedures for many of the pipelines, including 

those on which RG&E holds transportation capacity. FERC staff has indicated at the respective 

pipeline settlement and technical conferences that no action on various pipeline proposals will be 

taken prior to April 2001, after the heating season has ended.  
Neither RGS nor RG&E can predict what effects, if any, FERC's initiatives and the related pipeline 

tariff changes will have on future operations or the financial condition of RGS or RG&E.  

n o t e OPERATING SEGMENT FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

The Company has identified three operating segments, driven by the types of products and 
services offered and regulatory environment under which the Company primarily operates. The 
three segments are Regulated Electric, Regulated Gas, and Unregulated. The Regulated segments' 

financial records are maintained in accordance with GAAP and PSC accounting policies. The 

Unregulated segment's financial records are maintained in accordance with GAAP.  

During the reported periods, substantially all revenues are from United States sources, and 

substantially all assets are located in the United States. No single customer represents more than 

10/o0 of the overall Company revenue.  
The Regulated Electric segment supplies electric distribution services wholly within New York 

State. It produces electricity, and distributes and sells electricity to retail customers within a 

franchise area centering about the City of Rochester. It also sells electricity on a wholesale basis to 

other electric utilities throughout the Northeast and to energy marketers who resell that electricity 

to retail customers.  
The Regulated Gas segment supplies gas services wholly within New York State. Gas is 

purchased and distributed to retail customers and distributed on behalf of other large or aggre

gated customers who purchase their own gas supply.  
The Unregulated segment includes Energetix and RGS Development. Energetix brings 

energy products and services to the marketplace both within and outside of the Company's 

regulated franchise area. These energy products and services include electricity, gasoline, natural
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gas, oil, propane, and appliance warranty and repair. RGS Development was formed to pursue 
unregulated business opportunities in the energy marketplace.  
(thousands of dollars) ý 11 1999 1998 
Regulated Electric 
Operating Income $ 124,149 $ 120,599 $ 119,937 
Revenues from External Customers $ 721,737 $ 698,745 $ 687,100 
Revenues from Intersegment Transactions $ 78,175 $ 44,510 $ 8,974 
Interest Revenue $ 10,986 $ 10,799 $ 1,694 
Depreciation and Amortization $ 99,662 $ 102,946 $ 102,123 
Regulatory Amortization $ 18,219 $ 14,287 $ 15,080 
Nuclear Fuel Amortization $ 15,493 $ 15,622 $ 18,138 
Interest Expense $ 50,045 $ 45,653 $ 36,122 
Operating Income Tax Expense $ 49,614 $ 55,752 $ 61,477 
Capital Expenditures, net $ 109,962 $ 78,599 $ 96,206 
Total Identifiable Assets $1,915,002 $1,925,809 $1,941,622 

(thousands of dollars) 1999 1998 
Regulated Gas 
Operating Income $ 22,801 $ 19,343 $ 10,393 
Revenues from External Customers $322,412 $278,659 $274,540 
Revenues from Intersegment Transactions $ 1,856 $ 420 $ 594 
Interest Revenue $ 413 $ 315 $ 424 
Depreciation and Amortization $ 12,448 $ 12,548 $ 12,867 
Regulatory Amortization $ 494 $ 220 $ 1,461 
Interest Expense $ 10,877 $ 9,648 $ 9,030 
Operating Income Tax Expense/(Benefit) $ 9,837 $ 8,580 $ (92) 
Capital Expenditures, net $ 30,405 $ 24,746 $ 28,075 
Total Identifiable Assets $462,470 $438,290 $433,029 

(thousands of dollars) 1999 1998 
Unregulated 
Operating Income/(Loss) $ 2,078 $ 543 $ (2,460) 
Revenues from External Customers $484,001 $275,063 $81,419 
Interest Revenue $ 1,198 $ 398 $ 158 
Depreciation and Amortization $ 3,325 $ 2,450 $ 834 
Goodwill Amortization $ 749 $ 751 $ 278 
Interest Expense $ 2,571 $ 2,171 $ 916 
Operating Income Tax Expense/(Benefit) $ 354 $ (50) $ (1,255) 
Capital Expenditures, net $ 2,129 $ 4,994 $ 5,005 
Total Assets $179,010 $ 90,580 $59,946 

There are intersegment transactions which occur between the Regulated segments and the 
Unregulated segment. These transactions are governed by guidelines established in the Electric 
Settlement and other PSC proceedings. The Unregulated segment is charged for the provision of 
services and for an allocation of other corporate costs by the Regulated Segments on a fully loaded 
cost basis. The Unregulated segment buys electricity from the Regulated Electric segment at rates 
established through PSC proceedings. The Unregulated segment also pays the Regulated segments 
for electric and gas distribution services at rates established through PSC proceedings. The 
total amount of the revenues identified by operating segment do not equal the total Company con
solidated amounts as shown in the Consolidated Statement of Income. This is due to the elimina
tion of certain intersegment revenues during consolidation. Additionally, the operations of RGS 
Development are included in Other (Income) and Deductions in the RGS Energy Group, Inc.  
Consolidated Statement of Income. The operations of RGS Development are not significant The 
total assets identified by operating segment do not equal the total Company consolidated amounts 
as shown in the RGS Energy Group, Inc. Consolidated Balance Sheet. This is due to the elimina
tion of certain intersegment transactions during consolidation, and certain common assets 
unidentifiable by segment. Intersegment eliminations result from intercompany receivables and 
payables from affiliates. A reconciliation follows:
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(thousands of dollars) 1999 1998 

Revenues 
Regulated Electric $ 721,737 $ 698,745 $ 687,100 
Regulated Gas 322,412 278,659 274,540 
Unregulated 484,001 275,063 81,419 

Total $1,528,150 $1,252,467 $1,043,059 

Reported on Consolidated Income Statement 1,448,119 1,207,537 1,033,491 

Difference to reconcile $ 80,031 $ 44,930 $ 9,568 

Intersegment Revenues 
Regulated Electric from Unregulated $ 78,175 $ 44,510 $ 8,974 
Regu~lated Gas from Unregulated $ 1,856 $ 420 $ 594 

Total Intersegment $ 80,031 $ 44,930 $ 9,568

(thousands of dollars)

A4ssets 
Regulated Electric 
Regulated Gas 
Unregulated 
Cash and Cash Equivalents, 

Regulated Operations 
Unamortized Debt Expense 
Other 
Intersegment eliminations 

Total Assets

$1,915,002 
462,470 
179,010 

4,851 
16,602 

617 
(12,754) 

$2,565,798

1999 

$1,925,809 
438,290 

90,580 

6,443 
17,984 

367 
(16,599) 

$2,462,874

n o t e PENSION AND OTHER POSTRETIREMENT BENEFIT PLANS

The following table shows reconciliations of the domestic pension plan and other postretire

ment plan benefits as of December 31, 2000 and 1999: 
(Millions) 

Pension Benefits Other Benefits 
... ...1 99.9 ..6. ...... ....... 1 9..9..9 

Change in benefit obligation 
Benefit obligation at beginning of year $473.8 $516.8 $80.2 $99.0 
Service cost 6.3 6.9 1.0 1.1 
Interest cost 35.2 32.7 5.9 5.5 
Plan amendments 13.8 (0.5) 0.0 0.9 
Actuarial (gain) loss 11.5 (48.7) 2.7 (22.0) 
Curtailments 0.0 (3.5) 0.0 0.0 
Special termination benefits 0.0 8.4 0.0 0.0 
Benefits paid (41.3) (38.3) (4.5) (4.3) 

Benefit obligation at end of year $499.3 $473.8 $85.3 $80.2 

Change in plan assets 
Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year $768.3 $706.4 $01.0 $0.0 
Actual return on plan assets (15.0) 99.5 0.0 0.0 
Company contribution 0.7 0.7 4.5 4.3 
Benefits paid -.. 41.3) (38.3) (4.5) (4.3) 

Fair value of plan assets at end of year $712.7 $768.3 $8.0 $0.0 

Funded status $213.4 $294.5 $(85.3) $(80.2) 
Unrecognized actuarial (gain) loss (260.9) (352.5) (8.0) (10.8) 
Unrecognized prior service cost 20.7 8.6 11.5 12.6 
Unrecognized net transition obligation 0.3 0.8 27.3 29.8 

Accrued benefit $(26.5) $ (48.6) $(54-5) $(48.6)

Weighted-average assumptions as of December 31 
Discount rate 
Expected return on plan assets 
Rate of compensation increase

7.25% 
8.50% 
5.00%/

7.50% 
8.50% 
5.00%

7.250/ 7.50%

5

is=
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Pension Benefits
(Millions) 

a............. ..
Other Benefits

199 1998 MNITIT 199 1998 

Components of net periodic (benefit) cost 
Service cost $ 6.3 $ 6.9 $ 7.0 $1.0 $ 1.1 $ 1.1 
Interest cost 35.2 32.7 32.9 5.9 5.5 6.0 
Expected return on plan assets (54.0) (49.6) (44.8) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unrecognized transition obligation 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 2.5 2.8 
Amortization of prior service 1.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.6 

Net periodic (benefit) cost $(21.3) $(14.2) $ (7.8) $10.4 $10.1 $10.5 

In addition to providing pension benefits, the Company provides certain health care and life 
insurance benefits on a defined dollar basis. In 2000, the health care benefit consists of a 
contribution of up to $230 per retiree per month towards the cost of a group health policy provided 
by the Company. The life insurance benefit consists of a Basic Group Life benefit, covering 
substantially all employees, providing a death benefit equal to one-half of the retiree's final pay.  

In addition to the above plans, employees are eligible to contribute to a 401(k) plan. The 
Company matches a portion of these contributions. Contributions charged to income for this plan 
for 2000, 1999, and 1998 were $3.1 million, $2.8 million, and $2.5 million, respectively.  

During 1999, a generation plant was shut down creating a staff reduction of 36 employees, 
resulting in a net curtailment charge of $4.9 million, including $8.4 million cost of special termina
tion benefits provided to affected employees offset by a curtailment gain of $3.5 million. Pursuant 
to the Company's settlement agreement, this charge has been deferred.  

no t e LONG TERM DEBT

Series

PP 
QQ 
RR(a) 
SS(a)

(Thousands of Dollars) 
Principal Amount 

December 31
Due

Apr. 1, 2021 
Mar. 15, 2002 
May 15, 2032 
May 15, 2032 
Jan. 14, 2000 
Feb. 10, 2003 
Mar. 3, 2003 
Mar. 15, 2023 
Mar. 15, 2023 
Mar. 15, 2023 
July 30, 2003 
July 30, 2023 
Dec. 22, 2008 
Oct 27, 2009

Net bond discount 
Less: Due within one year 
Total

$100,000 
100,000 

10,500 
50,000 

39,000 
1,000 

33,000 
5,000 

12,000 
40,000 
40,000 
50,000 

100,000 

$580,500 
(368) 

$580,132

1999

$100,000 
100,000 

10,500 
50,000 
30,000 
39,000 

1,000 
33,000 

5,000 
12,000 
40,000 
40,000 
50,000 

100,000 S.. .................. ........................... -.£ .~ 

$610,500 
(430) 

30,000 

$580,070

(a) The Series RR and Series SS First Mortgage Bonds equal the principal amount of and provide for all payments 
of principal, premium and interest corresponding to the Pollution Control Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 1992 
A, Series 1992 B (Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation Projects), respectively, issued by the New York State 
Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) through a participation agreement with RG & E.  
Payments of the principal of, and interest on the Series 1992 A and Series 1992 B Bonds are guaranteed under a 
Bond Insurance Policy by MBIA Insurance Corporation.
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6 First Mortgage Bonds of RG&E

9 3/8 
8 1/4 
6.35 
6.50 
7.00 
7.15 
7.13 
7.64 
7.66 
7.67 
6.375 
7.45 
5.84 
7.60
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The First Mortgage provides security for the bonds through a first lien on substantially all the 
property owned by RG&E (except cash and accounts receivable).  

Sinking and improvement fund requirements aggregate $0.3 million per annum under the First 
Mortgage, excluding mandatory sinking funds of individual series. Such requirements may be met 

by certification of additional property or by depositing cash with the Trustee.  
Sinking fund requirements and bond maturities for the next five years are $100 million in 2002, 

and $80 million in 2003.  

Promissory Notes and Other 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Issued Due 1999 

September 2, 1998(a) September 1, 2033 $ 25,500 $ 25,500 
August 19, 1997(a) August 1, 2032 101,900 101,900 
December 1, 1998(b) March 31, 2014 88,530 92,311 D e.......... .................... ......... ............... ............ I.......... I......................................... ................. ... . ...... ......... .5 .1.. ... I ........ ............................... ................ ..................................... ................ !] ! .5 .................... ............ ................... ........ .2...!.. .  

Total $215,930 $219,711 
Less: RG&E Due within one year 4,227 3,781 L.. s... ..R....D u....i..n ...° ...... ...................................... .................................... ..................................... .................................... .................................... ......................................................................... ..............................3.....  

Total RG&E $211,703 $215,930 
August 3, 1998(c) August 3, 2005 17,545 21,054 
November, 2000 (d) November, 2005 13,617 
Other Long Term Debt of Subsidiaries 8,730 2,273 ....... ...... o n. e m ........... ................ .. 0... ........... ......... ............ ............................................................................................................................................ .............. .... ................ .................... .. ............ 2 2 ( 

Total $251,595 $239,257 
Less: RGS Due within one year 7,868 3,862 IL e ..... .... .. .... . ... ... .... . ... ... ... ...e ... ....... ............................................. I........................................ .............. ........................ .. .................... .... ................ ........ ........... .................. ........ ..... ... .+ S 6 
Total RGS $243,728 $235,395 

(a) Issued in connection with NYSERDA's Pollution Control Revenue Bonds. Payment of the principal of, and 
interest on the Series A Bonds is guaranteed under a Bond Insurance Policy by MBIA Insurance Corporation.  
RG&E is obligated to make payments of principal, premium and interest on each Promissory Note which 
corresponds to the payments of principal, premium, if any, and interest on certain Pollution Control Revenue 
Bonds issued by NYSERDA as described above.  

(b) The Promissory Note was issued in connection with the Kamine Global Settlement Agreement and is 
collateralized by a mortgage, the lien for which is subordinate to the lien of the First Mortgage. During 1999 
and 2000, RG&E made payments totaling $9.6 million for each year. The Company expects to make future 
payments totaling $10.6 million per year.  

(c) The Promissory Note was issued in connection with the acquisition of Griffith by Energetix and is secured by a 
pledge of the stock of Griffith. RGS has made a financial guarantee on behalf of Energetix which obligates RGS 
in the event of a default by Energetix in payments under the Note. Beginning in 1998 payments of 
principal are made in seven annual installments and interest for the first three years accrues at the rate of 
7% per year and thereafter at rates varying between 7%-8V/o% per year.  

(d) The $13.6 million Promissory Note was issued in connection with the acquisition of Burnwell by Griffith. RGS 
has made a financial guarantee on behalf of Griffith which obligates RGS in the event of a default by Griffith.  
Beginning in 2001, payments of principal are made in five annual installments and interest accrues at the rate 
of 8% per year.  

Based on an estimated borrowing rate at year-end 2000 of 6.88% for long-term debt with 

similar terms and average maturities (11 years), the fair value of the Company's long-term debt 
outstanding (including Promissory Notes as described above) is approximately $863 million at 
December 31, 2000.  

Based on an estimated borrowing rate at year-end 1999 of 7.60% for long-term debt with 

similar terms and average maturities (11 years), the fair value of the Company's long-term debt 

outstanding (including Promissory Notes as described above) is approximately $829 million at 
December 31, 1999.
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n o t e PREFERRED AND PREFERENCE STOCK OF RG&E 

Par Shares Shares 
Type by Order of Seniority Value Authorized Outstanding 
Preferred Stock (cumulative) $100 2,000,000 720,000* 
Preferred Stock (cumulative) 25 4,000,000 
Preference Stock 1 5,000,000 

See below for mandatory redemption requirements.  

No shares of preferred or preference stock are reserved for employees, or for options, warrants, 
conversions, or other rights.  

A. Preferred Stock, not subject to mandatory redemption: 
Shares (Thousands) Optional 

Outstanding December 31, Redemption
%/ Series December 31, 2000 1999 (per share)~ 
4 F 120,000 $12,000 $12,000 $105 
4.10 H 80,000 8,000 8,000 101 
4 3/4 I 60,000 6,000 6,000 101 
4.10 J 50,000 5,000 5,000 102.5 
4.95 K 60,000 6,000 6,000 102 
4.55 M 100,000 10,000 10,000 101 
Total 470,000 $47,000 $47,000
#May be redeemed at any time at the option of the Company on 30 days minimum notice, plus accrued dividends in all cases.  

B. Preferred Stock, subject to mandatory redemption: 

In the event the Company should be in arrears in the sinking fund requirement, the Company 
may not redeem or pay dividends on any stock subordinate to the Preferred Stock.  

At December 31, 2000 and 1999 there were 250,000 shares of Series V, 6.60% preferred stock 
shares outstanding with a value of $25,000,000.  

The Series V is subject to a mandatory sinking fund sufficient to redeem on each March 1 
beginning in 2004 to and including 2008, 12,500 shares at $100 per share and on March 1, 2009, 
the balance of the outstanding shares. The Company has the option to redeem up to an additional 
12,500 shares on the same terms and dates as applicable to the mandatory sinking fund.  

Based on an estimated dividend rate at year-end 2000 of 5.46% for Preferred Stock, subject to 
mandatory redemption, with similar terms and average maturities (7.25 years), the fair value of the 
Company's Preferred Stock, subject to mandatory redemption, is approximately $27 million at 
December 31, 2000.  

Based on an estimated dividend rate at year-end 1999 of 6.40% for Preferred Stock, subject to 
mandatory redemption, with similar terms and average maturities (8.25 years), the fair value of 
the Company's Preferred Stock, subject to mandatory redemption, is approximately $26 million at 
December 31, 1999.  

n o t e COMMON STOCK AND STOCK OPTIONS 

Repurchase Plan.  

In December 1997, the Board of Directors of the Company authorized the repurchase of up to 4.5 
million shares of the Company's Common Stock on the open market. A total of 1,436,700 and 
1,435,600 of the shares were purchased in 2000 and 1999 respectively.
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Common Stock.  

At December 31, 2000, there were 100,000,000 shares of 1¢ par value Common Stock authorized, 
of which 34,577,426 were outstanding. No shares of Common Stock are reserved for warrants, 
conversions, or other rights. There were 1,883,854 shares of Common Stock reserved and 
unissued for employees under the 1996 Performance Stock Option Plan, as further described 
below.  

RGS RGS RG&E RG&E 
Shares Amount Shares Amount 

Balance, December 31, 1998 37,378,813 $653,297 37,378,813 $653,297 
RG&E Shares (38,885,813) (38,885,813) 
RGS Shares 38,885,813 38,885,813 
Additional Paid in Capital 486 486 
Repurchase Plan (1,435,600) (36,819) 1,507,000 (36,819) 

Decrease.in.Capital.Sto.k.E.pense.52.  
Balance, December 31, 1999 35,943,213 $617,016 38,885,813 $617,016 
Shares Issued through Stock Plans 70,913 1,772 
Additional Paid in Capital 717 
Repurchase Plan (1,436,700) (33,986) (33,986) 
Decrease in Capital Stock Expense 50 50 .. .. ....... ... .. ... ... i n I.......... ................................ ..... ...... ........... ..... ................. ........... ..... .................................................. ..... .... ........................ ..... ...... ................................................................................................. .................................................................  
Balance, December 31, 2000 34,577,426 $585,569 38,885,813 $583,080 

Performance Stock Option Plan.  

The Company has a Performance Stock Option Plan which provides for the granting of options 
to purchase up to 2,000,000 authorized but unissued shares or treasury shares of 1¢ par value 
Common Stock to executive officers and other key employees. No participant shall be granted 
options for more than 200,000 shares of Common Stock during any calendar year. The options 
would be exercisable for a period to be determined by the Committee on Management of the Board 
of Directors (the Committee). The Committee grants the right to receive a cash payment upon any 
exercise of an option equal to the quarterly dividend payment per share of Common Stock paid 
from the date the option was granted to the date of exercise.  

In 2000, the Board of Directors granted 267,576 options at an exercise price of $20.50 per share.  
These options are exercisable for a period of 10 years, and vest three years after the options are 
granted. The average grant date option fair value and exercise prices are $6.28 and $20.50 respec
tively. None of these options were exercised during 2000, and are included in the summary of stock 
option activity presented on the following page. During 2000, 70,913 shares were exercised from 
the 1997 grant date.  

In 1999, the Board of Directors granted 177,322 options at an exercise price of $29.69 per share.  
These options are exercisable for a period of 10 years, and vest three years after the options are 
granted. The average grant date option fair value and exercise prices are $9.11 and $29.69 respec
tively. None of these options were exercised during 1999, and are included in the summary of stock 
option activity presented on the following page.  

In 1998, the Board of Directors granted 27,984 options at an exercise price of $33.91 per share 
and 15,157 options at an exercise price of $31.00 per share. These options are vested at 25% when 
the stock closes at $35 per share, 50% at $40 per share, 75% at $45 per share and 100% at $50 per 
share. These options are exercisable for a period of 10 years. The weighted average grant date 
option fair value is $5.56.  

In order for the options to become vested, the closing prices must be sustained at or above the 
levels indicated above for a minimum of five consecutive trading days.  

The weighted average contractual remaining life for all options issued is 7.3 years and exercise 
prices range from $19.06 to $33.91 at December 31, 2000.  
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Compensation expense associated with the options granted is reflected in 2000, 1999 and 1998 
net income. The compensation expense associated with the options granted was $1.1 million in 
2000, $.5 million in 1999 and $.2 million in 1998. The compensation expense was calculated using 
the shorter of the anticipated or actual vesting period. The fair value of each option granted is esti
mated on the date of the grant using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following 
assumptions: risk-free rate of return ranging from 6.19% to 6.86% for 2000, 4.61% to 5.16% for 
1999 and 5.54% to 5.65% for 1998, expected dividend yield of 8.78% for 2000, 6.03% for 1999 and 
9.44% for 1998 and expected stock volatility of 18% for 2000, 19% for 1999 and 17% for 1998.  
The fair value estimate also includes an amount for the value of dividend rights associated with 
each option.  

A summary of the Company's stock option activity is presented below: 
Weighted 

Average 
Options Exercise Price 

Options granted 1998 43,141 $32.89 
Options exercised (23,466) $19.06 
Outstanding at 12/31/98 563,651 $20.63 
Vested at 12/31/98 369,256 $19.45 
Available for future grant at 12/31/98 1,402,000 

Options granted 1999 177,322 $29.69 
Options forfeited (10,884) $19.06 
Outstanding at 12/31/99 730,089 $22.85 
Vested at 12/31/99 369,256 $19.45 
Available for future grant at 12/31/99 1,224,678 

Options granted 2000 267,576 $20.50 

Outstanding at 12/31/00 926,752 $21.77 
Vested at 12/31/00 298,343 $19.51 
Available for future grant at 12/31/00 957,102 

n o t e EARNINGS PER SHARE 
Basic earnings per share (EPS) is computed by dividing income available to common share

holders by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted 
EPS reflects the potential dilution that could occur if securities or other contracts to issue common 
stock were exercised or converted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common stock 

that then shared in the earnings of the Company.  
The following table illustrates the calculation of both basic and diluted EPS for the year ended 

December 31,: 
(thousands of dollars except per share amounts) 1999 1998 
Basic EPS: 
Net Income Available to 

Common Shareholders $91,859 $89,497 $89,296 
Average Shares 35,178 36,665 38,462 
Per-Share Amount $2.61 $2.44 $2.32 

Diluted EPS: 
Effect of Dilutive Securities 

Stock Option Plan 103 92 138 
Net Income Available to 

Common Shareholders $91,859 $89,497 $89,296 
Average Shares 35,281 36,757 38,600 
Per-Share Amount $2.60 $2.44 $2.31 

RGS had 202,402, 177,322 and 0 of antidilutive stock options at December 31, 2000, 1999 and 
1998 respectively.  
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n o t e SHORT-TERM DEBT J 1o. On December 31, 2000, RGS had total short-term debt outstanding of $122.4 million, comprised 

of RG&E short-term debt of $98.0 million and Energetix short-term debt of $24.4 million. At 

December 31, 1999, RGS had total short-term debt outstanding of $10.5 million, comprised entirely 
of Energetix short-term debt The weighted average interest rate on short-term debt outstanding at 

year-end 2000 was 6.94% for RG&E and 8.43% for Energetix. The weighted average interest rates 

for borrowings during 2000 and 1999 were 6.94% and 5.44% for RG&E and 7.47% and 5.95% for 
Energetix, respectively.  

RG&E has a $90 million revolving credit agreement which terminates on December 31, 2001. In 

order to be able to use this credit facility, RG&E created a subordinate mortgage which secures 
borrowings under the revolving credit agreement that might otherwise be restricted by this 

provision of its Charter. Outstandings under this facility were $65 million at December 31, 2000.  
In addition to the $90 million credit facility, RG&E has two $25 million unsecured revolving 
credit agreements which expire December 13, 2001 and January 18, 2002, respectively. At 
December 31, 2000, there were no borrowings under either unsecured facility.  

Griffith, a subsidiary of Energetix, has a $33 million revolving credit agreement that terminates 
July 31, 2003. Borrowings under this agreement are secured by personal property of Griffith. In 

addition, RGS executed a credit support agreement on behalf of Griffith that requires RGS to make 
principal and interest payments on certain Griffith long-term debt obligations, should Griffith not 
meet minimum financial covenants as required under its revolving credit agreement Energetix 
has also made a financial guarantee on behalf of Griffith that obligates Energetix in the event of a 

Griffith default.  
RG&E has a Loan and Security Agreement to provide for borrowings up to $30 million as 

needed from time to time for other working capital needs. Borrowings under this agreement, 
which can be renewed annually, are secured by a lien on RG&E's accounts receivable and totaled 
$23.0 million at December 31, 2000. In addition, RG&E has unsecured lines of credit totaling 

$27 million available from several banks, at their discretion. RG&E had $10.0 million outstanding 

on its uncommitted facilities as of December 31, 2000.  
RG&E's Charter provides that it may not issue unsecured debt if immediately after such 

issuance the total amount of unsecured debt outstanding would exceed 15 percent of its total 
secured indebtedness, capital, and surplus without the approval of at least a majority of the 
holders of outstanding Preferred Stock. As of December 31, 2000, RG&E would be able to incur 
approximately $116.9 million of additional unsecured debt under this provision 

nl o t e INCOME TAXES 
The provision for income taxes is distributed between operating income and other income 

based upon the treatment of the various components of the provision in the rate-making process.  
The following is a summary of income tax expense for RGS Energy Group. Amounts for Rochester 
Gas & Electric are not materially different.  

Note 11 continued on page 64
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(Thousands of DoIlarsl 19981999

Operating Income 
Current: 

Federal $51,038 $72,137 $70,541 
State 11,513 0 0 

Total current expense 62,551 72,137 70,541 
Deferred: 

Federal (1,213) (7,884) (9,156) 
State (1,506) 0 0 ...................................... T ~ a .d f ~ r ~ ... ....... e........................................... ............................... .................................................................................................................€, 1 . ) ........................................................... 7 :. .8 4...............................................................( , ...5 6 

Total deferred expense (2,719) (7,884) (9,156) 
Income taxes attributable to operating income 59,832 $64,253 $61,385 

Other Income 
Current: 

Federal 8,392 (2,614) (1,614) 
State 207 0 0
... .... .............................. ..........;.e n .. .. .......... ... .......... ............ ................................... ........... ...................... ..................  

Total current expense 
Deferred: 

Federal 
State 
Deferred investment tax credit .. .................... .... -To ta l ......d e e r..d... .........e x 1.. s -................................................................ ...... .................  

Total deferred expense 
Income taxes attributable to non-operating income 
Total income tax expense

8,599

(5,167) 
(146) 

(2,141) S................. ...................... ( .......... .............  
(7,454) .. .......................................! ..! ..... ...........  
1,145 

$60,977

(2,614)

5,703 
0 

(4,223) S........... .......... ................. ..........! 4 a .......... ...............  
1,480 S................................................ .! .......... ....... ........... .  
(1,134) 

$63,119

S.........!. 9 •. ) 
(1,614) 

4,562 
0 

(2,432) .. ....... ...!....° 
2,130 ..... ................. • .! 

516 
$61,901

The following is a reconciliation of the difference between the amount of income tax expense 
reported in the Consolidated Statement of Income and the amount computed at the statutory 
tax rate.  

(Thousands of Dollars) 1999 1998 

Net Income $ 95,559 $ 93,580 $ 94,138 
Add: income tax expense 60,977 63,119 61,901 
Income before income taxes 156,536 $156,699 $156,039 

Computed tax expense at statutory tax rate $ 54,788 $ 54,845 $ 54,614 
Increases (decreases) in tax resulting from: 

State income tax expense, net of federal benefit 6,544 0 0 
Difference between tax depreciation 

and amount deferred 3,503 7,103 9,366 
Deferred investment tax credit (2,141) (4,223) (2,432) 
Miscellaneous items, net (1,717) 5,394 353 
Total income tax expense $ 60,977 $ 63,119 $ 61,901 

A summary of the components of the net deferred tax liability is as follows: 

(Thousands of Dollars) 1999 1998 
Federal & State 
Nuclear decommissioning $ (37,982) $ (28,811) $ (24,849) 
Accelerated depreciation 214,798 218,001 214,521 
Deferred investment tax credit 21,631 23,023 25,768 
Depreciation previously flowed through 120,750 127,448 146,953 
Pension (12,306) (21,503) (20,161) 
Deferred NYS deduction (12,594) 0 0 
Other (16,510) 536 (15,260) 
Total $277,787 $318,694 $326,972 

SFAS-109 "Accounting for Income Taxes" requires that a deferred tax liability be recognized on 
the balance sheet for tax differences previously flowed through to customers. Substantially all of 
these flow-through adjustments relate to property, plant and equipment and related investment tax 
credits of Rochester Gas & Electric and will be amortized consistent with the depreciation of 
these accounts. The net amount of the additional liability at December 31, 2000 and 1999 was 
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$102 million and $129 million, respectively. In conjunction with the recognition of this liability, a 
corresponding regulatory asset was also recognized.  

n o t e COMMITMENTS AND OTHER MATTERS 

Capital Expenditures 

12 The Company's 2001 construction expenditures program is currently estimated at $164 million 
for RGS of which $161 million is for RG&E. The Company has entered into certain commitments for purchase of materials and equipment in connection with that program.  

Environmental Matters 

The Company is subject to federal, state and local laws and regulations dealing with air and 
water quality and other environmental matters. Environmental matters may expose the Company 
to potential liabilities which, in certain instances, may be imposed without regard to fault or his
torical activities which were lawful at the time they occurred. The Company monitors its activities 
in order to determine the impact of its activities on the environment and to ensure compliance 
with various environmental requirements. RGS has recorded a total liability of approximately 
$24.4 million in connection with Site Investigation and/or Remediation (SIR) efforts where 
disposal of certain waste products may have occurred. Estimates of the SIR costs for each of these 
sites range from preliminary to highly refined. RG&E expects to pay these SIR costs over the next 
ten years. These estimates could change materially based on facts and circumstances derived from 
site investigations, changes in required remedial action, changes in technology relating to remedial 
alternatives and changes to current laws and regulations. Liability may be joint and several for 
certain of these sites. There may be additional costs with respect to these and possibly other sites, 
the materiality of which is not presently determinable.  

RG&E-owned Electric and Gas Waste Site Activities. RG&E is conducting proactive SIR efforts 
at eight RG&E-owned sites where past waste handling and disposal may have occurred.  
Remediation activities at five of these sites are in various stages of planning or completion and 
RG&E is conducting a program to restore the other two sites. RG&E has recorded a liability of 
approximately $21.9 million for SIR efforts at the eight RG&E-owned sites in the Rochester, 
New York area.  

Superfund and Non-owned Other Sites. RG&E has been or may be associated as a potentially 
responsible party at nine sites not owned by it and has recorded estimated liabilities of 
approximately $.5 million in connection with SIR efforts at these sites. RG&E has signed orders 
on consent for five of these sites.  

Griffith Facilities. RGS's subsidiary, Energetix, acquired Griffith in 1998. A review and audit was 
conducted of all Griffith facilities by a nationally recognized engineering firm as part of the due 
diligence acquisition process by Energetix. As a result of this review 35 sites were identified which 
are currently undergoing evaluation and/or remediation. Using historical New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) remedial actions as a guide, Energetix 
estimates the accrual of aggregate cleanup costs discounted at 6.8 percent over the future five-year 
period for all active sites approximates $1.3 million.  

In November 2000, Griffith acquired both Burnwell® Gas and the New York Fuels Division of 
AllEnergy Marketing Company, L.L.C. Energetix performed Phase I and Phase II environmental 
investigations on all ten properties in the Burnwell acquisition and identified ten items requiring 
some type of remedial measures. With regard to the MlEnergy acquisition, Energetix reviewed 
Phase I and Phase II environmental reports provided by AllEnergy together with the investigative 
reports prepared by independent consulting firms during the prior two years. As a result of certain 
identified environmental conditions a $1.5 million accrual has been established for AllEnergy.
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New York Initiatives. By letter dated May 25, 2000, the NYSDEC issued a Notice of Violation 
("NOV") to RG&E, asserting that certain "modifications" to Russell and Beebee Stations during 
1983-1987 resulted in a "significant increase in the capacity to emit sulfur dioxide:' The NOV 
alleges that, as a result, permits required by the federal Clean Air Act and the State Environmental 
Conservation Law should have been obtained by RG&E prior to beginning the "modifications:' The 
NOV asserts that RG&E may be liable for civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day, per violation, as 
well as subjected to unspecified injunctive relief. The allegations in the NOV are similar to those 
being made by the United States Department of Justice, on behalf of the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency, in enforcement cases relating to a number of electric utility 
coal-fired power plants in the midwest and southeast. The NOV invited RG&E to request an 
informal conference with the NYSDEC. Since July 2000, RG&E has had several such informal 
meetings with the NYSDEC. On the merits of the allegation, RG&E does not believe it has engaged 
in prohibited activities at either station.  

The Governor of New York directed the NYSDEC to require electric generators to further reduce 
acid rain-causing emissions. The Governor has proposed extending the existing NOx control 
program under which RG&E's Russell Station operates to a year-round program (it is currently in 
effect only for the five-month ozone season). In addition, the Governor has proposed that there be a 
targeted reduction of approximately 50% in S02 emissions below the existing Acid Rain Phase II 
limits. The state emission reductions would be phased-in beginning January 1, 2003 and be 
complete by January 1, 2007. Since this is only a proposed change, and subject to review, comment, 
and modification, no accurate estimate of its economic impact on RG&E can be made at this time.  

Other Matters 
Lease Agreements. RG&E and Energetix lease a total of 20 properties for administrative offices 

and operating activities and lease a number of vehicles. The total lease obligations charged to 
operations was $5.6 million, $5.4 million and $4.8 million in 2000,1999 and 1998, respectively, 
including $1.7 million and $1.5 million in 2000 and 1999, respectively, for Energetix. RG&E's 
estimated annual lease obligations for the years 2001-2005 will be $5.6 million, $4.1 million, 
$3.3 million, $2.9 million and $2.6 million, respectively. Energetix estimated annual lease 
obligations for the years 2001-2005 will be $1.8 million, $1.4 million, $1.2 million, $0.7 million 
and $0.5 million, respectively. Commitments under capital leases after 2005 are not significant.  

Purchase Commitments. The Company has entered into electric and natural gas purchase 
commitments with numerous suppliers. Certain of these commitments support fixed price 
offerings to retail electric and gas customers.  

Gas Supply, Storage and Pipeline Commitments. In connection with its regulated gas business, 
RG&E has long-term commitments with a number of interstate natural gas pipeline companies to 
provide transportation and storage-related services. The table below sets forth RG&E's estimated 
commitments at December 31, 2000 for the next eight years based on current contractual volumes 
and represent demand charges priced at current pipeline tariff rates: 

Interstate Pipeline and Storage Commitments 
Year $ in thousands 
2001 $ 59,670 
2002 59,083 
2003 59,083 
2004 50,111 
Therafter until 2012 117,918 

With respect to firm gas supply commitments, RG&E currently contracts for gas supply on a 
seasonal basis, so therefore, has no long-term gas supply obligations.
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Long Term Contracts for the Purchase of Electric Power. As of January 1, 2001, RG&E had long

term contracts to purchase electric power from the New York Power Authority.  

Expiration date of Purchased capacity Estimated annual 

Facility contract in MW capacity cost 

FitzPatrick nuclear one year's notice by 50 $3,384,000 
facility either party N Ia g a ra........ h ........... . e c c. E r c ............ ...... ....................................... ..... .......................................2 0 ................ I I .............................................................................. .................. ........................................................... .1 ..... 0....... .................  
Niagara-hydroelectric project 2007 100 $1,200,000 
St. Lawrence-hydroelectric project 2007 55 $660,000 

Blenheim- Gilboa-pumped storage 2002 150 $4,140,000 
generating station 

The purchased capacities shown above are based on the contracts currently in effect. The esti
mated annual capacity costs are subject to price escalation and are exclusive of applicable energy 
charges. The total cost of purchases under these contracts, was approximately, in millions, $13.9, 
$12.1, and $11.5 for the years 2000, 1999, and 1998 respectively. RG&E continues to have a contract 
with NYPA to purchase for resale power for NYPA's Power for Jobs customers.  

Report of Management 

The management of RGS Energy Group, Inc. (RGS) and its subsidiaries has prepared and is 
responsible for the consolidated financial statements and related financial information contained 
in this Annual Report. Management uses its best judgements and estimates to ensure that the 
financial statements reflect fairly the financial position, results of operations and cash flows in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Management maintains a system of 
internal accounting controls over the preparation of its financial statements designed to provide 
reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of the financial records.  

This system of internal control includes documented policies and guidelines and periodic 

evaluation and testing by the internal audit department.  
Financial statements have been examined by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, independent 

accountants, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Their examination 
includes a review of the system of internal accounting control and such tests and other proce
dures necessary to express an opinion as to whether the financial statements are presented fairly 
in all material respects in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. The report 

of PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP is presented on page 34.  
The Audit Committee of the RGS Board of Directors is responsible for reviewing and 

monitoring the financial reporting and accounting practices. The Audit Committee meets 
regularly with management and the independent accountants to review auditing, internal control 

and financial reporting matters. The independent accountants have direct access to the Audit 
Committee, without management present, to discuss the results of their examinations and their 

opinions on the adequacy of internal accounting controls and the quality of financial reporting.  

Management believes that, at December 31, 2000, RGS and its subsidiaries maintained an 

effective system of internal control over the preparation of their published financial statements.  

Thomas S. Richards 
Chairman of the Board, President and 
Chief Executive Officer-RGS 
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Interim Financial Data 
In the opinion of RGS and RG&E, the following quarterly information includes all adjustments, consisting of 

normal recurring adjustments, necessary for a fair statement of the results of operations for such periods. The 
variations in operations reported on a quarterly basis are a result of the seasonal nature of RGS and RG&E's 
business and the availability of surplus electricity. The sum of the quarterly earnings per share may not equal the 
annual earnings per share due to rounding.  

(Thousands of Dollars) 
Earnings Per Common Share 

Operating Operating Net Earnings on (in dollars) 
Quarter Ended Revenues Income Income Common Stock Basic Diluted S u ..eE n e ............................................. .. ....................................... a.. e v e nu....... s... ....................... ............. _.n ............... .............................. .n .o..e.. ............. C o....... .m. o.n. S ......... ............................................... .................................... ...... g ......  
RGS 

December 31, 2000 $437,259 $32,946 $23,827 $22,902 $.66 $.66 
September 30, 2000 314,304 26,962 14,095 13,170 .38 .38 
June 30, 2000 310,705 35,482 18,295 17,369 .49 .49 
March 51, 2000 385,851 53,689 39,342 38,418 1.07 1.07 

December 31, 19991 $325,788 $33,982 $24,605 $23,681 $.65 $.65 
September 30, 19991 279,853 29,528 16,891 15,964 .44 .44 
June 30, 19991 275,805 27,219 14,822 13,706 .37 .37 
March 31, 19991 326,091 50,189 37,262 36,146 .97 .97 

RG&E 
December 31, 2000 $303,047 $31,535 $23,111 $22,186 -
September 30, 2000 223,686 27,139 14,796 13,871 -
June 30, 2000 226,566 36,097 19,279 18,354 -
March 31, 2000 290,850 52,179 38,343 37,418 -

December 51, 1999 $249,204 $33,737 $24,696 $23,394 -
September 30, 1999 239,348 29,990 17,708 17,159 -
June 30, 1999 275,805 27,219 14,822 13,706 -
March 31, 1999 326,091 50,189 37,262 36,146 -

December 31, 1998 $286,507 $22,173 $15,015 $14,088 $.37 $.37 
September 30, 1998 253,750 35,128 25,213 23,908 .62 .62 
June 30, 1998 210,724 22,620 15,655 14,350 .37 .37 
March 31, 1998 282,510 48,145 38,255 36,950 .95 .95 
'Reclassifed for comparative purposes.  

Common Stock and Dividends 
RGS/ RGS/ 

RGS RGE RGE RGS RG&E RG&E 
Earnings/Dividends 2000 1999 1998 Shares/Shareholders 2000 1999 199

Earnings per share 
-basic $2.61 $2.44 $2.32 
-diluted $2.60 $2.44 $2.31 

Dividends paid 
per share $1.80 $1.80 $1.80

Number of shares (000's) 
Weighted average 
-basic 35,178 36,665 38,462 
-diluted 35,281 36,757 38,600 
Actual number at 

December 31 34,577 35,943 37,379 
Common share price 

at December 31 $32.44 $20.56 $31.25 
Number of registered 

shareholders at 
December 31 25,518 27,258 28,995

RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.  
On August 2, 1999, Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RG&E) was reorganized into a holding company 

structure pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Share Exchange (Exchange Agreement) between RG&E and 
RGS Energy Group, Inc. (RGS). As part of the reorganization, all of the outstanding shares of RG&E common 
stock were exchanged on a share-for-share basis for shares of RGS and RG&E became a subsidiary of RGS.  
Certificates for shares of RG&E common stock are automatically valid as certificates for RGS and do not have to 
be replaced. The transfer does not affect the value of the stock or RGS's dividend policy. RG&E shareholders 
approved the Exchange Agreement on April 29, 1999.  

TAX STATUS OF CASH DIVIDENDS 
Cash dividends paid in 2000, 1999 and 1998 were 100 percent taxable for federal income tax purposes.
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DIVIDEND POLICY 
RG&E has paid cash dividends quarterly on its common stock without interruption since it became publicly 

held in 1949. Since its formation in August 1999, RGS has continued this historic practice of dividend payments.  
The ability of RGS to pay common stock dividends is governed by the ability of RGS's subsidiaries to pay 

dividends to RGS. Because RG&E is by far the largest of RGS's subsidiaries, it is expected that for the foreseeable 
future the funds required by RGS to enable it to pay dividends will be derived predominantly from the dividends 
paid to RGS by RG&E. In the future, dividends from subsidiaries other than RG&E may also contribute to RGS's 
ability to pay dividends. RG&E's ability to make dividend payments to RGS will depend upon the availability of 
retained earnings and the needs of its utility business. RG&E's Certificate of Incorporation provides for the pay
ment of dividends on its common stock out of the surplus net profits (retained earnings) of RG&E. In addition, 
pursuant to the PSC order approving the formation of RGS, RG&E may pay dividends to RGS of no more than 
100% of RG&E's net income calculated on a two-year rolling basis. The calculation of net income for this purpose 
excludes non-cash charges to income resulting from accounting changes or certain PSC-required charges, as 
well as charges that may arise from significant unanticipated events. This condition does not apply to dividends 
that would be used to find the remaining portion of RG&E's $100 million authorization for unregulated 
operations (about $13 million at December 31, 2000).  

Quarterly dividends on Common Stock are generally paid on the twenty-fifth day of January, April, July and 
October. In January 2001, RGS paid a cash dividend of $.45 per share on its Common Stock. The January 2001 
dividend payment is equivalent to $1.80 on an annual basis.  

STOCK PRICE 
RGS's common stock has been traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "RGS" since 

August 2, 1999. Prior to that date, RG&E's common stock was traded on the New York Stock Exchange, also 
under the symbol "RGS". RG&E's common stock is no longer traded because it is all held by RGS. The closing 
stock price for RGS common stock was $31.31 on January 26, 2001.  

1998 1999 2000 
Range of Range of Range of 

Common Stock Price Common Stock Price Common Stock Price 
(in Dollars) (in Dollars) (in Dollars) 

38 38 38 

36 36 36 

34 335 32.5 33.25 34 34 33.31 

32 4 32 51.56 32 

30 30 30 
2 .0 29 .1 I.28.44 25.38 

28 28.38 28.56 28 27.31 28 
27.38 

26 26 25.50 26 
25.44 25.25 24.50 

24 24 240 24 
24.06 

22 22 22 22.25 

20 20 20.00 20 

18 18 18 18.69 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Quarter Quarter Quarter 

Dividends Paid per Dividends Paid per Dividends Paid per 
Share Share Share 

1998 per Quarter 1999 per Quarter 2000 per Quarter 
(in Dollars) (in Dollars) (in Dollars) 

0.45 OA5 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.  

Selected Financial Data 

CONSOLIDATED SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended December 31,

Operating Revenues 
Electric 
Gas 
Other 

Total Operating Revenues 
Operating Expenses 
Fuel Expenses 

Fuel for electric generation 
Purchased electricity 
Gas purchased for resale 
Unregulated fuel expenses -........... U r g l t d f e • e s•..................... I I I ................ ...........................  

Total Fuel Expenses -. ...... .................... T ~ .. e ...x.eIn..... ...... .... ................................... ...............  

Operating Revenues Less 
Fuel Expenses 

Other Operating Expenses 
Operations and maintenance 

excluding fuel expenses 
Unregulated operating and 

maintenance expenses 
excluding fuel 

Depreciation and amortization 
Taxes-local, state and other 
Income tax 

Total Other Operating Expenses I ............. ... ........... ..........g E en..e..................... .....................  
Operating Income 
Other (Income) and Deductions 

Allowance for other funds used during 
construction 

Income tax 
Other, net 

Total Other (Income) 
and Deductions 

Interest Charges 
Long term debt 
Other, net 
Allowance for borrowed funds used 

during construction I ....... ........Tt a .. - --t e 1......... ........... s ....................... ....... ................................... ..  
Total Interest Charges 

Net Income 

Preferred Stock Dividend 
Requirements

-IS

$ 731.0 $ 721.7 
340.0 322.4 
377.1 

1,448.1 1,044.1 

48.9 48.9 
85.9 80.9 

208.5 192.0 
348.3 ..... .... .......... .. ................... +........... ..............................  
683.6 321.8 

764.5 722.3 

313.7 313.7 

31.1 
116.2 112.1 
94.6 90.1 
59.8 59.5 S. .. ................. ................. '. '. ........ ....................  

515.4 575.4 
149.1 146.9 

(0.8) (0.8) 
1.1 0.2 

(9.5) (8.9) ....... ............. .................. " .........................  

(9.2) (9.5) .................. I............ ! : ! ... .................. ' .• ............................  

58.0 56.7 
6.0 5.5 

(11.3) (1.3) S........... ......! .'. 3 !..................... !.•. 3 ......................  
62.7 60.9 S..... ................6 2 .7...................... 6 ) 9.............. ................  

95.6 95.5 

3........... ............... 3............ . ............ I . ....................7

RGS 
Consolidated RG&E 

1999 1999 1998 1997 1996

702.8 $ 700.2 $ 687.6 $ 700.3 $ 707.8 
284.5 281.6 274.7 336.3 346.2 
220.3 108.6 71.2 -

1,207.6 1,090.4 1,033.5 1,036.6 1,054.0

49.3 49.3 
54.3 53.0 

151.5 149.0 
189.4 91.5 S......! 9 4................ ...... .!..:.. .......  
444.5 342.8 .. 4 :5 ................ .. .4 .•. .....I 

763.1 747.6 

297.9 297.9 

26.5 14.2 
118.7 117.3 
114.6 112.6 
64.4 64.5 ...... , ...,.. ........... .... .....+ 6 •........  

622.1 606.5 
141.0 141.1 

(0.7) (0.7) 
(1.3) (1.1) 
(8.0) (8.1) ......... . ........ ) 

S...! .o 0 ! ................. .... .9 .9.......

54.0 47.7 40.9 
27.0 28.3 46.5 

155.5 196.6 202.3 
59.5 -....... .9. :......... ........................... -.................................. .  

296.0 272.6 289.7 ..9 .o .. ............. .. .7..2 .. .................. .8.9. 7 

737.5 764.0 764.3 

301.6 315.1 313.2 

13.5 -
116.1 116.5 105.6 
118.0 121.8 126.9 

60.3 65.3 69.4 

609.5 618.7 615.1 ..+ ° 9 :5.......... ..... ... 6 ..+.:.7....................... I .!..5 :....  
128.0 145.3 149.2 

(0.4) (0.4) (0.7) 
1.7 (3.7) -(3.5) 

(13.4) 3.4 (0.6) .... .2.. . ... ....I 0.... ........... ..... .......... 8......... ) 

S.. .2 - ----........ ..... ... .)...................... ! :s

53.7 53.1 43.3 44.6 48.6 
4.8 4.5 3.4 6.6 9.3 

(1.1) (1.1) (0.7) (0.6) (1.4) -............. ..+. ..) .. ..................... I. . I1 . ..... ...............(.:.• ..... ............ - ..-- I ...I.................. +.. :• 

57.4 56.5 46.0 50.6 56.5 ............. .7.: .............. ......... .•.: ....................... 4 .:. ........... -............ .O.: .......... .............. .6 .:.  
93.6 94.5 94.1 95.4 97.5 

4.1 4.1 4.8 5.8 7.5
Net Income Applicable to 

Common Stock $ 91.9 $ 91.8 $ 89.5 $ 90.4 $ 89.3 $ 89.6 $ 90.0 
Earnings per Common Share-Basic $2.61 $2.44 $2.32 $2.30 $2.32 
Earnings per Common Share-Diluted $2.60 $2.44 $2.31 $2.30 $2.32 
Cash Dividends Declared 

per Common Share $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

(Millions of Dollars) At December 31,

RGS 
Consolidated RG&E 

1999 1999 1998 1997* 1996*

ASSETS 
Utility Plant 
Less: Accumulated depreciation and 

amortization S. ........................ -......... ..I Im. ............. .... ............... I ............................ ............ .  

Construction work in progress 

Net Utility Plant 
Current Assets 
Intangible 4ssets 
Deferred Debits and Other Assets 

Total Assets

CAPITALIZATION AND LIABILITIES 
Capitalization 
Long Term Debt 
Preferred stock redeemable at option 

of RG&E 
Preferred stock subject to mandatory 

redemption 
Common shareholders' equity: 

Common stock 
Retained earnings 
Less: Treasury stock at cost .. ....... ............................... .........• .o k.. •. .... .. .. ................... ..................................................  
Total common shareholders' equity ... .... ........... .......I .o ... .. .... .... ... .. . .... ..... ... ...... ......• . •. •.... .. ................................ ..  

Total Capitalization ............... I ............................... • • .•.!.•.• .°. .................... ... ....................................................  
Long Term Liabilities 
Current Liabilities 
Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities 

Total Capitalization and Liabilities

$3,396 $3,349

2,005 1,990 S...................... ............... -............................ ? O 5 .................. 1 .•.9 ..... .  
1,391 1,359 

111 111 

1,502 1,470 
307 277 

51 
706 704 

$2,566 $2,451

$ 824 $ 792 

47 47 

25 25 

703 700 
182 166 
117 117 

768 749 

$1,664 $1,613 

131 129 
317 258 
454 451 

$2,566 $2,451

$3,254 $3,231 $3,327 $3,234 $3,160 

1,876 1,874 1,863 1,714 1,569 .. ..................................................... .....a 7 6 ................... ...• 7 4 ................... ! ...s3 ................... .•. !.... ................... !.... .. .. .  
1,378 1,357 1,464 1,520 1,591 

95 96 98 74 70 

1,473 1,453 1,562 1,594 1,661 
220 203 203 242 250 

21 - 21 -
749 747 667 432 450 

$2,463 $2,403 $2,453 $2,268 $2,361

$ 816 $ 796 $ 758 $ 587 $ 647 

47 47 47 47 67 

25 25 25 35 45 

700 700 700 699 696 
153 138 129 109 91 
83 83 46 -

770 755 783 808 787 

$1,658 $1,623 $1,613 $1,477 $1,546 

126 125 124 110 106 
169 150 183 176 145 
510 505 533 505 564 

$2,463 $2,403 $2,453 $2,268 $2,361

*Reclassfled for comparative purposes.  
FINANCIAL DATA 

FIACA AAAt December 31 1999 1998 1997 1996 

RGS 
Capitalization Ratios (a) (percent) 
Long-term debt 52.3 51.9 - -

Preferred stock 4.1 4.1 - -

Common shareholders' equity 43.6 44.0 ..... .I. .. ..... .... ..... ..... ..n . ... ... .. ... .. ... ...d '. e q . ................................................................. - ............... .. ..................................................... .................................. ................... ............... .........--.............................. ..................... --........................................... .. 
Total 100.0 100.0 - -

Book Value per Common Share-Year End $22.19 $21.43 - -

Rate of Return on Average 
Common Equity (percent) 11.82 11.53 - -

Embedded Cost of Senior Capital (percent) 
Long-term debt 7.31 7.20 - -

Preferred stock 5.24 5.24 - -

Interest Coverages 
Before federal income taxes (incld. AFUDC) 3.39 3.68 - -

(excld. AFUDC) 3.36 3.65 - -
RG&E 

RGEAt December 31 ME .1999 1998 1997 1996 

Capitalization Ratios (a) (percent) 
Long-term debt 52.0 51.8 49.8 43.0 44.7 
Preferred Stock 4.2 4.2 4.2 5.2 6.9 
Common shareholder's equity 43.8 44.0 46.0 51.8 48.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Book Value per Common Share-Year End $21.71 $21.00 $20.94 $20.80 $20.24 
Rate of Return on 4verage 

Common Equity (percent) 12.12 11.76 11.22 11.00 11.41 
Embedded Cost of Senior Capital (percent) 
Long-term debt 7.29 7.21 7.20 7.32 7.33 
Preferred stock 5.24 5.24 5.56 5.80 6.26 
Interest Coverages 
Before federal income taxes (incld. AFUDC) 3.49 3.74 4.41 4.06 3.82 

(excld. AFUDC) 3.46 3.71 4.38 4.04 3.79 

(a) Includes Company's long-term liability to the Department of Energy (DOE)for nuclear waste disposal. Excludes DOE long

term liabilityfor uranium enrichment decommissioning and amounts due or redeemable within one year 
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

Electric Department Statistics 

Year Ended December 31,

Electric Revenue (millions) 
Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Municipal and Other 

Electric revenue - retail customers 
Energy Marketers 
Other Electric Utilities 
Other unregulated electric revenues ° --1 ........... .. a e.............. ............... ................s ..............................  

Total electric revenues 

Electric Expense (millions) 
Fuel for electric generation 
Purchased electricity 
Other unregulated fuel expense 
Operation and maintenance 
Unregulated operation and maintenance 
Depreciation and amortization 
Taxes-local, state and other S...... ..... ..... .T m .. e....... -1 ................• x .. n. .. ....... ................ ...........................  

Total electric expense 

Operating Income before 
Income Tax 

Income tax 

Operating Income from 
Electric Operations (millions) -- -. ....... .... ° e ,: •'. ................... ..................I...........................  

Electric Sales-MPH (000's) 
Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Municipal and Other _M ............... a n r e. .......... ......................................... ...................... ........  

Total retail sales 
Energy Marketers 
Other electric utilities 
Other unregulated sales o 11 .u .....!t.................... -~ ........................... .................................  

Total electric sales 

Electric Distribution Customers 
at December 31 (Thousands) 

Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Municipal and Other M n .c........ a lI . an1- ...... ... t e I .... ... ........................................................... ........  

Total electric customers 

Electricity Generated and 
Purchased-MWJH (000's) 

Fossil 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Pumped storage 
Less energy for pumping 
Other 

Total generated-net 
Purchased 

Total electric energy 

RGE System Net Capability
MW at December 31 
Total system net capability 

RGE Net Peak Load-MW
comparative purposes.

-N GR IN RGS RG&E 
1999* 1999* 1998 1997 1996

$247.9 $247.9 $ 273.2 $ 273.2 $250.1 $ 252.5 $254.9 
161.0 161.0 171.1 171.1 203.3 210.6 215.8 
103.9 103.9 115.5 115.5 130.8 144.3 153.3 
35.8 35.8 48.4 48.3 58.9 72.1 66.8 

548.6 548.6 608.2 608.1 643.1 679.5 690.8 
99.5 99.5 65.2 65.2 15.0 -
73.6 73.6 25.3 25.3 29.0 20.8 16.9 
9.3 - 4.0 1.5 0.5 -.. ................................. 9 3................................... . ......... ................. ...... .......................... ! •....... ................... -: ................... .................... . ................................... .  

731.0 721.7 702.7 700.1 687.6 700.3 707.7 

48.9 48.9 49.3 49.3 54.0 47.7 40.9 
81.0 80.9 53.0 53.0 27.0 28.3 46.5 
4.9 - 1.3 - - -

253.4 253.4 233.8 233.8 233.4 246.3 246.2 
2.0 - 2.2 1.0 2.0 -

100.9 99.6 103.0 103.0 102.1 103.4 92.6 
66.6 65.1 84.6 84.0 89.6 91.1 95.0 ......... .................... 5 7 ................. ................ .................................... ...... ....................... .2:!................... 5 s • ................... ,6 .................. 2 .: 

557.7 547.9 527.2 524.1 508.1 516.8 521.2 

173.3 173.8 175.5 176.0 179.5 183.5 186.5 
49.0 49.6 55.2 55.5 61.5 61.8 61.9 

$124.3 $124.2 $120.3 $120.5 $118.0 $121.7 $124.6 ............. ......................•. 4 , 3 ............. s , 4 Z .............. •. 2 o.................... ................................................... ........................ ...•:• .............. .12 : 

2,154 2,154 2,269 2,269 2,120 2,139 2,133 
1,680 1,680 1,783 1,783 2,036 2,119 2,062 
1,557 1,557 1,762 1,762 1,914 2,011 2,011 

391 391 482 482 517 537 521 .............. .......... ........ 3 •......................... 3 +......................... 4 •........................ 4 2........................5 .7........................ .... .................... I.......... . !.......  
5,782 5,782 6,296 6,296 6,586 6,806 6,726 
1,134 1,134 763 763 175 -
1,636 1,636 1,112 1,112 1,499 1,219 995 
162 - 23 2 - -................... ........... ........................ ........... .............................. . ................ ................. 1 ............ ......... ............. 2 .......... 8..................... ....2 - ...................................7 .  

S.. ........... ........ . I•! . ................... ....... .................. •........... .................. •..... ..... ................... ..................... ....................... I• 2 .................. 2......

313 
32 
1 
5 

............................ .

313 
32 
1 
5 

351

311 311 
30 30 
1 1 
2 2 

344 344

310 309 
30 31 
1 1 
3 3 

345 344

307 
31 
1 
3 

3..........

1,548 1,548 1,693 1,693 1,963 1,665 1,513 
4,926 4,926 4,735 4,735 5,324 5,120 4,094 

208 208 133 133 190 228 249 
67 67 233 233 233 239 247 

(101) (101) (350) (350) (348) (358) (370) 
- - 1 1 - 1 1 

6,648 6,648 6,445 6,445 7,361 6,894 5,733 
2,422 2,389 2,089 2,068 1,466 1,302 2,437 -..................... ............... .......................2..8 9 .................. 2... .... .............. I• 8 ........................ .......4 6 ..................... I . ........................... 2 • 3 .  
9,070 9,037 8,534 8,513 8,827 8,195 8,171 ........................ % .0 ................. .•.O .................. -11 3 .......................... ........................ ................... -•2 ................... • .9• .................. •.7.  

1,382 1,382 1,382 1,382 1,588 1,614 1,617 
1,367 1,367 1,433 1,433 1,388 1,421 1,305
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

Gas Department Statistics

RGS RG&E 
1999* 1999* 1998* 1997* 1996*Year Ended December 31,

Gas Revenue (millions) 
Residential 
Residential spaceheating 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Municipal and other ........ n .c a........................ ...... -... I................................................... .................... .  
Gas revenue-retail customers 
Marketers 
Other unregulated gas revenues 

Total gas revenue ........................... T ~ a ...g a ..r................... ............................................. ........................  

Gas Expense (millions) 
Gas purchased for resale 
Other unregulated fuel expense 
Operation and maintenance 
Unregulated operation and maintenance 
Depreciation 
Taxes-local, state and other .... x.. s... lI .............................................................................................................  

Total gas expense ................. .......... .............To l g s .. .!. e e I ... ........................... ............... ..............................  

Operating Income before 
Income Tax 

Income Tax (Benefit) ....... ................ . n ....... ... .................................................................................  
Operating Income from 

Gas Operations (millions) ...... ....................... G I .O. ................ .m .! ......... . ........... ............................. ..  

Gas Sates-iTzerms (millions) 
Residential 
Residential spaceheating 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Municipal 

Total retail sales 
Transportation of customer-owned gas 
Other unregulated sales ...... I n e e a e ..................... ...... ........ .......................................................................  

Total gas sold and transported S ...................... .T .....................g . ... . ............................... ..d... ..ns • r t d.........................  

Gas Distribution Customers 
at December 31 (Thousands) 

Residential 
Residential spaceheating 
Commercial 
Industrial

$ 5.7 $ 6.7 $ 5.7 $ 5.7 $ 2.9 $ 5.9 $ 6.0 
250.2 250.2 212.8 212.8 201.7 249.1 246.9 
36.3 36.3 31.1 31.1 40.2 51.9 52.1 
3.4 3.4 3.0 3.0 4.2 5.8 6.2 
9.0 9.0 19.7 19.7 24.9 23.6 35.1 

305.6 305.6 272.3 272.3 273.9 336.3 346.3 
16.8 16.8 6.4 6.4 .8 -
17.6 - 5.8 2.9 - -.. ....................... - -.............. .................. ........... .....6 ................... .......... .•.............. .......... ...8.......................... -2 . .:...............................- - ......... ................... ............................  

340.0 322.4 284.5 281.6 274.7 336.3 346.3 

192.0 192.0 147.0 147.0 155.5 196.6 202.3 
16.5 - 4.4 2.0 - -
60.3 60.3 64.0 64.0 68.2 68.8 67.0 
3.9 - 2.8 1.3 2.5 -

14.8 12.5 12.6 12.6 12.9 13.1 13.0 
28.0 25.0 28.6 27.8 28.2 30.8 31.9 

315.5 289.8 259.4 254.7 267.3 309.3 314.2 

24.5 32.6 25.1 26.9 7.4 27.0 32.1 

8.8 9.8 8.0 8.4 (0.1) 3.4 7.6 

$ 15.7 $ 22.8 $ 17.1 $ 18.5 $ 7.5 $ 23.6 $ 24.5 

6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 3.6 5.8 6.5 
261.8 261.8 264.0 264.0 239.7 285.4 299.1 
41.3 41.3 43.2 43.2 53.6 65.7 70.5 
4.2 4.2 4.5 4.5 6.1 7.8 9.3 
4.6 4.6 5.7 5.7 6.4 7.3 8.1 

317.9 317.9 323.4 323.4 309.4 372.0 393.5 
239.6 239.6 200.0 200.0 163.6 166.1 167.8 

36.5 - 12.5 7.1 1.2 -S... .... ................................................. 3 ... ...... - ........................ ...................... . 2...5.... ...... ............. ........7 .. .......... .... ............ .:.2 ........... ................ I ...............I 

594.1 557.5 535.9 530.5 474.1 538.1 561.3 

14.3 14.3 16.5 16.5 16.9 16.3 16.7 
251.1 251.1 246.5 246.5 249.7 243.3 240.7 

19.6 19.6 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.2 19.0 
.8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .9

Municipal 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.11 1.0 
Transportation .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 T r. s... ... .... ... .. ... ... ...................... ..... ........... I ................................................................ .................................................................................... .............................. .. 7................................ : 7....................... ........ :.7.............................. .. .. .. ................................ 7..... .......................... : 7 

Total gas customers 287.5 287.5 285.1 285.1 288.9 281.4 279.0 

RGE, Gas-Therms (millions) 
Purchased for resale 230.7 230.7 200.0 200.0 203.7 274.4 279.4 
Gas from storage 95.0 95.0 126.2 126.2 111.2 104.3 122.8 
Other 1.7 1.7 2.2 2.2 1.5 1.4 1.1 

Total gas available-RGE 327.4 327.4 328.3 328.3 316.3 380.2 403.3 

Total Daily Capacity-RGE 
Millions of Therms at December 31 ~ 4,402 4,402 4,493 4,493 4,380 4,380 4,480 S................... ... ... ........................................................ ..................... .................................................... ..... .. ........................................... . ..Ml i s ... ... ... ... .. a t e e- -1 *4 4 0, 0 .. ......... 4.....3...................... .. ... .. .. ..................4........ .....0 ..................4...3 8.. .. ..... ..... ..................... 4.48 

Max. daily throughput, Therms-RG&E (millions) 4,305 4,305 4,008 4,008 3,584 4,114 4,023 
Degree Days (Calendar Month) 

For the period (thousands) 6.6 6.6 6.3 6.3 5.7 6.9 7.0 
Percent colder (warmer) than normal (1.9) (1.9) (6.6) (6.6) (15.9) 2.8 3.9
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*Reclassifed for comparative purposes.  
**Method for determining daily capacity, based on current network analysis, reflects the maximum demand which the transmission 

systems can accept without a deficiency
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RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

Investor Information

Business and Financial Information I Shareholder Services
RGS business and financial information 

is available on line as well as by phone.  

RGS by Phone 
Access RGS from anywhere in the 

United States or Canada by calling our 

automated investor communications 

system at (800) 724-8833. You will be 

greeted with a brief message, then given 

a menu of options. Among other things, 

you can hear RGS's quarterly earnings 

announcement or request a copy, 

including financial statements, by 

fax or by mail.  

RGS on Line 
RGS's web site features the latest news 

and financial information, including 

quarterly dividend and earnings 

announcements, financial statements 

and press releases. Visit us on line at 

http://www.rgs-energy.com.  

RGS Financial Information 
Earnings results are typically released 

around the 23rd of January, April, July 

and October. Dividend announcements 

are made in March, June, September 

and December at mid-month.  

Security Analyst Contact 
Security analysts and others requesting 

information about RGS should contact 

Mark J. Graham, Manager of Investor 

Relations at (716) 724-8176.  

Corporate Address 
RGS Energy Group, Inc.  

89 East Avenue 

Rochester, NY 14649-0001 

(716) 771-4444

Shareholder services representatives are 

available weekdays from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.  

eastern standard time through EquiServe 

at (800) 736-3001. Among other things, 

they can provide dividend information, 

enroll you in our dividend reinvestment 

program and handle requests for owner

ship or account changes.  

Stock Transfer Agent 
BankBoston, N.A.  

c/o EquiServe 

P.O. Box 8040 

Boston, MA 02266-8040 

(800) 736-3001 

Telecommunication Device 
for the Deaf (TDD) 
(800) 952-9245 

Dividends 

Dividend Payment Dates 
Dividends on RGS Common Stock 

are paid quarterly around the 25th 

of January, April, July and October.  

Dividends on the RG&E Preferred Stocks 

are payable, as declared, on or about the 
1st of March. June, September and 

December.  

Dividend Direct Deposit 
Shareholders can elect to have their 

quarterly cash dividends electronically 

deposited into their personal bank 

accounts. Deposits are made on the 

date the dividend is payable. If you 

would like to take advantage of this 

service, contact our stock transfer agent.

14

Dividend Reinvestment 
RGS offers a dividend reinvestment plan 

as a service to Common Stock share

holders who wish to purchase addition

al shares. In addition to full or partial 

reinvestment of dividends, the plan 

gives shareholders the opportunity to 

make direct cash investments ranging 

from $50 to $5,000 as often as once a 

month. To enroll, you need to have ten 

shares of RGS Common Stock and the 

shares have to be held in your name, 

meaning they can't be in a broker street 

name account.  

RG&E First Mortgage Bond Trustee 
Bankers Trust Company 

c/o BT Services Tennessee Inc.  

Securities Payment Unit 

P.O. Box 291207 

Nashville, TN 37229-1207 

(800) 735-7777 

Annual Meeting 
RGS's 2001 annual meeting of share

holders will be held at the Hyatt 

Regency Rochester, on Wednesday, 

April 25, 2001 at 11 am.  

Stock Listings 
RGS's Common Stock is listed on 

the New York Stock Exchange and is 

identified by the stock symbol RGS.  

RG&E Preferred Stock issues are 

traded on the over-the-counter market.  

Form 10-K Annual Report 
Shareholders may obtain a copy of 

RGS's 2000 annual report on Form 

10-K, as filed with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission, without charge, 

by calling (800) 724-8833 or writing 

to Investor Services at RGS.



RGS ENERGY GROUP, INC.

Management Appointment 
as of February 1, 2001 

Officer Appointment

William L. Thomas

William L.Thomas has been 

appointed as vice-president of Human 

Resource Services, Mr. Thomas had 

been vice-president, Human Resources 

at Bausch & Lomb's Vision Care 

Business Unit. Prior to that he was man

ager, Human Resources: Development & 

Manufacturing for Xerox Corporation.  

Mr. Thomas is a cum laude gradu

ate of Benedict College with a BS 

Degree in business administration.  

Long active in Rochester area commu

nity affairs, he is chairman of the board 

of the Rochester Urban League and 

a board member of several other com

munity organizations. He resides in 

Henrietta, New York, with his wife, Kim.  

Mr Thomas replaces Wilfred J.  

Schrouder, Jr. who retired after 39 years 

of service.
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Directors and Officers 
as of January 1,2001 

RGS Energy Group, Inc.  
and Rochester Gas 
and Electric Corporation 
- Directors 
Angelo J. Chiarella t/ 
Director of Planning, 
FJF Architects, LLP 

Allan E. Dugan *f 
Executive Vice-President and President, 

Worldwide Business Services, Xerox 
Corporation 

Mark B. Grier tf 
Executive Vice-President, Financial 
Management, The Prudential Insurance 
Company of America 

Susan R. Holliday,/ 
President and Publisher, Rochester 
Business Journal 

Jay T. Holmes *V 
Attorney and Business Consultant 

G. Jean How ard t/ 
Executive Director, Wilson 
Commencement Park 

Samuel T. Hubbard, Jr. t 
President and Chief Executive Officer, 
High Falls Brewing Company, LLC 

Cleve L. Killingsworth, Jr. K/ 
President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Health Alliance Plan 

Roger WI. Kober * 
Former Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer, Rochester Gas and 
Electric Corporation 

Cornelius J. Murphy *t 

Senior Vice-President, Goodrich & 
Sherwood Associates, Inc.  

Charles I. Plosser *t 
Dean and John M. Olin Distinguished 
Professor of Economics and Public Policy 
of the William E. Simon Graduate School 
of Business Administration, University 
of Rochester 

Thomas S. Richards * 

Chairman of the Board, President and 

Chief Executive Officer, RGS Energy 
Group, Inc. and Rochester Gas and 
Electric Corporation 

• Member of Executive and 

Finance Committee 
t M1Ieml)er of Audit Committee 
t Member of Committee on 

Mlanagement 

.\Iember of Committee on 
Directors

RGS Energy Group, Inc. - Officers 
Chairman, President and Chief 
Executive Officer: 
Thomas S. Richards 

Senior Vice-Presidents: 
J. Burt Stokes, Chief Financial Officer * 

Michael T. Tomaino, General Counsel 
Michael J. Bovalino 
Paul C. Wilkens 

Secretary: David C. Ileiligman 
Treasurer: Mark Keogh 
Controller: William J. Reddy 
Assistant Theasurer: Kathleen C. Spellane 
4ssistant Controller- Joseph J. Syta 

Rochester Gas and Electric 
Corporation - Officers 
Chairman, President and Chief 
Executive Officer: 
Thomas S. Richards 

Senior Vice-Presidents: 
J. Burt Stokes, Corporate Services and 

Chief Financial Officer' * 

Michael T. Tomaino, General Counsel 
Paul C. Wilkens, Generation 

Vice-Presidents: 
Louis L. Bellina, Customer Relations 
David C. Heiligman, Corporate Secretary 
David J. Irish, Fossill-lIydro Operations 
Mark Keogh, Treasurer 
Robert C. Mecredy, Nuclear Operations 
Clifton B. Olson, Energy Supply 
Jessica S. Raines, Support Services 
William J. Reddy, Controller 
Paul G. Ruganis, Irformation Services 
Wilfred J. Schrouder, Jin, Human 

Resource Services * 
William L. Thomas, Human 

Resource Services ** 
Michael B. Whitcraft, Energy Delivery 
Joseph A. Widay, Plant Mtanager, 

Ginna Station 

Assistant Treasurer: Kathleen C. Spellane 

Assistant Controller. Joseph J. Syta 

Energetix, Inc. - Officers 
President and Chief Executive Officer: 
Michael J. Bovalino 

Vice-Presidents: 
John A. Hamilton, Operations 
Christian B. Modesti, Finance and 

Chief Financial Officer 
James T. DiStefano, Sales and MIlarkteting 

* Retired effective Februar' 1, 2001 
* Effective February 1, 2001

____________________________ I ____________________________ L ____________________________
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